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The main trajectory of this dissertation is to examine the centrality and ambiguity of human 
bodies in relation to the crisis of modern subjectivity in literary and critical responses in the 
Italian cultural milieu after World War II. The paradigm of the body will be considered in its 
porosity to, and of, the established cultures in which it is inscribed and decoded; by contrast, it 
also functions as a pole for social and epistemological resiliencies. Thus, following dynamics of 
re-appropriation and re-signification of the idea of the body, in a dialectic within the history of 
bodies in Western traditions, this investigation will engage in a variety of discourses on and of 
the body that emerge during and after the explosive tragedy of World War II. Despite the wide 
array of studies of imageries of the human body – whether visual or literary, cinematic or poetic 
– this study intervenes innovatively in the current debate on postwar bodies by looking at three 
major areas of conflict and bodily warzones: Italian Holocaust narratives (in the accounts of 
Primo Levi and Liana Millu), Liberation novels through a focus on the cityscape of Naples (by 
looking at Curzio Malaparte and Domenico Rea’s literary strategies) and the eco-bodily tragedy 
in the physical and telluric poetic languages of the Northeast (Andrea Zanzotto and Pier Paolo 
Pasolini’s early poetic interplay between war, nature, and human imageries). This dissertation, 
therefore, traces the body’s peculiar mode of existence (and persistence) as a ‘human’ trope in 
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the representation of ‘personal’ and ‘collective’ war trauma and the project illustrates how the 
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“They [the philosophers] want to get out of  
themselves and escape from the man. That  
is madness: instead of changing themselves  
into angels, they change into beast; instead of  
raising themselves, they lower themselves.  
These transcendental humors frighten me,  
like lofty and inaccessible heights.” (Montaigne 856). 
 
“the fate of the body as an idea, like that of  
subjectivity to whose emergence it is linked,  
is haunted by the foreclosure of its past 
 meanings and histories.” (Judowizt 1) 
 
The main trajectory of this dissertation is to examine the centrality and ambiguity of human 
bodies in relation to the crisis of modern subjectivity in literary and critical responses in the Italian 
cultural milieu after World War II. The paradigm of the body will be considered in its porosity to, 
and of, the established cultures in which it is inscribed and decoded; by contrast, it also functions 
as a pole for social and epistemological resiliencies. Thus, following dynamics of re-appropriation 
and re-signification of the idea of the body, in a dialectic within the history of bodies in Western 
traditions, this investigation will engage in a variety of discourses on and of the body that emerge 
during and after the explosive tragedy of World War II. Despite the wide array of studies of 
imageries of the human body – whether visual or literary, cinematic or poetic – this study 
intervenes innovatively in the current debate on postwar bodies by looking at three major areas of 
conflict and bodily warzones: Italian Holocaust narratives (in the accounts of Primo Levi and Liana 
Millu), Liberation novels through a focus on the cityscape of Naples (by looking at Curzio 
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Malaparte and Domenico Rea’s literary strategies) and the eco-bodily tragedy in the physical and 
telluric poetic languages of the Northeast (Andrea Zanzotto and Pier Paolo Pasolini’s early poetic 
interplay between war, nature, and human imageries). This dissertation, therefore, traces the 
body’s peculiar mode of existence (and persistence) as a ‘human’ trope in the representation of 
‘personal’ and ‘collective’ war trauma and the project illustrates how the second world conflict 
demarks a turning point in the analysis of the human body. It is now a corporeal fragmentation of 
the living, informing new approaches to the reading of “personaggio-uomo” as a “personaggio-
corpo,” a tragic corporeality on stage (di Paolo 11).  
This corporeality is exhibited in many radical forms that intensify both a reification of the 
subject and that of the world: the sexual, the visceral and the organic are core functions of literary 
discourses and historical representations of trauma, warzones, diseases. Corporeality also implies 
a return to the intimate sphere, revalorizing senses and pre-rational fields. It bridges the human to 
the natural as part of an ecological understanding of the living. In other words, speaking about our 
bodies determines a flux of meanings and signals spanning from introspective to expressivity, from 
private to public spaces, from being to seeming.  
While focusing in a variety of literary projects (hardly classifiable as autobiographies, 
memories, diaries, historical reportage, fictional tales, and poetic metamorphosis), this study will 
meet bodies becoming places to be inscribed and objects of alienation and violence, not only in 
concentration camps but also in liminal spaces, such as in occupied cities under attack. In addition, 
literary spaces will also display bodies that serve as ‘speaking’ subjects of resiliency, modes of 
socio-political revolt and ecological protagonists in the nature-culture divide (particularly in poetic 
reflections on the limits of human language and expressivity). Thus, postwar cultural production, 
until the advent of Neo-Avant-Garde appears to be deeply invested in a continuous search to 
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understand the corporeal, shifting often between being viewed as an ‘object’ and becoming a 
speaking ‘subject’ platform, ethically rehabilitated.  
This analysis does not attempt to recreate another categorization of the human body to fill 
in a loophole in the history of ideas nor will it propose a unilateral reading of Italian postwar 
narratives of the body. Borrowing Dalia Judowizt’s assertion, a fearful disposition to treat the 
human body as a simple idea in the changing modes of historical paradigms represents an on-going 
dilemma for anyone approaching the endless tradition of codifying the epistemic existence of our 
bodies. In line with Judowizt, I view the sphere of corporeality as an openness through which I 
illustrate the cultural struggle for postwar Italian identities, addressing gender and racial issues, as 
well as historical dichotomies of the sacred, the human and the natural. Thus, this study, like others 
in the fields of Italian corporeal literatures, adopts a multilayered approach, rather flexible, rooted 
in interdisciplinary frameworks due to the mobility – physical, metaphorical, ethical, historical – 
that bodies as characters assume. In so doing, by recalling Umberto Galimberti’s utterance of 
“significato fluttuante,” this work bridges critical approaches to the philosophies of embodiment 
who expose unequal dynamics of societal powers (human/animal – cultural/natural) and the socio-
historical ambience in which bodies emerge through literary ventures. Current trends in cultural 
studies, feminist thought, post-human and also more broadly the so-called “Anthropocene era” 
have drawn an awareness to literary modes, social uses and political transformations of our 
thinking of the human body.  
Bodies do not passively meet our classifications or our orderly viewpoints. Instead, they 
elude places, symbols, people’s representations due to the ambiguity of their nature as well as the 
mobile histories of their reminders. Bodies’ discourses challenge the ways of individual 
perceptions, interact with forms of the ‘external,’ topics of freedom and agency while also tending 
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to be the objects of medical and ethnic numbering. Bodies are prominently physical and sensorial, 
yet transcend any singularity given by their nature of being-for-here and being-out-there, often a 
“sradicamento” of possible meanings. In other words, every form of bodily nature has an innermost 
and outermost contact zone making it a social interface of cultural systems and signs of 
communication, like a tertium. Roberto Esposito, in political philosophy, Jean-Luc Nancy in 
poststructuralist thought, Judith Butler in the feminist critical wave – to name a few – have 
pioneered and greatly influenced both literary and philosophical trends of analysis.  
Specifically, Italian socio-literary contexts provide a vast number of representative 
methods for addressing the kinship of literature and reality, responses to a damaged and nihilist 
crisis of subjectivity, and poetic ideologies that suggest the stipulation of pensée engagée (the new 
trends of the figures of militant intellectuals, the historicist wave and the imprinting of 
Neorealism). Postwar literatures also outline a sentiment of repugnance distancing themselves 
from the tragic cultural ventennio so as to achieve an adherence to the concreteness of life and 
highlight a certain ‘poetic realism’ which attempts to investigate the needs, flaws and identities of 
a new societal bond. Undoubtedly, the second dopoguerra challenges the conditions of literature, 
especially in the category of “memorialistica,” to document the thriftless and truthfulness of a lived 
experience of tragedy. Analyzing social traumas – spanning from lyrism to transfiguration - and 
sharing testimonies were seen as necessities to rebuild a sense of communal belonging. Viewed in 
its coral function, postwar literatures’ responsibility serves exactly that purpose: a fresh 
reawakening as to the reshaping of a struggling body-politic of identities and as a herald of an 
‘ancient’ humanism.  
One of the problematic features that postwar narratives faced was the interrogation of 
violence and crisis, seen and lived in conjunction with a decline and a questioning of the integrity 
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of subjectivity, be it authorship or ownership of testimonial turmoil. Corporeality fills in this void 
with the concreteness of reality, a more palpable apprehension of socio-historical trauma that 
narrating seemed to have missed. However, the coming-of-age of corporeal literature requires a 
recodification of literary genres because shifting the focus to the nudity of life (bare life as Marco 
Antonio Bazzocchi and Giorgio Agamben’s analyses suggest) entails changing perspectives and 
outcomes. That being said, in this study I will propose to redefine canonized postwar genres into 
a hybrid format of narrations and interpretation centers of the relation between the subject, the 
Real and the natural.   
In order to trace the question and conditions of possibility of ‘Italian’ corporealities, three 
fundamental trajectories must be measured. The first is epistemological and addresses the fields of 
how the body contributes to our understanding of perception, dream-state and figures of otherness 
in the external world. Secondly, the body as a plethora of inscriptions and time markers sheds light 
on the relations between cultures over spans of epochs, paradigms and value systems which are 
also engrained in a specific political agency. Finally, writing (of the) human body signals a 
problematization of the boundaries of human language and it indicates a genealogical assessment 
of the edge between self and world. Therefore, these ‘disputes’ are integrally part of our discursive 
patterns that will be analyzed and often intersect in the different media and responses to the 
explosive ‘smania di raccontare,’ to make meaning of a tragic subjectivity in crisis. To conclude 
this introductory note, I will outline the prominent thematic points that compose the following 
three chapters. 
 
Every civilization or cultural epoch has always spoken through an engagement or an 
enclosure of imageries of the human body. To a certain extent, the presence/absence of human 
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bodies has often determined the social, philosophical and historical programming of the definition 
of humanity and therefore influenced its transposition on the literary and visual discourses. Even 
more so in our times, we reflect upon issues regarding private and public domains and the 
definition of what a body is or can do in our quotidian life. An incessant display of bodies in the 
society of fast-speed information and the traps of a society of spectacle and consumerism have 
pervaded our perceptions of a multiplicity of bodily imageries: sexualized, imperious, imperiled, 
brutal, animalized, cyborg-like, omnipresent, virtual avatars. These imageries touch upon 
innermost desires, direct our sentiments, project new facets of human forms, advocate for 
homologation, require numbering, ethic, racial and political classification, and define our modes 
of coming-to- be in the world with an infinite array of other strategies of control.  
As the French historian Alain Corbin writes in his magnificent Histoire du corps the human 
body exists as an object, yet differentiated in essence from all other objects, since solely in it we 
find a subject: “inoltre, nel corpo sentiamo constantemente il lento lavorio della morte. È dunque 
un oggetto la cui fine è sempre annunciata” (qtd. in Di Paolo 7). I believe that precisely in such 
ambiguity (that also represents the tragedy of the living) lies the peculiarity and interest that bodies 
have often ignited in many recent cultural studies, but has also been investigated with paramount 
importance in the history of philosophical and artistic discussions. In collaboration with Nicholas 
Truong, a famous French historian and sociologist Jacque Le Goff in the compelling inquiry Il 
corpo nel Medioevo warns us of leaving the interest of bodies only to modern and contemporary 
studies: “la centralità del corpo non costituisce una novità nel mondo occidentale” since the 
speaking of the human body means to approach “una storia lenta” in which medieval thought plays 
a key role (157). Like Pieter Bruegel’s paradigmatic Combattimento fra Carnevale e Quaresima 
(1559) centers on a contrast to Bachtinian carnivalization (sexual pleasure and gastronomic excess) 
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and a religious renouncement of corporeal passions, the body has been the center of a polarized 
world for centuries that, despite being overly reductive, begins with a controversial interpretation 
of Plato’s writings. Within polymorphic histories of the representations and concepts of the body, 
it sometimes appears difficult to manage the varieties, edges, similarities and metamorphosis of 
signs, values, icons that the corporeal insinuates, assumes, supposes. However, trajectories of 
meanings must be traced if any critical and historiographical study is to enlighten the intensity 
“che attende l’ordine strutturale di ogni codice” like that of the body (Galimberti 27). On this path 
lies the encyclopedic-style work of Umberto Galimberti that explores an arbitrary selection of 
philosophical patterns of understanding of the function of the human body in the Western 
hemisphere. From the Pre-Socratics until the dawn of the 20th century (as a backdrop for a more 
detailed examination of philosophies of the embodiment and presence) to reach its coeval 
economic, scientific and psychological criticism, the body trans-poses and ex-poses ontological 
codes:  
Da centro di irradiazione simbolica nelle comunità primitive, il corpo è diventato in 
Occidente il negativo di ogni “valore”, che il sapere con la Fedele complicità del potere, è 
andato accumulando. Dalla “follia del corpo” di Platone alla “maledizione della carne” 
nella religione biblica, dalla “lacerazione” cartesiana della sua unità alla sua “anatomia” a 
opera della scienza, il corpo vede concludersi la sua storia con la sua riduzione a “forza-
lavoro” nell’economia, dove più evidente è l’accumulo del valore nel segno 
dell’equivalenza generale, ma dove anche più aperta diventa la sfida del corpo sul registro 
dell’ambivalenza. Qui “sfida” non significa che il corpo si oppone a qualcosa o a qualcuno, 
ma semplicemente non si affida a una pienezza di senso e di valore [...]. (Galimberti 12) 
 
Suggestive Greek culture and the vision of corporeal harmony between being and seeming, internal 
and external, find their counterpoint in the liberation from the body in Christian transcendental 
thought. Yet, it is the modern structure of subjectivity conceived as inherently res cogitans that 
generates an unbearable fracture between inner and outer world, human versus animal, reason 
contra senses. A metaphysics of the ‘I’ combined with scientific and positivist waves will deeply 
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affect societal structures determining political and social dynamics, especially during the 18th and 
19th century. Building on what Aristotle a few centuries before defined as “animale razionale”, 
both rational thought and practices were set in place to train this new individual (and understand 
its bodily equation). 
To this matter, this study engages in multiple moments with pivotal ‘archeological’ works 
on the relation between power and corporeal life by Michel Foucault. Histoire de la follie (1961), 
Les mots et le choses (1966), Surveiller et punir: Naissance de la clinique (1975) and Histoire de 
la sexualitè: la volontè de savoir (1976), Il faut défendre la société among other essays, reflections 
and contributions, have created categories of analysis of social, political and economic processes 
and dispositif of power over the body. With Foucault we discovered the body as a cultural product 
and its unique political “investimento” – clothing as the priority for any sovereign powers 
especially in the epoch of “corpo organico,” “corpo razziale,” “corpo misurato,” through practices 
of naturalization, biologization of the human so that every body could be read, erased, included or 
excluded if ab-normal: 
the historical moment of the disciplines was the moment when an art of the human body 
was born, which was directed not only at the growth of its skills, nor at the intensification 
of its subjections, but at the formation of a relation that in the mechanism itself makes it 
more obedient as it becomes more useful, and conversely, what was then being formed was 
a policy of coercions that act upon the body, a calculated manipulation of its elements, its 
gestures, its behaviors. The human body was entering a machinery of power that explores 
it, breaks it down and rearranges it. (Discipline and Punish 137-138) 
 
As a capillary and systemic producer of power, any apparatus of control for Foucault seeks to 
determine the boundary of our material life of which the body represents exemplary visuality. 
Therefore, modern socio-political powers grab and manipulate the conditions of possibility – and 
consequently mobility, proliferation, expressivity, education, impulses, rituals, eugenics, right to 
live or die, and right to life as a whole – and create an even wider phagocytizing of any aspect of 
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humanity into the political stream. It is evident that underneath this incorporation of the living 
body – whether biological zoe or political bios –a sovereign power is situated, one which conceives 
of the body as body-automaton, body-machine, body-object susceptible to be formed, organized, 
trained, obedient, fruitful, that tends to enhance its skills clashing private and public spaces 
relentlessly.  
In the last few decades, many scholars have dialogued and attempted to solve some issues 
or inconsistencies in the theory of bio-power as explored by the French sociologist. Furthermore, 
his thought represents the backdrop for many disciplines nowadays, from social sciences to 
environmental studies, from political discourses to bioethics, including race and gender studies. 
Within the latter, Judith Butler’s Bodies that matter (1993) and Precarious life (2004) sought to 
underline the fluid constitution of the female and femininity in relation to power dynamics, 
addressing ethical and ontological questions on how bodies tend to express themselves. Similarly, 
Elizabeth Grosz’s Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism (1994) and Stacy Alaimo’s 
Bodily Natures. Science, Environment and the Material Self (2010) have treated notions of trans-
corporeality in relation to femininity, extremely relevant in critical scholarship today.  
 Given the variety of approaches to Foucault’s thought and its widening influence it would 
be hardly feasible to assess the entirety of works after him. Certainly as a broad understanding of 
his political effect, I recall Gillez Deleuze’s Foucault (1988) and Marcelo Hoffman’s Foucault 
and Power: The Influence of Political Engagement and Theories of Power (2013). The relevance 
of discourses around the body has also advanced Italian critical culture in the last two decades and 
has resonated internationally. Certainly, two major influencers within philosophical studies are 
Giorgio Agamben and Roberto Esposito who have sought to expand, despite differences of 
outcomes, the investigation of biopolitic structures and forms of resistance. In particular, 
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Agamben’s trilogy of Homo Sacer (I. Il potere sovrano e la nuda vita; II. Lo stato di eccezione; 
III. L’archivio e il testimone. Quel che resta di Auschwizt) explores the constitutive ontological 
ambivalence of life within the body – inclusion/exclusion, susceptible to be killed, yet not to 
sacrifice –  within the paradigms of a Westernized form of judicial and theological system.1 On 
the other hand, Esposito has attempted to delineate a ‘positive’ outlook of a biopolitic challenge 
in his Bios. Biopolitica e filosofia (2004), Pensiero vivente. Origine e attualità della filosofia 
italiana (2010) and Le persone e le cose (2014) revitalizing the so-called Italian Thought, in 
dialectic relation to French and German 20th-century critical traditions. Esposito puts forward ideas 
on the mechanism of modern bodily resistances and argues for a re-appropriation of the fluid 
concept of vitalism in which corporeal expressivity takes an essential role as a tertium between the 
legal infrastructure of personhood and the reification of ‘thingness.’ In addition to political critical 
thought in strictu sensu, it is relevant to notice an increasing awareness in the realm of Italian 
studies of the role of ‘toxic’ bodies, ‘polluted’ life and nonhuman elements as strategic discursive 
traits in environmental studies as in Serenella Iovino’s Material ecocriticism (2014) and 
Environmental Humanities: Voices from the Anthropocene (2016).  
Alongside these analytical pathways, in modern and contemporary philosophy of the body 
we encounter the revolutionary approach of phenomenological thought. In particular, first Edmund 
Husserl critically reconsidered the origins of rational and idealist waves and the unity of thinking 
subjectivity. Tired of a saturated dualism (Intellectualism and Empirism), phenomenology viewed 
                                                        
1 Agamben, Giorgio. Il potere sovrano e la nuda vita. (Homo sacer I) (Torino: Einaudi, 1995) “la tesi foucaultiana 
dovrà, allora, essere corretta o, quanto meno, integrata, nel senso che ciò che caratterizza la politica moderna non è 
tanto l’inclusione della zoe nella polis, in sé antichissima, né semplicemente il fatto che la vita come tale divenga un 
oggetto eminente dei calcoli e delle previsioni del potere statale; decisivo è, piuttosto il fatto che, di pari passo al 
processo per cui l’eccezione diventa ovunque la regola, lo spazio della nuda vita, situato in origine al margine 
dell’ordinamento, viene progressivamente a coicindere con lo spazio politico, e esclusione e inclusione, esterno e 
interno, bios e zoe, diritto e fatto entrano in una zona di irriducibile indistinzione.” (12)  
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the body as an ambiguous structure of meaning: a distinction is made between a scientific and 
measurable object-thing (Körper) and the intentional, sensorial and emotional living aspects 
(Leib). Building from this distinction and attempting to avoid a correlation of Leib with 
consciousness, Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s Phénoménologie de la perception (1945) argues that the 
body is the prominent perceptual field that interfaces self and world. In his words: 
We have the experience of a world, not understood as a system of relations which wholly 
determine each event, but as an open totality the synthesis of which is inexhaustible. We 
have the experience of an I not in the sense of an absolute subjectivity, but indivisibly 
demolished and remade by the course of time. The unity of either the subject or the object 
is not a real unity, but a presumptive unity on the horizon of experience. We must 
rediscover, as anterior to the ideas of subject and object, the fact of my subjectivity and the 
nascent object, that primordial layer at which both things and ideas come into being. (255) 
 
On the nature of bodies in how we perceive ourselves, an external world and the spatial possibility 
of an Otherness, Merleau-Ponty promotes a critical reevaluation of pre-conceived, pre-reflexive 
and pre-personal. The body becomes the center and the medium of our understanding of the 
external world, of our tools of knowledge, of our agency and expressivity; moreover, it lies before 
any constitutive essentialism. Much of the so-called ‘continental philosophy’ is an interrogation 
of the possibilities of such renewal of the sensorial and expressive body-nature, among which 
Gilles Deleuze and Fèlix Guattari’s Capitalisme et schizophrénie. L'anti-Œdipe (1972) and Jean-
Luc Nancy’s Corpus (1992) are viewed as critical works. On this matter, Nicolò Seggiario’s La 
chair et le pli: la multivocità dell’Essere (2009) illustrates how the human body – in the concept 
of chair – may serve as a contact zone for epistemological and political examinations of our being-
in-the-world and being-thrown in social systems of controls and dominance. 
The significance of the human body as social and narrative catalyst has recently been at the 
core of Italian studies. We have already mentioned Giorgio Agamben’s trilogy of Homo Sacer and 
Roberto Esposito’s Bios. Biopolitica e filosofia as truly pivotal masterpieces. In terms of critical 
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approaches to literature, Niva Lorenzini’s Corpo e poesia nel Novecento Italiano (2009) and 
Fulvio Pezzarossa’s C’era una volta il pulp. Corpo e letteratura nella tradizione italiana (1999) 
excavate figures of fragmented, silent and anatomic bodies often mirroring an existential angst of 
a detached subject from the Real. Lorenzini illustrates how poetics from Decadentism (thinking of 
D’Annunzio’s panism) until today have grounded ways to comprehend our bodily engagement 
with the world, both historical and linguistic, presenting both an objectification (poesia che parla 
del corpo) and a subjectification (soggetto di linguaggio). These poetics primarily question the 
relationship “letteratura-realtà” according to Lorenzini:  
Non c’è dubbio, infatti, che alla messa in crisi del Soggetto, inteso come luogo di 
un’identità e di un’integrità dell’io in grado di farsi interprete di parametri certi su cui 
commisurare la realtà [...] corrisponda un progressivo aumento delle quotazioni del corpo, 
che si scopre, lui sì, luogo di rapporti concreti con il reale, e sede di una fisicità che si 
contrappone e fa attrito contro lo sfaldamento. (13) 
 
Pezzarossa, on the other hand, presents various modalities through which literatures have explored 
the theme of pulp discovering a latent interest in sensorial and visceral narrative apparatus as seen 
in Curzio Malaparte, Pier Vittorio Tondelli and Tiziano Scarpa. In a similar way, Andrea 
Cortellessa’s La fisica del senso. Saggi e interventi sui poeti italiani dal 1940 a oggi (2006) 
intervenes in the debate on the role of senses as the unconscious and somatic domain in poetic 
expressivity of the second half of the 20th century.  
In alignment with a renewed intersection of literature and psychoanalysis, especially a 
return to the works of Jacques Lacan, some young literary critics and historians have extensively 
studied the role of nudity, sexuality and love in the Italian tradition. Whereas Manuele Gragnolati’s 
Amor che move. Linguaggio del corpo e forma del desiderio in Dante, Pasolini e Morante (2013) 
highlights desires and passions in a philological study from medieval depictions to Pier Paolo 
Pasolini’s texts, Marco Antonio Bazzocchi’s Il corpo che parla. Il nudo nella letteratura italiana 
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del Novecento (2013) and Il codice del corpo: genere e sessualità nella letteratura del Novecento 
(2016) represent the most thought-provocative outline of how sexual bodies traverse the last 
century’s literary terrain. He argues that they have changed radically from previous harmonic 
imageries, from Moravia’s homosexual, non-normative, nude bodies to Calvino’s stories. Through 
still other illustrious protagonists of the last decades, Bazzocchi’s work delves into the 
transgressive lines that bodies draw. Sexuality and nudity, deformed natures and a focus on 
hybridism and monstrosity brings Bazzocchi to elucidate sites of exchanges and places of political 
critique that major and minor narratives (minor literatures to employ Deleuze’s terminology) 
expose.  
In the midst of poetics and literary studies, Gian Maria Annovi illustrates how ‘other’ 
bodies are projections of an inner intimacy while they contribute to a sphere of estrangement – 
bodies are ex-posed for others and intersect their space with something other-than-us (me). Altri 
corpi. Poesia e corporalità negli anni Sessanta (2008) foregrounds a psychoanalytical approach 
to the body (or also “un doppio corpereo” in Pasolini’s later poetry) as a shattered lyric subject 
predominantly by the Neo-Avant-Garde, as for instance in Antonio Porta and Edoardo 
Sanguineti’s linguistic experimentations “[per] rintracciare una particolare attenzione al tema del 
corpo [...] che proprio in quanto manifestazione di una soggettività problematica e problematizzata 
si manifesta prevalentemente attraverso quelle figure che la tradizione poetica ha più scotomizzato: 
la violenza, la sessualità, l’animalità, l’informe, il patologico.” (Annovi Altri corpi 6) If the 
explosion of Neo-Avant-Garde narratives problematized a sickened and centrifugal subjectivity 
trapped in the second wave of mass industrialized society and arbitrary domain of language and 
truth, the question of using corporeality was also essential for the cultural and anthropological 
Futurist movement. Particularly in the last two decades, interest in revolutionary works by Futurist 
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writers, artists, and collaborators and those influenced by it has greatly increased. Several texts, 
articles and essays explore theories of the individual, artistic development against the metaphysics 
of the ‘I’, the foreshadowing of cultural ruptures with past traditions of artistic, political and 
philosophical concepts and the contribution to interdisciplinary approaches (as we can see in the 
special volume of Annali d’Italianistica (2009) for the English-speaking academic world edited 
by Federico Luisetti and Luca Somigli). Specifically, on the topic of bodies and modernism, Silvia 
Contarini, Christine Poggi, Jeffrey Schnapp and the edition Modernism and the Avant-garde body 
in Spain and Italy by Nicholas Fernandez-Medina and Maria Truglio emphasize the superomistic, 
often masculine and transformative (being both creative and destructive) nature of futurist bodies 
embedded in a science-driven metamorphosis with speed, metals and machines creating forms of 
hybridism that clash with the famous culture-nature divide. Karen Pinkus’ Bodily regimes. Italian 
Advertising under Fascism questions the functionality of bodies during Fascism (betterment of 
bodies, clothing the national body, marketing for racial domain) while Ruth Ben-Ghiat’s recent 
study on imperial cinema (Italian Fascism’s Empire Cinema and Fascist Modernities) has 
reopened fractures in the Italian history of colonialism, racism, mythologies of corporeal social 
structures. 
These seminal works inform some recent critical tendencies that have taken on the issue 
and the ambivalence of ‘having’ a body and ‘being’ in body. Furthermore, they initiated a line of 
questioning of the role the human body in structuring and making meaning in narrative style. In 
other words, these authors have not only brought to light the importance of the body in our society 
(especially its role in the 20th century) as resilient forms of expression and transgression but also 
what it means for our traditional viewpoints on subjectivity, reality, sociality. I view the current 
study as strictly embedded in these discourses on what writing of the body and on the body entails, 
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but it also points to the exceptionality of literatures on the body during the lowest and most tragic 
moment of humanist thought, namely the second dopoguerra.  
Indeed, while so much scholarship has circled on these two ‘Avant-Garde’ poles of Italian 
contemporary studies, the combination of corporealities and war literatures has received less 
attention, if not none. Yet, the second postwar cultural struggle and identity crisis pulsate in a wide 
and diversified range of literary challenges (in primis, the one of witnessing and rhetoric) as well 
as the cinematic wave of Italianness, both as national destruction of the body-landscape and the 
challenge in rebuilding a sense of community. Within the English-speaking world, Karl 
Schoonover’s Brutal Vision. The neorealist body in postwar Italian cinema (2013) represents a 
breakthrough in the tradition considerations of the overreaching artistic movement Neorealism. 
Schoonover’s argument rotates on the uses of a violent cinematic gaze and the spectacularization 
of human suffering, particularly centered in the image of an imperiled body. Drawing from Susan 
Sontag’s phenomenological approach to the filmic image and Jean Baudrillard’s question of visual 
reality, Brutal vision shows how postwar Italian cinematic bodies (exemplary corpses as well as 
inevitable or unnecessary suffering) engaged intentionally with a bystander international audience 
and called for liberal humanist agency against it. Therefore, for Schoonover, most of the bodily 
images function as rhetorical devices that disseminate a context of pity: “Italian films use scenarios 
of physical suffering to dramatize the political stakes of vision and the need for an outside extra-
national eyewitness. By grounding global empathy in cinematic corporeality, these films introduce 
a new species of what Hannah Arendt calls the ‘politics of pity’” (XVI).  Brutal vision expands on 
another key work of scholarship on bodies and neorealism in Angela dalla Vacche’s The Body in 
the Mirror. Shapes of History in Italian Cinema (1992). Dalla Vacche examined the intersection 
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of Christianity, bodies and visual techniques in film through phenomenological and 
psychoanalytical frameworks.  
If minor and mainstream postwar cinema continues to generate a wealth of academic 
interest in reassessing gender and race in Italian culture – Catherine O’Rawe and Danielle Hipkins 
are two prominent scholars in this field – war literatures, or simple narrations underneath the skin 
and scars of warzones, are confined to monographs or author-driven compendiums. In addition, 
because corporeality does not always serve as an analytical compass, it tends to come into analysis 
laterally or secondarily. Hence, this study creates a shift in focus by combining multiple accounts 
of how corporeality informs, engages and produces meanings; the main speaking subject as “il 
personaggio-persona-corpo” in war narratives of precisely the second postwar is its guiding 
principle. In my view, it is essential to maintain an understanding of diverse literary genres and 
socio-cultural contexts (namely, Holocaust literature, Liberation novels, and poetry of resistance), 
yet we can also map trajectories of corporealities as mobile social connectors, political resiliencies 
and epistemological edgings in all three dopoguerra genres.  
For some decades now, Holocaust studies have underscored the corporeal struggles of 
survivorship on multiple levels. They also brought to light the complex relationship between re-
writing trauma and evaluating testimonies for others. Pier Vincenzo Mengaldo, La vendetta è il 
racconto. Testimonianze e riflessioni sulla Shoah (2007), represents just one of the most recent 
and well-articulated interpretations of the challenging framework of a witnessing subject – 
physical and temporal – while Robert Gordon has greatly contributed to an understanding of 
historical dynamics of Shoah’s reception in Italian culture for an English and American audience. 
His The Holocaust in Italian Culture: 1944-2010 (2012) interrogates the contradiction of postwar 
Italian society in relation with its Fascist past and the push to forgetfulness, a reason for which 
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postwar society rejected many Jewish survivors’ witnessing accounts. A variety of scholars in Italy 
and abroad have widely examined the works of male survivors, among which Primo Levi is crucial. 
Charlotte Ross, Massimo Lollini, and Joseph Farrell’s inquiries offer fresh perspectives on the 
theme of humanism, unusual autobiographical style and ethical ideologies throughout Levi’s 
polymorphic literary life. Ross underscores the necessary strategy for Levi to retain parts of 
humanity in literary spaces and fantasies, while Farrell displays the ethical asymmetries in the non-
Hegelian thought to portray Levi’s tragic humanism. On the other hand, Manuela Consonni, 
Domenico Scarpa and Peter Kuon have initiated a specific examination on the role of corporeal 
functions and body presence/absence (of inmates) in Levi’s early work with which I dialogue in 
Chapter One. Undoubtedly, Agamben’s interpretation influenced, and still does, any approach to 
Holocaust writers. Critics have also highlighted the interplay between fields of humanism and 
posthumanism vividly at play in Holocaust narratives given the upside-down exceptional world of 
the living and the dead.  Damiano Benvegnù’s latest effort, Animals and Animality in Primo Levi’s 
work (2018), is deeply indebted to philosophical classifications that attempt to bridge animal 
studies, ethical and literary analysis on Levi’s compelling science fiction, whereas Jonathan 
Druker’s Primo Levi and Humanism after Auschwitz: Posthumanist reflections (2009) discusses 
the remnants of an ethics of humanity after the concentration camps following Theodor W. 
Adorno’s dictum.  
Very few scholars have finally called attention to peculiarity of gender in assessing and 
viewing trauma. Stefania Lucamante’s Forging Shoah Memories: Italian Women Writers, Jewish 
Identity, and The Holocaust (2014) has filled a historical and social gap long overdue and brought 
to the forefront female writers of the Holocaust. In a similar way, in the last two decades, Anna 
Bravo and Marta Baiardi have engaged with the historical contributions of female writers in the 
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understanding of concentration camp ideology. These breakthrough contributions to male/female 
power structures will be heavily discussed in the first chapter of this project examining the 
witnessing and speaking body of the authors and their body-characters. In fact, by comparing 
Primo Levi’s Se questo è un uomo and Liana Millu’s Il fumo di Birkenau, both published in 1947, 
I will investigate how perception and alterity foreshadow a phenomenology of the embodiment as 
a resilient site that represents the ultimate possibility of reembracing the Leib.    
Both Italian and English scholarships have tackled another field of postwar narratives, 
namely Liberation studies and literatures of the Resistance. Most discourses have centered on 
political and social struggles, elements of freedom and ethical understandings. Historiography has 
been deeply concerned with revitalizing a literature of “impegno” or “attiva” that would interrogate 
the role of intellectuals as a culture in transition. The publication of Antonio Gramsci’s Quaderni 
dal carcere bolstered the so-called “ideologia marxista” while it provided an understanding of 
socio-historical forces and a critique of the relations between elites and masses. Furthermore, Asor 
Rosa, Giorgio Bocca and Giovanni Falaschi’s analyses fostered discussions on the role of the 
Resistance in reshaping a sense of community and social values. On a literary level, an incredible 
number of documents, texts, autobiographies, fictional and historical novels can be mentioned. 
Especially in the years of the aftermath (1945-1950), writers, soldiers, survivors felt the urge to 
tell stories, share memories and evaluate the tragedy and the heroism of the protagonists of a 
devastating war. In Italo Calvino’s words “la smania di raccontare” produced a surplus of literary 
genres and different accounts on social issues, political engagements and existential critiques. 
Beppe Fenoglio’s Il partigiano Johnny and Elio Vittorini’s Uomini e no are only two of many 
essential masterpieces. However, despite the proliferation of literatures, critical scholarship has 
little explored the question of corporeality and the functions of gender and race in the retelling of 
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trauma to this date. The ‘geopolitical’ focus of Chapter Two, intentionally frames a primary space 
of cultural contaminatio: Naples.   
Recently, thanks to the efforts and interdisciplinary perspectives put forward by scholars 
such as Marisa Escolar and Ruth Glynn there is a wider acknowledgement of how female idealities, 
symbolism and mother-whore figure played out in Liberation novels. In between references to 
authentic love, harmony and beauty as a spiritual guide – coming from a Dantean tradition and 
passing to a more passive, transgressive exploitation of the female ‘instrument’ –  some studies 
illustrate the centrality of corporeality in ‘making meanings’ as a profound discursive trait and a 
missing piece of Italian Liberation. Despite the enormous interest in how cinema displays, exploits 
and reframes femininity, as for literature, the viewpoint seems confined to a male-structure 
standpoint or relegated to female questions as part of a metaphoric dimension between fact and 
fiction, image and reality, marocchinate and historical prostitution. Often discourse remains on the 
surface of such imageries as is the case of some writers like Curzio Malaparte. Apart from some 
mainstream readings, Escolar and Glynn emphasize the complicity of gender exploitation in war 
narratives (and also race in contact with Allied liberating troops) and how it sheds light on a 
systematic corporealization of literary genres and spaces in the city of Naples. In addition, John 
Gatt-Rutter and Paola Villani have also underscored the wider international framework that 
corporealities represent in the Neapolitan (and also Southern) liberation of Italy as socio-political 
space of critique and disjunction of ethical standards (liberation/occupation; 
redemption/mortification. In a productive dialectic with these scholars, Chapter Two will address 
issues of race and gender while also enlarging the spectrum of literary accounts to make sense of 
the Liberation process. Minor literatures and representations of the city-body of Naples (as found, 
for instance, in Raffaele La Capria’s considerations) will help flesh out the significance of putting, 
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manipulating, clothing, transforming bodies. In contrast to Malaparte’s carnivalesque attempt to 
portray an Italy in corporeal disarray, I will also examine Domenico Rea’s understudied works 
(Spaccanapoli 1947 and Gesù, fate luce 1950) as a plebeian-body counterpoint that negates the 
sublimation of Neapolitan culture or its farce. Rea’s minor literature displays, instead, a critical 
appreciation for an authenticity of gestures, movements, sensorial affections, and unconscious 
desires of anti-modern characters in the contact warzone. 
In an osmotic interfacing of the culture-nature divide, corporealities also inform poetics of 
resistance and nostalgia in postwar narratives. We have already mentioned Niva Lorenzini’s Corpo 
e poesia nel Novecento italiano and Gian Maria Annovi’s Altri corpi as cogent contributions to 
this matter that will be presented in Chapter Three. In fields of poetics, the expression 
“personaggio-corpo” clearly hints at the struggle of linguistic codes, that is to say the inauthenticity 
of subjectivity as we had defined it in modern rational terms; a tendency vividly present in the 
hermetic movement, yet problematized deeply in how the natural encroaches the dimension of 
human expressivity and agency. In other words, what seems relevant in some poetics of war is the 
oblivion of subjectivity, replaced by the materiality of langue, objects, landscapes. Francesco 
Carbognin’s L’«altro spazio». Scienza, paesaggio e corpo nella poesia di Andrea Zanzotto (2007) 
embarks on a fascinating re-reading of Zanzotto’s early war poetry and anakyzes how a threatening 
scientism pushes a young poet-soldier ‘behind’ a “biologale,” yet hopeless vitalism. In dialogue 
with Lorenzini’s reading, Carbognin argues that the metamorphic language of the body hides and 
unveils a fearful inauthenticity in Zanzotto’s entire production. Whereas Annovi’s text explores 
later Neo-Avant-Garde’s portrayals of the subject-reality dichotomy, it also departs from similar 
paradigms on bodies ‘making’ language, telling traumas, becoming the utmost speaking subjects 
also in significant rapport with spaces of conflict. Lately, in the wave of environmental studies and 
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renewed interests in philosophies of landscapes, Matteo Giancotti published his work on I 
paesaggi del trauma (2017). It aims at bridging war experiences from the Great War to the 
Resistance by attentively focusing on the relationship between natural discourses and active human 
presence. Giancotti claims that the conflicting trauma and civil war during the Resistance realigned 
an opportunity to view landscapes in humanly fashion, sites of freedom, mobility and perceptions 
of alterity. Hence, the space of the Resistance embodies a quest for salvation not just for the human 
subject within the community but also of the community of places and natural sites.  
As mentioned, the wave of material ecocriticism in Italian studies, thanks to the works of 
Serenella Iovino, provided a framework of discourses that interplay human, nonhuman, nature, 
and space in a fascinating new way. In alignment with and inspired by them, this study takes on 
also the notion of transcorporeality as an ontological reassessment of the function and place of 
human agency in the ecosystem of beings, as also explained by Stacy Alaimo’s work. Therefore, 
Chapter Three will investigate the tension between language and the body by also considering the 
interlocutor of the landscape, mainly the valleys of Italy’s Northeast. These spaces are transformed 
into corporeal wreckages that illustrate the existential crisis of the Subject in its search for self-
expression. As a site of encounter between human and natural worlds and of nostalgia for the past, 
landscapes retain “il corpo vivente e vissuto”. At the same time, they appear distant, fictional, and 
disposable. Following this thread, I will compare and contrast Andrea Zanzotto’s Dietro il 
paesaggio (1951) and Vocativo (1957) with Pier Paolo Pasolini’s personal and collective identity 
struggle in the 1942 Poesie a Casarsa (and some parts of Le ceneri di Gramsci in the early 50s) 
as two prominent ‘natural’ war poetics in which the concept of transcorporeality works as an 
instrument of socio-political, existential and sexual critique.   
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In this Introduction, I have charted the interdisciplinary approach from which this study 
proceeds and dialogued with the field of Italian contemporary studies: philosophies of the human 
body and the current scholarship on the second postwar climate. I started by outlining three 
fundamental pathways of looking at bodies and how they intersect a variety of literary accounts: 
the epistemological, the socio-historical and the linguistic frame. They all transversally inform the 
close textual readings and interpretations in the following chapters in which a variety of bodily 
imageries and forms emerge: body as personal identity, body as a collective space, and body as a 
natural transformative connector in postwar narrative. Therefore, this project functions as an 
interface that reinforces a narrativization of the body as Leib and opens up an opportunity to 
diversify critically our understanding of postwar literatures. This study yields a debate of how we 
engage with our bodies and in what ways they maintain a pivotal presence in determining our 
understanding of social, historical and political dynamics. Finally, I will sketch some conclusions 
to highlight further uses on this perspective in fostering analyses of the interplay between body, 




















  CHAPTER ONE: LA MALADIE OF THE BODY: PRIMO LEVI AND LIANA MILLU’S 
CORPOREAL TRAUMA  
 
“le corps drastiquement simplifié de l’homme réduit 
 à ses fonctions vitals deviant, au sens litteral du term,  
un corps étranger” (Chamont 303). 
 
“Auschwizt è un’esperienza materiale prima ancora  
che intellettuale. Piu’ precisamente è un’esperienza 
 corporea, tattile, un’avventura percettiva” (Scarpa 11).2 
 
 
In a radiophonic interview on ‘other spaces’ in 1966, the French philosopher Michel 
Foucault claims that the nature of the human body denotes a ‘pitiless place’ from which it seems 
hardly possible to distance oneself.3  The body trenches an individuality inside an unavoidable hic 
et nunc from which one  can scarcely escape as if imprisoned. The human body functions as a 
shadow, but also a condemned other-than-me, with whom it shares spaces. But, as long as it 
anchors us to the immanence of living, the body also presents itself as a forever exposed, projected 
and thrown object into the world. Jean-Luc Nancy in his Corpus explains how to transcribe the 
bodily intersection with things, objects, others on the page; this intersection is required to ex-press, 
                                                        
2 See Chaumont, Jean-Michel. “Le corps du concentrationnaire: le houte e le regard.” Goddard, J.C. and Labrune, 
M. Le corps. Paris: Vrin, 1992. pp. 290-309, 1992. See Scarpa, Domenico. “Il terzo incomodo. Un invito a frequentare 
Primo Levi.” Quaders d’Italià. No. 19, 2014, pp. 11-27. 
 
3  See Foucault, Michel. Il corpo, luogo di utopia. Trans. Gloria Origgi (Rome: Nottetempo, 2008). Quoted in 
Lorenzini, Niva. Corpo e Poesia nel Novecento Italiano (Milano: Mondadori, 2009), p. 9: “una spietata topia.” The 
original radio-lecture’s is “Mon Corps, Topie Impitoyable” and the current English version, “My body, pitiless place,” 
is found in Sensorium. Ed. Caroline A. Jonas. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006, pp. 229.  
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ex-peau-sition, an asymmetrical structure that always yields space between body and language.4 
Its transcendence comes with the sphere of imagination, perception of things, feelings, dreams. 
Not just a tool for the modern rational consciousness, the body embodies a dual task as immanent-
transcendent actor.  
These premises serve to build a backdrop that will help analyze the moment in which the 
body has been subjected to the most monstrous dehumanization in the modern Western tradition 
in relation to Italian culture. Often seen as a marginalized trope, the body seems to reemerge as a 
locus of encounters and values properly when it is reduced to mere objectification and then reified. 
The atmosphere of the Italian postwar panorama marks an unprecedented step in the constitution 
of a cultural arena where intellectual, social, and political principles conflate and are reborn. The 
late Fascist era brought, upon the Peninsula, the wounds of war and the battlefields of liberation 
and resistance, but it also created discourses on values and most importantly a fresh questioning 
of the dynamics of the relation Individual-Reality. From social impegno to the new political 
channels of expression, whether in the arts or in the sociopolitical climate, the redefinition of ideals 
and of human values cross the physicality of living: the reminder of how we engage corporeally 
in the world surrounding us. The body is, indeed, both the remnant of war on the streets and the 
surrender value, by which process it becomes centered and narratively reengaged.  
Examining the multitude of characterizations of the human body in postwar Italian cultural 
production means to necessarily depart from the most elusive, “monstrous,” but often marginalized 
and understudied event: Italian literature(s) of the Holocaust in lieu of the language of crisis of the 
modern political individual.5 During one of his last interviews in 1984 the Italian Jewish chemist-
                                                        
4 See Nancy, Jean-Luc. Corpus. Trans. Antonella Moscati (Napoli: Edizioni Cronopio, 1995), pp. 15-124. 
 
5 Robert S. Gordon’s most recent examination The Holocaust in Italian Culture: 1944-2010 (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2012) puts forth the complex assimilation and recognition of the tragedy within the panorama of 
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writer Primo Levi was asked to comment on Adorno’s famous aphasic axiom on the impossibility 
of poetry and any metaphysics after Auschwitz: “la mia esperienza è stata opposta, in quegli anni 
avrei riformulato le parole di Adorno: dopo Auschwitz non si può piu’ fare poesia se non su 
Auschwitz” (137).6 Poetry, in this instance, is intended in a twofold manner: a concise literary 
genre complimentary to the prose or narrative, and in its original Greek meaning of ποίησις, that 
is creation, a transformation that, by means of its nature, require a φρόνησῐς, that is purpose. Levi 
viewed his experience of the concentration camp as primarily a physical, sensorial, perceptive 
scrutiny of human nature in a very exceptional, but normalized social and political environment. 
His instinctual compulsion to comprehend and problematize signs and questions would rumble in 
his mind as a guide for the entirety of his commitment to the profession of the writer. Dialoguing 
with Philip Roth in 1986, he states that:  
ricordo di aver vissuto il mio anno di Auschwitz in una condizione di spirito 
eccezionalmente viva [...] Avevo un desiderio intenso di capire, ero costantemente invaso 
da una curiosità che ad alcuni è parsa addirittura cinica, quella del naturalista che si trova 
trasportato in un ambiente mostruoso ma nuovo, mostruosamente nuovo. (qtd. in Del 
Giudice LXXXI) 7 
 
His interrogation delves into the spheres of the human, the natural, the social. Perhaps, the 
only poetry that could be written is barbaric and transformative, on and about that which the 
Holocaust has unclothed regarding our humanity: the ambiguity of the human body as a threshold 
                                                        
Italian dopoguerra. While literary and cultural responses amid an increasing dialogue over the questions of 
nationhood, identity restating a troubling continuity with the past, Gordon emphasizes the striking marginalization of 
the event itself and its sparking social, political and gender dynamics. Fundamental is the matter of making memory 
and collective incorporation. See Chapter one “The Shape of Italy’s Holocaust,” pp. 3-14.  
 
6 This statement was expressed by Levi in reference to his poetic collection Ad ora incerta during an interview with 
Giulio Nascimbeni. See, Belpoliti (ed). Primo Levi. Conversazioni e Inteviste 1963-1987 (Torino: Einaudi, 1997), p. 
137.   
 
7 Roth, Philipp. “L’uomo salvato dal suo mestiere.” In Conversazioni e interviste 1963-1987. Quoted in Daniele del 
Giudice’s introduction to the Einaudi two volumes edition dedicated to Levi, pp. LXXXI. 
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between life and no-life, a tertium between persona and thing, to recall a fortunate title used by an 
Italian political philosopher, Roberto Esposito, in his recent essay.8 Within the history of the ideas 
and theories of the subject in the Western tradition, the body is traced in an ambivalent trace, being 
participant of both inner and outer worlds: the natural which belongs to the history of external 
world of objects and its apparently biological laws, and the cultural which belongs to the history 
of human actions, ideas, and political changes. 
Oftentimes, the body has been a target of political, social and economic control by Italian 
sovereign power. Prior to World War II, the promulgation of the Racial Laws in 1938 by the Fascist 
government was adopted as the principal guidelines for the definition of the Italian race, a 
simulacrum of Nazi’s idea of Arianism. The concept of the Italian-Arianism body as stated in the 
Manifesto published in La difesa della razza on August 5th, 1938, is a completely biological one, 
based exclusively on the physiognomic traits as Article V observes:  
Tutta l'opera che finora ha fatto il Regime in Italia è in fondo del razzismo. Frequentissimo 
è stato sempre nei discorsi del Capo il richiamo ai concetti di razza. La questione del 
razzismo in Italia deve essere trattata da un punto di vista puramente biologico, senza 
intenzioni filosofiche o religiose. La concezione del razzismo in Italia deve essere 
essenzialmente italiana e l'indirizzo ariano–nordico. (2) 9   
 
In the space of the Lager, where the biological experiment on the human nature of man occurred 
as if in eternal time, the concept of the body becomes a necessary entity with specific features, 
contours and roles. The camp detains its existence, in fact, on the non-normalized ‘body’ of the 
                                                        
8 I am referring to a brief commentary on the liminal and borderline nature of the body that Roberto Esposito has 
recently analyzed in the chapter three of his Le parole e le cose (Torino: Einaudi, 2014). It follows chronologically 
the reflection upon power, individual and community initiated in both Immunitas (2002) and Bios (2004), works that 
function as counterbalance and dialogue within the biopolitical field of studies started by Michel Foucault in Naissance 
de la Biopolitique. Cours ou Collège de France (1979) and entered the Italian debate thanks to Giorgio Agamben’s 
trilogy of Homo Sacer (1995, 1998, 2003). 
 
9 Interlandi, Telesio (ed). “Il Manifesto della razza.” La difesa della razza (Roma: Tumminelli, No. 5, 1938). The 
original text was published in Il Giornale on the 14th of 1938 under the title “Il Fascismo e i problemi della razza.” 
See also Pisanty, Valentina. La difesa della razza. Antologia 1938-1943 (Milano: Bompiani, 2006). 
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Jew, the stranger, whose social, religious and political practices are ultimately stripped by the 
actions of the human. Paradoxically, the experience of dehumanization felt by the inmates leads 
to a discovery of the complex nature of the body and its epistemic role in making sense of our 
relation to the world, to others, to things. The main “personaggio-corpo” of the Lager becomes the 
human body itself in its ability to contrast its biological status.10  
As we shall see in the context of Italian Holocaust studies that begins the study of the 
polymorphic natures of bodies in the postwar dimension, first-hand memoirs and literary 
representations, the matter of ‘having’ or ‘being’ bodies, as well as its representational mode in 
diverse narrative styles, dominate the scene as structural objects of contention, suffering, and 
staggering depiction of loss of dignity. Emblematic imagery of the body fluctuates from the human 
to the nonhuman, from biology to politics, questioning the laws of language, witnessing and 
sociality. This study argues that the physicality and the expressivity of bodies – what has been 
identified as a simple extension of the Natural world or the passive repository of sensations – 
generates also a place of ethical and communal resilience. The body, for the first time, shifts from 
being seen as a biological ‘object’ to becoming speaking ‘actor’ and a channel of freedom in the 
moment when it is tortured and reduced to nothing more than an animal. We explore this ambiguity 
in the so-called ‘testimonial novel’ of Primo Levi’s Se questo è un uomo and the lesser known 
account of Liana Millu’s Il fumo di Birkenau – the female, yet not exclusively, side of the camp in 
Birkenau. Although structurally at the poles of narrative style – diary and episodic vignettes of 
                                                        
10 In a recent short essay on corporeality and 20th century, the young Italian essays and writer Paolo di Paolo has 
coined this expression as to highlight the centrality that human bodies seem to assume in narrative and aesthetic 
process. After having been often expunged, observed by a distant point of view and then incorporated in the mass 
industrial production, seen as simple tool of consciousness or prison of the soul, the corporeal living is put on stage 
like a mysterious character, a companion by which look at the world through different and new eyes. In the following 
analysis as well as throughout other chapters, I will often refer to the ‘characterization’ of the body and its purposeful 
mechanism of fluidity from subject to object, individual to animal, text to speech. See Di Paolo, Paolo. Piccola storia 
del corpo. Il personaggio nascosto tra le righe del ‘900 (Roma: EdiLet, 2008). 
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trauma – both works were published in 1947 and offer a glimpse of a very peculiar 
phenomenological pattern to reconsider the human body as a platform for political change, and a 
new structure of social perception and sociality. Taken as examples of a broader collection of 
Holocaust literary representations, they paradigmatically open a reservoir of encounters and 
dialogues that illustrates two important features regarding ‘being’ body: a sensorial apparatus of 
subject-world and an ethical resiliency against the idea of anonymity. The first aspect informs us 
of the interfacing structure of our body as a compass, a primordial field where we make sense of 
our experiences, a space from which we orient ourselves. It considers the body as an active 
presence in the perceptive acts and in the transformation of the world into ‘our world’. The latter 
pertains to the capability of actions and their ethical stance as to create forms of communication. 
Here, the body is a social interface that evaluates our being-together.   
Levi and Millu’s narratives are deconstructing forms of viewing the body as an object of 
exploitation, a container of passive sensing, or a trapped shell of an invisible Reason. They serve 
the reconstruction of an idea of body as a felt, lived, and even sharing place of healing, beyond its 
objectification. As the scholar Katherina Kraske has pointed out, for survivors, the act of writing 
helps reproduce and liberate the corporal side of life as the ultimate reliable witness (44). It is true 
that the survivor’s body itself is the place of both the memory of the trauma and its liberating force, 
the space where actions are externalized and expressed, and in which the narration of social 
dynamics of power and resilience occurs. Therefore, representation of the trauma of the Holocaust 
can fruitfully involve fictional characterization blended in historical facts. On this note, Stefania 
Lucamante’s analysis on the female body in the camp has been extremely useful. She has argued 
in favor of the multiplicity of meanings and effects that all narratives pursue, whether inclined 
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towards historical facts or purposefully engaged in the construction of fictional facts about 
concentration camps (as for instance, Millu’s and Burch’s).11  
It may appear a paradox to view the body as the most resilient of places in the concentration 
camps while it is reduced as an inanimate object subjected to physical violence, starvation, rape, 
abuse and finally the crematory gas. Yet, the act of writing, un reduce di mestiere in the pathos of 
anguish, for both Levi and Millu is seen as a zone of revitalization and rehumanization of life. The 
departure and gravitational point is to relearn to re-see the human body not as a passive container 
of information, “organismo da sanare, forza lavoro da impiegare, carne da redimere, incoscio da 
liberare” (Galimberti 11). Rather, it is to view it as an active and dialectic structure of immanence 
to enact our presence and resiliency in the world. And, ultimately, the central point is to recognize 
the intrinsic asymmetry that the body represents: seen-seer, touched-toucher. In so doing, the 
purpose of this first chapter is to show how, and in what terms, a literature for the body (and not 
just on the body) gradually takes shape on the edge of the traumatic events of WWII. 
 
Whose body is this? On staying visible 
Se questo è un uomo is not a simple document of the dehumanized processes and conditions 
that the Lager imposed on its inmates.12 The text cannot be even strictly reduced as an attempt to 
                                                        
11 See Lucamante, Stefania. Forging Shoah Memories. Italian Women Writers, Jewish Identity, and The Holocaust 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014): “taking advantage of that slight fissure between memory and fact, an author 
feels the need to affirm and witness more than historical facts. She bases the organization and the success of her fabula 
and its narrated themes on her gender specificity, a choice that subsequently leads to her construction of images drawn 
from the recesses of her lived experience. […] The literary representation of the Holocaust, in particular, involves a 
constriction created by a sense of loyalty sympathetic to the historical representation that coincides with the 
achievement of goals challenging emotional ‘amnesia’” (77-80).  
 
12 For the following analysis, I refer to the second edition of the text Se questo è un uomo published by Einaudi in 
1958 along with the second important Levian contribution, La tregua. From now, references to this edition will be 
marked as SQU.     
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show the vicissitudes of one man’s life as an autobiography. As scholars Massimo Lollini and 
Nancy Harrowitz have shown, Se questo è un uomo builds a dialectic and interpersonal treatise on 
human condition, its behavior, values and companionship over the surface of a recollection of 
events.13 The status of the eyewitness, the personal story, and the chemical language are imbued 
in a more plural and communal point of view – un noi that dominates most of the climatic scenes. 
The study of human-nonhuman relations in a shared and absurd, yet rationalized, space of death 
and shame supersedes self-representation of the traumatic effects. Therefore, Levi’s ‘testimony’ 
needs to be viewed also like an exploration of the ambivalence of life in and outside the camp, in 
subject-object social and political relations looking at how they enact discourses around 
perception, knowledge, and social memory.  
The focus of the analysis that follows is on such presentation of corporeal encounters and 
its linguistic limits throughout the narrative. In many segments of the story that Levi assembles 
profound human/animal metamorphoses permeates, almost as an obsession of figures (physical 
deprivations, material death, descriptions of physical suffering), any pattern of discourses. Hardly 
a reader encounters a textual fragment in which the ‘word’ is not materic and actively involved in 
the experience of the camp: touch, taste, and smell are ‘the sensorial ingredients’ of a description, 
a denounce. Firstly, Levi poses two decisive features as guidelines: collecting impressions “legate 
ai fatti” (Belpoliti, Primo Levi 26) and expel the virus of which anyone can be the new cell. In the 
appendix of the second scholastic edition, he states: 
nel dicemebre del ‘45 avevo già scritto gli ultimi capitoli di Se questo è un uomo: scrivevo 
di getto, senza un sistema e senza neppure la consapevolezza che stavo scrivendo un libro. 
                                                        
13 I am referring to Harrowitz, Nancy. Primo Lev and the identity of a survivor. (Toronto: Toronto University Press, 
2016). See also Lollini, Massimo. “Trauma e letteratura.” Trauma et Text. Ed. Peter Kuon (New York: Peter Lang, 
2008), pp. 255-271.  
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Quello che mi importava era mettere giù, più che i fatti, le impressioni legate ai fatti. 
Attingevo unicamente alla memoria, non avevo altri arsenali.14 
Il bisogno di raccontare agli altri, di fare gli altri partecipi, aveva assunto fra noi, prima 
della liberazione e dopo, il carattere di un impulso immediato e violento, tanto da 
rivaleggiare con gli altri bisogni elementari: il libro è stato scritto per soddisfare a questo 
bisogno. (SQU 9) 15 
 
Compulsory is, in fact, the feeling of writing for it is, at first, a corporeal cure to virus of the camp: 
the fear of not being believed and the quest for immunity from inhumanity. Levi is forced by 
historical events to being a witness-narrator and a victim; nonetheless, his artistic values lies in the 
proper assumption of responsibility. Belpoliti and Barenghi have shown in their analyses that the 
composition of the work was “rapida e graduale” (Primo Levi 23-70): the many versions of the 
manuscript, starting from the “Storia di dieci giorni,” and Levi’s multiple adaptions and revisions, 
demonstrate the form of story-telling rather than objective exposition of the event. Levi narrates 
the event as if he is experiencing it again while text and memory are negotiated to push back that 
extreme violence he was subjected to.16 Corrections, additions, and references are there to remind 
us of the literacy and the reflectiveness that the text proposes.  
Critics has defined Levi’s prose like “narrazione per tessere a volte narrative, a volte 
riflessive, a volte persino interiettivi” (Belpoliti, Primo Levi 70) that interlaces a multiplicity of 
                                                        
14 Interview with Caccamo De Luca, Rita and Olagnero, Manuela. Primo Levi. See, “Mondo Operaio” n (3), 1984. 
Quoted in Belpoliti, M. Primo Levi: di fronte e di profilo (Milano: Guanda, 2015), p. 26. That of Belpoliti could be 
viewed as an encyclopedic operation to trace many photographs, themes and reminders in Levi’s cultural production 
from poetry to natural fictions to philosophical intervention.  
 
15 A strong focus on the semantics with regards to the body is Mario Marino’s “Corpo e testimonianza in Levi e 
Agamben.” Rivista telematica di studi sulla memoria femminile. No. 18-19, 2002, pp. 46-56. My analysis aligns for 
the most with his viewpoint despite the harsh criticism over Agamben’s interpretation of the category of integral 
witnessing. 
 
16 See Barenghi, Mario. Perchè crediamo a Primo Levi?( Torino: Einaudi, 2013). A brief excerpt of the book presented 




undertakings: witness, writer, ethicist, chemist, and survivor, all at once.17 Belpoliti argues that 
Levi’s narrative style in his entire production “a mosaico” comes from the oral tradition, anecdotes, 
Biblical studies, classical works, digressions and parallelisms in the construction of the story. 
Within the alchemy of languages and trauma in the attempt to shape the fresh memories and heal 
the wounds of deportation, Levi engraves as a sculptor, imageries and signs thrown to the reader 
piece by piece as small tesserae of the demolition of man.  
In a famed passage on the generational change in literary styles that Italian culture was 
undertaking in the aftermath of the war, Calvino reminds us that a shared feeling of all writers was 
to be unique witnesses of the bitterness of humanity and cantors of a soon needed social and 
political change. Levi’s early production belongs to this dimension of witnessing while it also 
projects his own experiences of narrating victim that has felt on his skin the instances of death. 
The peculiarity of his work at the turning point of the late 1940s is to envision a poetic narrative 
that enlists “documenti per uno studio pacato sull’animo umano” (SQU 9), starting from its 
physical relation to the world, to the things and to the others. For this purpose, corporeal 
associations are not given as appendix of the human mind but as an instrument for anthropological 
analysis, social movement, and a sensorial dispositif that contrasts the laws of the camp.  
Coeval to the story of Se questo è un uomo are two correlated works, for some scholar the 
Urtext of the main opus, that narrate camp experiences and atmospheres: the occasional poem 
“Buna” written in December 1945 and the Rapporto sull’organizzazione igienico-sanitario del 
campo di concentramento per Ebrei di Monowizt (Auschwitz-Alta Silesia), commissioned by the 
Russian liberating troops, and written with the doctor and friend Leonardo De Benedetti. It 
appeared to the public in the autumn of 1946 on the medical magazine Minerva medica and it is 
                                                        
17 Belpoliti aligns himself to Tesio’s indication that Levi’s prose is often a mosaic of literary facets. See, Belpoliti. 
Primo Levi: di fronte e di profilo. pp.69-71. 
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given to the CLN which, later on, labeled the document as “atrocità fasciste.” Both the Rapporto 
and the poem “Buna” explore in diverse, almost opposite, modalities the development of the 
human/inhuman experience evolving from anatomy to metaphors, from impersonal to personal in 
the field of the victim. “Buna” poses the question of the possibility of interactive gazing between 
the living and the almost-dead, namely the Muselmanners, in the abnormal desertification of life. 
Rapporto is used to observe more objectively hygiene and medical conditions through a very 
distant outlook given its didactic purposes.18 Discovered in the early 1990, this text had been 
originally given to the CLN together with the first imprimatur for Se questo è un uomo: “Storia di 
dieci giorni.” Different by nature while sharing the same objectives of narrating the dehumanized 
process of the Lager, these works represent Levi’s primary attempt to propose a testimony-event. 
It means that these writings relentlessly move, or at least tend, from the sphere of the legal to the 
existential, from the medical to the poetical. Fabio Levi, director of Centro Studi Internazionali 
Primo Levi, claims:  
Se il Rapporto, nella sua intonazione impersonale e generalizzante, descriveva l’esperienza 
non-umana di chi ha vissuto giorni in cui l’uomo è stato una cosa agli occhi dell’uomo, 
Storia di dieci giorni si concludeva invece con il racconto di uomini che a sera, intorno alla 
stufa si sentivano ridiventare uomini. Due modi diversi, ma complementari, di raccontare 
Auschwizt a chi non c’era stato o si rifiutava di credere. (71) 
 
Se questo è un uomo is situated in a state of in-betwenness. The text evaluates meanings to which 
the human body is constantly subjected: from the biological body to the ethical body, from the 
organic becoming-thing of the corps-objet (Körper) to the corps-sujet (Leib) of power and 
resiliency. Here, the reconfiguration of the notion of the body, that the phenomenological 
                                                        
18 See Levi, Fabio. Rapporto su “Auschwizt” (Torino: Einaudi, 2013). Limited edition presented at the Centro Studi 
Internazionali Primo Levi on November 6th, 2013: “da notare infine l’interesse precipuo del comando sovietico per il 
funzionamento dei servizi sanitari di Monowitz, come se la causa degli orrori constatati al loro arrivo nei campi dalle 
truppe liberatrici andasse necessariamente cercata, quanto meno in prima istanza, in una formiidabile incuria dei 
nazisti per le condizioni di salute dei deportati” (61). 
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movement through Edmund Husserl and his scholars enacted since the beginning of the twentieth 
century against the traditional Cartesian dual substances, res cogitans and res extensa, may provide 
us the linguistic and interpretative tools to excavate deeper in Levi’s narration.19 Particularly, 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s contribution in his first work, Phénoménologie de la perception, is 
fundamental to recognize the ambiguity of the body status as both being seen and being seer, 
touched and toucher.20 At a first glance, it allows to avoid traditional categorization of dualism 
that would persist to divide the sphere of competencies of mind and body, Reason and Nature, 
transcendence and immanence, subject and object in the longstanding Western thought. Merleau-
Ponty seeks to address the “experience of the body and the way in which the body shows our 
experience” in the world and through the world as a means to perceive and interact with it; instead 
of being like any other object or a new subjectivity psychologically encapsulated, the body would 
be “the condition through which it is possible to have relations with objects, with, that is the world” 
(Fraser 43-45). The term world here stands for a horizon of possibilities, perceptions and relation 
of meanings always transforming. Therefore, what we call sensation cannot be conceived as 
passive moment when we as beings receive the elements of the world, nor is an intellectual 
construction of our mind. To go beyond such passive Empirism and Intellectualism, the French 
phenomenologist intervenes of the nature of the body itself by asserting that "whether a system of 
motor or perceptual powers, our body is not an object for an 'I think', it is a grouping of lived-
                                                        
19 I refer to the terminology introduced by the German philosopher Edmund Husserl in his philosophical inquiries 
Ideen I and II (1913 and 1952) that tend to overcome the traditional Cartesian dualism and highlight a distinction of 
the body as scientific object-thing (Körper) from the intentional, living aspects (Leib) of it. For an in-depth explanation 
of these terms and how they develop in Husserl’s theory of subjectivity, I remind to Dan Zahavi’s article “Husserl’s 
phenomenology of the body” in Études phénomenologique (19), 1994, pp. 63-84. 
 
20 Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. Phenomenology of Perception. Trans. Colin Smith (London-New York: Routledge, 1962). 
Another important work, yet left unfinished, that would have constituted the frame for a new ontology is The Visibile 
and the Invisible. Trans. Alphonso Lingis (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1968).  
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through meanings which moves towards its equilibrium" (Merleau-Ponty 153). As we read in 
Phénoménologie de la perception: 
In so far as it sees or touches the world, my body can therefore be neither seen nor touched. 
What prevents its ever being an object […] it is that by which there are objects. It is neither 
tangible nor visible in so far as it is that which sees and touches. The body therefore is not 
one more among external objects, with the peculiarity of always being there. If it is 
permanent, the permanence is absolute and is the ground for the relative permanence of 
disappearing objects. (92)  
 
 The notion of permanence is crucial and inverted in Levi’s narration of the trauma in and from 
the camp. The intersection between his own body’s experiencing the camp and the corporeal world 
of the camp displays an atmosphere of patterns of inversions, of the human (animal), the ethical 
(against the Darwinians laws) and the political (the intrusion of the body of the Muselmann) effect 
and referent of the Lager. All these elements are developed by Levi in the attempt to restore a link 
between body, world, and existence. Next to the category of permanence, we need to consider that 
of inversion. In a joint essay on Holocaust vocabularies Belpoliti and Gordon highlight how themes 
of visual/metaphorical asymmetry are center in the fascination for patterns of inversions that Levi 
employs in the camp narratives and his ‘scientific’ stories.21 By referring to Levi’s idea of chirality 
of molecular lives, they argue that if the “universe of matter is mirrored by the identical but 
inverted realm of anti-matter which, like our left and right hands, cannot be mapped onto each 
other except through rotation in higher dimension” (58), so the weltanschauung that shapes the 
view of Auschwitz is built on inversions, rational-irrational, solidarity-cruelty, man-unman: “At 
the most general of levels, Auschwitz is for Levi an inverted world, a mirror of civilized world or 
                                                        
21 The references are from the 1941 chemical dissertation on the Walden Inversions and the 1984 essay entitled 
“L’Asimmetria e la Vita” in which Levi projects the chemical structure of matter to his anthropological analyses of 
the concentration camp experience. 
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of human nature, both in the sense of showing the latter for what it is at its essence, and in the 
sense of its being turned against itself, literally inverted” (58). 22 
Like the inverted world that the camp exposes and every rule is programmatically 
rationalized, so the asymmetric experience of one’s body oscillates between a state of numbness 
and that of resistance, from brutality to expressive political agent. It is this trajectory that we aim 
to disclose by tracking Levi’s language that attempts to oppose the global and the biological 
experimentation. Beneath, the text emerges a profound anthropological and ethnological theory of 
the human and its relation to the proper speaking and ethical body.  
The process of dehumanization is composed by different stages that exemplify the gradual 
loss of dignity and humanity. The human body becomes trapped in the trenches of being owned as 
otherness like the status of the things. Similarly, it is also the focal point used by the narrator to 
describe sensorially the absurdity of the Lager. Specifically, this dynamic characterizes instants of 
psychological or physical instability: the experience in the hospital rooms of Ka’Be, the 
opaqueness of dreams in “Le nostre notti” and the dystopic scenes in the chemistry laboratory 
where harsh living conditions are a mirage. In any circumstance, Levi-persona is situated from a 
privileged standpoint: the sane, the fortunate, the ‘awake’, the chemist.  
The experience in the Ka’Be, which stands for “Krantenbau,” the infirmary, constitutes a 
a limbic manifestation of life and no-life: “La vita del Ka’Be è vita di limbo. I disagi materiali 
sono relativamente pochi [...] Non fa freddo, non si lavora”(SQU 44). However, the apparent  
mildness of the space yields objectifying acts of the doctors in examining the life of the sick: 
                                                        
22 See Belpoliti, M. and Gordon, S. R. “Primo Levi’s Holocaust vocabularies.” The Cambridge Companion to Primo 
Levi. Ed. Robert S. Gordon (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 51-65. More incisiveness is Levi’s 
word in catching the inversion of living and being: è uomo chi uccide, è uomo chi fa o subisce ingiustizia; non è uomo 
chi ha perso ritegno, divide il letto con un cadavere. Chi ha atteso che il suo vicino finisse di morire per togliergli un 
quarto di pane, è, pur senza sua colpa, più lontano dal modello dell’uomo pensante, che il più rozzo pigmeo e il sadico 
più atroce. (SQU 152) 
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“l’infermiere indica all’altro le mie costole, come se io fossi un cadavere in sala anatomica; 
accenna alle palpebre e alle guance gonfie e al collo sottile, si curva e preme coll’indice sulla mia 
tibia e fa notare all’altro la profonda incavatura che il dito lascia nella carne pallida, come nella 
cera” (SQU 43). 
Another significant period of Levi’s internment is in the chemistry laboratory described in 
“Die drei leute vom labor.” Far from the harsh winter temperature and the hunger of the camp, 
Levi found himself, thanks to his studies of the sciences, in a comfortable and privileged position, 
envied by the others remained in the Kommando. But, the laboratory is again the pivotal moment 
of awareness in which prevails “la pena del ricordarsi, il vecchio feroce struggimento di sentirsi 
uomo, che mi assalta come un cane all’instante in cui la coscienza esce dal buio” (SQU 126). 
Hence, Levi immediately rediscovers the feeling of shame of his proper skin by means of the 
women’s eyes present in this inverted ethical place. The biological dimension prevails transposing 
the possible persona into the realm of things:  
Di fronte alle ragazze del laboratorio, noi tre ci sentiamo sprofondare di vergogna e di 
imbarazzo. Noi sappiamo qual è il nostro aspetto: ci vediamo l’un l’altro e talora ci accade 
di specchiarci in un vetro terso. [...] I nostri abiti sono incredibilmente sudici, macchiati di 
fango, sangue e untume. [...] al nostro odore oramai noi siamo avvezzi, ma le ragazze no e 
non perdono occasione per manifestarcelo. Non è l’odore genetico di mal lavato, ma 
l’odore di Haftling, scialbo e dolciastro, che ci ha accolti al nostro arrivo [...] ed esala tenace 
dai dormitori, dalla carne, dai lavatoi, dai cessi del Lager. (SQU 126)  
 
In a sensorial paradigm, odors, sweat, pulp language, and physical aberration are interwoven in 
the fabric of the text on the inhuman. Levi’s body discovers itself as seen, judged, abused, violated. 
It is again owned by the gazing coming from the nurses. But, it is in the time of dreaming in “Le 
nostre notti” that portrays an ever more troubling visualization of senses, a feeling of being 
objectified in the place of physical peace. In a blundering state of wakefulness and dreaming, Levi 
registers a collective ruthless dream:  
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Si sentono i dormienti respirare e russare, qualcuno geme e parla. Molti schioccano le 
labbra e dimenano le mascelle. Sognano di mangiare: anche questo è un sogno collettivo. 
È un sogno spietato, chi ha creato il mito di Tantalo doveva conoscerlo. Non si vedono 
soltanto cibi, ma si sentono in mano, distinti e concreti, se ne percepisce l’odore ricco e 
violento; qualcuno ce li avvicina fino a toccare le labbra, poi una qualche circostanza, ogni 
volta diversa, fa sì che l’atto non vada a compimento. Allora il sogno si disfa e si scinde 
nei suoi elementi. (SQU 54) 
 
Here, “sentire in mano, distinto e concreto” could not be but a clear and pessimist allusion to the 
Cartesian idea of discernment. The poisoning effect of the camp does not recede from the sphere 
of dreaming; on the contrary, it expands its monstrosity by infusing an altered and highly haptic 
experience. The body of the inmate is reduced completely, even when in the state of dreaming, to 
the violent coercion of the camp law become expropriated as proper and only representable as seen 
as other Körper. When the dream could have been a liberation from violence, it actually endures 
the strategies of biological simplification. Jean-Michel Chaumont states in his work “Le corps du 
concentrationnaire: le houte e le regard” that “le corps drastiquement simplifié de l’homme réduit 
à ses fonctions vitals deviant, au sens litteral du term, un corps étranger” (303). Losing the body 
as proper locus of epistemological ground and ethical resistance, that becomes estranged and 
alienated, is a continuous threat in the camp that Levi often has to face. Crucial fragments of Levi’s 
infernal journey are the aperture and the closing of the ‘storytelling’: “Sul Fondo” (the original 
title of the work) and the closing “Storia di dieci giorni” (first in the chronological order) are 
‘stories’ told from the perspective of what the body may see, still touches and does. “Sul Fondo” 
comes, in the intentional chronological form, after having described the arrest, the brief internment 
in the ‘concentration camp’ in Fossoli and the trip in the carriage to Bona-Monowizt. When Levi 
leads his readers into the new political space of the Lager, the first and foremost image of it is the 
‘body’ of the Muselmann, the ultimate stage of the destruction of the human reduced to pure 
movement:  
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Emersero […] nella luce dei fanali due drappelli di strani individui. Camminavano 
inquadrati, per tre, con un curioso passo impacciato, il capo spenzolato in avanti e le braccia 
rigide. In capo avevano un buffo berrettino, ed erano vestiti di una lunga palandrana a righe, 
che anche di notte e di lontano si indovinava sudicia e stracciata. Noi ci guardavamo senza 
parola. Tutto era incomprensibile e folle, ma una cosa avevamo capito. Questa era la 
metamorfosi che ci attendeva. Domani anche noi saremmo diventati così. (SQU 18) 
 
Like the ‘ignavi’ in the Commedia, condemned to chase a white and circled insignia while naked 
for their inability to take action or be responsible, so is the Muselmann that embodies the moral 
(in)difference throughout the camp.23 As in Dante’s journey, the laws of the Infernal stage and of 
the condemnation are eternal and so is the feeling of time in the camp. The presence of the 
Muselmann constitutes the immanent fear of becoming tomorrow other than human, which is 
losing a proper individuality. At the same time, it is the permanence of that “body-Körper” a 
central figure to which Levi won’t abandon until the last episode of the text. It is both a point of 
reference of the inhuman and, by inversion, is salvation.  
The experience of losing the perception of the living body-Leib occurs for Levi on the 
surface on his skin, through the dispossession of senses, and gradually the reduction of his life to 
automatic tasks: the seeing, the touching and the speaking are reduced to fragmented positions 
from which life comes to be: “Spingo vagoni, lavoro di pala, mi fiacco alla pioggia, tremo al vento; 
già il mio stesso corpo non è più mio; ho il ventre gonfio e le membra stecchite, il viso tumido al 
mattino e incavato a sera” (SQU 32). Similarly, the expropriation of personal items and clothes 
are told alongside the much-quoted demolition of language: “Ma consideri ognuno, quanto valore, 
quanto significato è racchiuso anche nelle più piccole nostre abitudini quotidiane, nei cento oggetti 
nostri che il più umile mendicante possiede. […] Queste cose sono parte di noi, quasi come 
membra del nostro corpo” (SQU 23). The changing body mirrors the changing identity of the man, 
                                                        
23 Alighieri, Dante. La Divina Commedia. Vol.1 Inferno. Ed. Natalino Sapegno. Firenze: La Nuova Italia, 1955, pp. 
30-34. Main reference is Canto III § 25-69. 
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not symbolically but properly in the ontological essence. His own proper body is being penetrated 
by the Nazi logic of separation so that an alienation from oneself becomes to be the norm. But, the 
flesh-witness is still capable to report, reflect and recognize his slow mutation. 
The dialectic between the human and the inhuman within bodily connotations anticipated 
by the presence of the Muselmann has been the core issue for many critical analyses. Half-man 
and half-beast, often seen as an ethical topos of brutality and humanity, Der Muselmann has clearly 
been associated to the quest of testimony and witness. Of an unclear and difficult etymology, 
probably derived by the German expression miser man, the image of the Muselmann pervades 
many pages of survivors, such as Jean Amery in his episode of the Torture or the graphic 
description of their state in Giuliana Tedeschi’s Questo povero corpo.24  Giorgio Agamben’s 
trilogy on the Homo Sacer has streamed most of the current scholarship about the political structure 
of the concentration camp and its ontological link to such a disguised image, that is the authentic 
linguistic non-witness. Agamben argues that the concentration camp represents the moral and 
political universe of a state of exception, as the space in which ‘bare life’ is left at the freely 
expense and arbitrary judgment of the sovereign power (Nazi regime, in this instance): “In quanto 
i suoi abitanti sono stati spogliati di ogni statuto politico e ridotti integralmente a nuda vita, 
il campo è anche il più assoluto spazio biopolitico che sia mai stato realizzato, in cui li potere 
non ha di fronte a sè che la pura vita senz’alcuna mediazione”(191).  
                                                        
24 Quoted in Harrowitz, N. Primo Levi and the identity of a survivor. p. 116: “Malnourished bodies walking painfully 
on their legs, bodies literally reduced to skeletons, on which the skin sagged terribly, bodies infested all over with 
boils… The soul seemed slowly to be leaving these neglected (relitti) bodies, abandoning the place that nature gives 
the body. . . . Here the body was observed declaring its misery, justifying with disgust and abomination its demise in 
the crematorium” (1946: 13-18).  
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Drawing from Aristotle’s distinction of bios (upper-quality life worth living) and zoe (‘bare 
life’, subjected to death) Agamben reworks the origins of the relation between power and life in 
the Western political tradition displaying the negative edifice of how power generates the space 
and values of the polis. By expanding the analyses initiated by Michel Foucault on bios and the 
mechanisms of manipulation, incorporation and control of life back to the ancient times, Agamben 
focuses on the obscure category of Roman law: homo sacer, whose life can be killed with impunity 
but cannot be sacrificed or punished. This notion represents the intrinsic dynamic of 
inclusion/exclusion on which the systems of powers, judicial and political, have been always 
founded and perpetuated. Outside human or divine law, homo sacer is basically left to be the 
absolute mere body, mere life onto which the law anticipates any form of violence. As 
Agamben has shown, the paradigm of the homo sacer as the constituting form of the polis is 
even more decisive in we look at its transformative factor in modern democracies and 
totalitarisms. The ancient ban that expelled the ‘biological’ from the polis is instead included 
in the realm of the political and gradually becomes exposes to the violence of the power. The 
shift shows its paradoxical nature that becomes evident in the reverse political form over life: 
thanathopolitic face of power actualized in the concentration camps. For Agamben, the camp 
exemplifies the implicit danger of the Western political tradition and the reversal of the 
exception of the homo sacer into the norm. In this sense, the Lager is the realization of the 
absolute power over human life which has become disposable and bare life (zoe) subjected to 
the arbitrary decision of the only auctoritas (the Nazi regime). Levi’s account and many other 
survivors’ Holocaust writings would illustrate the nature of the homo sacer and the impossibility 
of being an integral witness of that authoritative violence. Der Muselmann is the ontological 
witnessing who/that embodies the unsayability, the inaudito. In Agamben’s terms, the normalized 
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sacertà of the man is also the ultimate ‘remnant’ of the authenticity and the last concentric circle 
of the aporetic ontology of the political over the human:  
Lo spazio del campo [...] può anzi essere efficacemente rappresentato come una serie di 
cerchi concentrici che, simili a onde, continumanete lambiscono un non-luogo centrale, 
dove abita il musulmano. Il limite estremo di questo non-luogo si chiamo nel gergo del 
campo Selektion, l’operazione di cernita per la camera a gas. Per questo, la preoccupazione 
piu’ assidua del deportato era nascondere le sue malattie e le sue prostazioni, incessamente 
ricoprire il musulmano che sentiva affiorare in se stesso da ogni parte. Tutta la popolazione 
del campo non è, anzi, che un immenso gorgo che ossessivamente ruota intorno ad un 
centro senza volto. Ma quel vortice anonimo, come la mistica rosa del paradiso dantesco, 
era ‘pinta della nostra effige’, portava impressa la vera immagine dell’uomo. (Agamben, 
Quel che resta di Auschwizt 46-47) 25 
 
Therefore, the Levian journey cannot be but a super-tertis reportage “per conto di terzi” since the 
faceless center in which lies the image of humanity would be the only complete witness whose 
language cannot be heard. Speechless non-witness, Der Muselmann is the only testimony possible 
of the brutalization of life.26 Levi as superstes – a third external person – bears such paradox of 
just a survivor and a quasi-witness. Historian and literary critic Peter Kuon in his article “‘Chi 
potrebbe dire cosa sono? Questioning Humanism” has, instead, considered the characterization of 
the Muselmann as Christ-like figure as incomplete. The concept of Muselmann would allow, he 
says, for a “prospective point of the camp inmates’ ad survivors’ self-observation” when the fear 
of becoming beast-like, thing without consciousness produce a traumatic instinctual projection 
“onto a figure of absolute otherness to measure the observer’s human identity” (217). For Kuon, 
                                                        
25 Agamben, Giorgio. Quel che resta di Auschwizt. L’archivio e il testimone. (Homo Sacer III) (Torino: Bollati 
Boringhieri, 1998), p. 46-47. Very important is the conflation of the extremes, life and death as well as shame and 
dignity: “Egli è veramente la larva che la nostra memoria non riesce a seppellire, l’incogedabile con il quale dobbiamo 
deciderci a fare i conti. In un caso, infatti, egli si presenta come il non-vivo, come l’essere la cui vita non è veramente 
vita; nell’altro, come colui la cui morte non può essere detta morte, ma soltanto fabbricazione di cadaveri. Cioè, come 
l’iscrizione nella vita di una zona morta, e, nella morte, di una zona viva. In entrambi i casi – poichè l’uomo vede 
andare in pezzi il suo legame privilegiato con ciò che lo costitutisce come umano, cioè con la sacertà della morte e 
della vita – a essere revocata in questione è la stessa umanità dell’uomo” (75-76).   
 
26 Agamben, G. Quel che resta di Auschwizt. p. 125: “l’uomo è il non-uomo, veramente umano è colui la cui 
umanità è stata integralmente distrutta.” 
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the Muselmann is a more dynamic and subjective alternation of human identity than the focal point 
of silent witnessing that Agamben proposes. Despite the evident reference in I sommersi e I salvati 
(1986) to the Muselmann as integral witness, the early literary composition shows deepening 
complexity about the language/silence divide and the quest for authorship.27 Agamben’s likening 
of the camp to the state of exception shows the ambiguity of the political into the human and the 
symbol of the Muselmann correctly functions, yet only in terms of juridical and linguistic actor. 
Recently, Manuela Consonni has pointed hat “almost every survivor was a Muselmann to some 
degree—or at least close to becoming one, whether in the physiological sense of depletion or in 
the philosophical sense of surviving one’s own “being-towards-death” (250).28 In this sense Levi’s 
living body becomes a place and a time of rehabilitation and healing that acknowledge the presence 
of the nonhuman within the human.  
The relationship between the Muselmann and Levi’s body occurs on a sensorial, physical 
and visible level as if a naturalist was present in the camp. Then, it needs translation in the linguistic 
field of the page. Frequently deportee have employed in anthropological reflections metaphors and 
symbols deriving from the animal world to describe in ‘bare’ words the slow dehumanized 
universe of decline and deprivation of self-dignity. The ‘thingness’ of life that such figures evoke 
                                                        
27 See Levi’s failing statement of true witnessing: “Lo ripeto, non siamo noi, i superstiti, i testimoni veri. È questa una 
nozione scomoda, di cui ho preso coscienza a poco a poco, leggendo le memorie altrui, e rileggendo le mie a distanza 
di anni. Noi sopravvissuti siamo una minoranza anomala oltre che esigua: saimo quelli che per la loro prevaricazione 
o abilità o fortuna, non hanno toccato il fondo. Chi lo ha fatto, chi ha visto il Gorgone, non è tornato per raccontarlo, 
o è tornato muto; ma sono loro, i “mussulmani,” i sommersi, i testimoni integrali, coloro la cui deposizione avrebbe 
avuto significato generale. Loro sono la regola, noi l’eccezione. (qt. in Del Giudice XXIII-XXIV). Another key 
reference of the Muselmann is found in the small chapter I sommersi e I salvati almost placed at the center of the text: 
“La loro vita è breve ma il loro numero è sterminato; sono loro, I Musulmänner, i sommersi, il nerbo del campo; loro, 
la massa anonima, continuamente rinnovata es empre identica, i non-uomini che marciano e faticano in silenza, spenta 
in loro la scintilla divina, già troppo vuoti per soffrire veramente. Si esita a chiamarli vivi: si esita a chiamar morte la 
loro morte, davanti a cui essi non temono perché sono troppo stanchi per comprenderla” (81-82). 
 
28 See Consonni, Manuela. “Primo Levi, Robert Antelme, and the Body of the Muselmann.” In Journal of literature 
and history of ideas. Vol. 7 (2), June 2009, pp. 243-259. 
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is a sign, for Levi and his prison-mates as well as for readers, that undermines the intimate 
possibility of a felt body and the fear of being-objectified and manipulated.29 Ironically, these 
images display, for Levi, a sense of estranged happiness that flourishes and triumphs in the Lager 
as the character of Elias Lindzin, 141 565.30 
“Storia di dieci giorni” is built on such closeness with the living dead as an emblematic 
asymmetry of forms of living. In the limbic, almost exceptional, space of the Lager abandoned by 
the SS in retreat, Levi ‘observes’ in a blurred line the moving of Muselmann while his body is in 
motion. Consonni notes that in this chapter the Muselmanns are “referred to by the excluding third-
person “they”: “ragged, decrepit, skeleton-like patients at all able to move dragged themselves 
everywhere on the frozen soil.” After a few lines, we read: “Other starving, specters like ourselves 
wandered around searching, unshaven, wig hollow eyes, grey skeletons, bones in rags” (qtd. in 
Harrowitz 127).  
Simultaneously, Levi signals through a clear diachronic time (visualized in the dates in 
each entry) the possibility of the rebirth of life as a chance to retain the communicative channel 
                                                        
29 Kuon points out that some memoirs, such as Gino Valenzano’s L’inferno di Mauthausen or Paolo Liggeri’s 
Triangolo Rosso, even if there is no mention of the term Muselmann, describe the arrival evacuees without a 
designation on the edge over human-nonhuman: “Il piazzale è tutto un brulichio di spettri, risuona di uno strano rumore 
sordastro abbrividente come per una fantastica sarabanda di scheletri semoventi. Ti sembra di essere in preda ad 
un’ossessionante allucinazione. Eppure sono uomini, uomini… No, veramente erano uomini. Adesso non lo sono più, 
sono morti; anche se respirano ancora, uomini non sono più. E non sono nemmeno bestie, perchè altrimenti sarebbe 
tenuti da conto. Chi potrebbe dire che cosa sono? (210-2). The idea of destitution of the subject pervades the nature 
of any prisoners who have lost both material grip and spiritual dignity to the world, memory and identity. The 
“Muselmann” is a term “not as much an objective reality as a social attribution” (213) 
 
30 The description of Elias L. is quite exemplary of the physical and moral featured attributed to the category of miser 
man by Levi. In many lines, he seems to reflect upon his own inhuman condition trapped between an impossible 
salvation path and the fearful reduction to animalization. See pp. 88-89: “Ci si può domandare chi è questo uomo 
Elias. Se è un pazzo, incomprensibile e extraumano, finito in Lager per caso. Se è un atavismo, eterogeneo dal nostro 
mondo moderno, e meglio adatto alle primordiali condizioni di vita del campo. O se non eà invece un prodotto del 
campo, quello che tutti noi diventeremo se in campo non morremo, e se il campo stesso non finiraà prima. [...]. Elias, 
per quanto ci è possibile giudicare dal di fuori, e per quanto la frase può avere di significato, Elias era verosimilmente 
un individuo felice.”  
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with the world.31 The body, as a primordial sensorial interface, signals brief occasions of friendship 
and pietas by helping the sick or gathering in the communal spaces exchanging the first ‘dialogues’ 
in words that seem to denote meanings again. Gestures and languages seem to have regained the 
power to sense the world. But, this sense of freedom falls short and turns opaque in its nature. 
Liberty from the laws of dehumanization does not extend to the experience of the other’s death. 
The atraumatic death of a minor character, Sòmogyi, a Hungarian chemist affected by scarlet fever, 
concludes the last (and first) pages of the book. The location is not just relevant, but it embodies 
an intrinsic metamorphic nature of the human body. Levi tunes this death as an inevitable 
fragmentation of life:  
noi giacevamo in un mondo di morti e di larve. L’ultima traccia di civiltà era sparita intorno 
a noi e dentro di noi. [...] La sarabanda cessò a notte, e la camera fu di nuovo piena del 
monologo di Sòmogyi. In piena oscurità mi trovai sveglio di soprassalto. «L’pauv’ vieux» 
taceva: aveva finito. Con l’ultimo sussulto di vita si era buttato a terra nella dalla cuccetta: 
ho udito l’urto delle ginocchia, delle anche, delle spalle e del capo. […] L’alba. Sul 
pavimento, l’infame tumulto delle membra stecchite, la cosa Sòmogyi. (SQU 152-153) 
 
The contrast between the illusionary free movement and the static ‘thingness’ of Sòmogyi brings 
the reader back to a purgatorial status. In “Storia di dieci giorni” the absence of life often prevails 
to the capacity of regaining a grasp of the world. of oneself. In the battle for the unheroic survival 
from the camps and waiting for reality, in opposition to the experience of Sòmogyi-körper, Levi’s 
possibility to be Leib is the only strategic compass for meaning. If the Lager is par excellence the 
a-temporality of life, yet nothing is true or real outside of it as if life had been casted and trapped 
in the dream, imageries of the body function as both the space targeted by the power and the 
transformative breaking point of that space. In the ‘fabrication of corpses’, as Hannah Arendt 
terms, the body’s ambivalent trait, oscillating from nude object of matter to lived experiential site, 
                                                        
31 Despite Levi’s words, “spento il ritmo della grande macchina del Lager, incominciarono per noi dieci giorni fuori 
dal mondo e dal tempo,” ‘Storia di dieci giorni; is one of the few places when there is a time reference and the only 
one where we have diary-style entrees that represents a diverse method of awareness of the tragedy (SQU 138). 
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gives birth to the maieutic writing that re-describe the reality of the trauma revitalizing it. 
Therefore, Se questo è un uomo could not be considered as a simple scrivimento from a privileged 
and external viewpoint. It represents, instead, a maieutic scrittura, an internal travelogue towards 
the constitution of the living body, and the need to a profound awareness of his exposure. Thus, to 
give voice of the inaudito spectacle of its battle and its possible objectification becomes the 
foremost modality of dis-concealment for Levi to be believed and to be remembered. This process 
engages with a visual recognition of an otherness, its physical role and a profound revision of 
traditional antinomies: self and other, life and nonlife, speech and silence, experience and 
intellectus. In a nascent form, we can notice similar patterns of bodily figuration turning to Levi’s 
first Holocaust poem written in 1945, December 28th, “Buna,” as Harrowizt suggests to understand 
where the haunting faces of living dead, muselmänners, are still conceived in terms of 
companionships:  
Piedi piagati e terra maledetta 
lunga la schiera nei grigi mattini.  
Fuma la Buna dai mille camini,  
un giorno come ogni giorno ci aspetta  
Terribili all’alba le sirene.  
Voi moltitudine dai visi spenti,  
sull’orrore monotono del fango 
È nato un altro giorno di dolore. 
Compagno stanco ti vedo nel cuore,  
Ti leggo gli occhi compagno dolente.  
Hai dentro il petto freddo fame niente  
Hai rotto dentro l’ultimo valore.  
Compagno grigio fosti un uomo forte, 
una donna ti camminava al tuo fianco. 
Compagno vuoto che non hai più nome,  
Un deserto che non hai più pianto,  
così povero che non hai più male,  
così stanco che non hai più spavento,  
Uomo spento che fosti un uomo forte:  
se ancora ci trovassimo davanti 
Lassù nel dolce mondo sotto il sole, 
con quale viso ci staremmo a fronte? (qtd. in Harrowizt 138)  
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(Our) bodies from the sky 
Alongside Levi’s milieu of bodies and their alterations, from the human to organic matter, 
virtual to real, it stands a lesser-known, yet powerful female account of the Italian Holocaust 
literature: Liana Millu’s Il fumo di Birkeanu. 32  If Levi warns his postwar audience of the 
ontological fractures of the human in the inverted community of the Lager, Millu focuses on the 
empowerment of life by means of reassessment of the biological aspects prospecting an ethics of 
physical and symbolic resistance. Within the political animosity that the spirit of the Lager 
generates Millu intervenes adding the motif of gender. In Forging Shoah Memories: Italian 
Women Writers, Jewish Identity, and the Holocaust Lucamante argues that, beyond race and 
religion, Holocaust women writers have allowed for the analyses to introduce a third level of 
discourse of political and social dynamics of power, otherness and violence: namely, the gender 
angle (1-19). Against the dictum of victimization and sentimental-banalization of the life of 
women or the reduced value of their testimony due to a major silence for decades, Lucamante puts 
forth a significant mapping of women roles in the presentation of what meant to be a woman. To 
confine in the limits of a male Holocaust of the feminine is to suggest, therefore, to keep again a 
divided line between male and female Holocaust(s) when instead the feminine aspects of the Lager 
may help us engage in a deeper ethical and political explorations of life, human, and the natural 
(4).  
                                                        
32 Journalist, teacher and then active participant of the partisan guerrillas in the North-East of Italy, Liana Millu, 
originally Millul, was born in Pisa in 1914. She was raised by her grandparents due to her mother’s death while her 
father was often away working as station manager. At early age, Millu began publishing short fashion reviews and 
articles with local newspapers despite the moral opposition of her family. After the declaration of Racial Laws in 
1938, she left for Genoa working occasionally leading Anti-Fascist activities. In 1943 Millu joined a clandestine 
partisan group 8 until being captured and deported to Birkenau. Il fumo di Birkeanu marks her debut on the scene of 
Italian women survivors and was published in 1947 with La Prora in Milan. Until her death in 2005, she will be one 
of the most important female figures of the ‘Italian’ Holocaust and a close friend of Primo Levi. 
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More importantly, a male-based outlook is only limiting our understanding of human 
relations in the camps and its literary and aesthetic rendition on the page. Thanks to other scholars, 
such as Anna Bravo has been an important pioneer, a breakthrough into what has been called an 
“Italian Amnesia” has begun on the importance of gendered works and testimonies of the camp 
experience. A closer look to the gender experience of the camp reveals a paradox of behavior 
before the gender issue. On the one hand, there is an obsessive attention to the female as the 
procreative aspect of the race; on the other hand, there is a de-sexualized process aimed to reduce 
the différance to the male eye.33 In Pier Vincenzo Mengaldo’s words: 
Da un altro punto di vista i lager (di meno i gulag) misero in opera la distruzione, 
avviandola sempre e compiendola spesso, della distinzione intraumana fondamentale, 
quella fra uomo e donna. L’umiliazione e, peggio della femminilità, è un fenomeno 
talmente noto nell’universo concentrazionario che non occorre soffermarsi, se non per 
ricordare che essa fu dovuta per una parte all’azione diretta e rituale dei carcerieri (taglio 
dei capelli e del pelo pubico, esposizione della nudità [...] per un’altra alle stesse condizioni 
materiali e psicologiche dei campi, che promossero anzitutto l’interruzione del ciclo, 
generalizzata, a causa di choc, sottoalimentazione ecc. (45-46)34 
 
Clearly, the centrality of the biological female body as residual permanence of the Jewish race 
comes in play in the exterminatory logic and gives attention to the material and corporeal aspect 
of living in the camp. Toni Negri and Michael Hardt remind us that “the threat and reality of 
genocidal acts thrusts the theme of life itself onto center stage so that every reference to economic 
production and reproduction cannot forget the centrality of bodies” (qtd. in Lucamante 11). Il fumo 
di Birkenau meets the reader on such premises. It portrays, in fact, the voice of female resilient 
voices and bodies whose ability to be impure breaks down the system of rationalization put in 
                                                        
33Lucamante already outlines the duality of being woman in the logic of concentration camps in her study “Non 
soltanto memoria. La scrittura delle donne della Shoah dal dopoguerra ai giorni nostri.” Contemporary Jewish Writers 
in Italy: A Generational Approach. Vol. 2, edited by Reinier Speelman, Monica Jansen and Silvia Gaiga (Utrecht: 
Igitur, Utrecht Publishing & Archiving Services, 2007), pp. 78-95. 
 




place by the totalitarian process.35 Intentionally, Millu features such characters in a display of 
scenes combining fiction, flesh-witness and reportage style. Moreover, Millu’s text reflects similar 
patterns of biopolitical discourses that we have seen in Levi’s negative humanism engaging in a 
pulp langue that make human bodily features the center theme. Beneath the metaphysical or 
theological sense of that tragedy, the material and sensorial essence of the Lager intercedes with 
the literary choices employed by the author. According to Domenico Scarpa, Auschwitz, epitome 
of any concentration space, represents always il terzo incomodo hardly removable, like a tangible 
and concrete space of relations, work and actions (Scarpa 20). The “how” of the Lager and a strong 
battle against the impersonality or the anonymity of the camp emerges clearly in the literary 
elaboration presented by Millu’s in Il fumo di Birkenau.  
Along with other preeminent female authors of the dopoguerra, Natalia Ginzburg, Giuliana 
Tedeschi, and Lia Nissim, the literary case of Millu is at odds with the traditional canon of Italian 
testimonial literature. Not so much for the content, rather is the structure of the text that 
problematizes its place in between autobiography and literary creation. However, as Lucamante 
has pointed out, the presentation of a poetics of life expands symbolic traits of the human relations 
in the camp “without infringing any pact with the truth or distorting the memory of people upon 
which fictional characters are modeled (90). In fact, Millu willingly puts forth six novellas as they 
were instantaneous photographs of a more universal conflict: the individual and the anonymity of 
the masses produced in the destabilizing logic of the lager (Baiardi, “Liana Millu” 313). Millu 
demonstrates that the representability of a tragedy even though is imperfect, partial or linguistically 
fallacious and never the same as when it is lived, must be “predicated upon the responsibility of 
                                                        
35 The concept of impurity is widely present throughout Levi’s literary and scientific production. It reveals an attitude 
that contrast the idea of “purity” as associated to race and homologation. Levi reflects on the topic of impurity often 
in his Tavola Periodica. See the chart of this term provided by the Centro Studi Internazionale 
http://www.primolevi.it/Centro/The_worlds_of_Primo_Levi/Words_In-Depth/Impurity 
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the art (and of the artist)” (Lucamante Forging 1). The reasons for which Millu chooses to create 
a series of racconti instead of a ‘reportage’ are to be found in her early literary experiences and 
her social role, despised by her relatively traditional Jewish family, in the fascist society during 
the late 1930s. First a teacher in the small town of Montolivo near Volterra, then a journalist for a 
local newspaper Il Telegrafo, Millu was an emblematic figure for the empowerment of women and 
their resourceful contribution to the Resistance. Because of Racial Laws and the Jewish ban from 
any journalistic work, Millu fled and began a precarious life in Genoa. Henceforth, she came in 
contact with the resistance forces and her capture and deportation to Auschwitz occurred while she 
was stationed as communication strategist for the resistance troops SAP in the Venetian Lagoon. 
Her journalist zeitgeist will accompany her registration and translation of the experience of 
violence in Birkenau.  
In her presentation to the first comprehensive conference for the studies of women 
Holocaust writers at the ANED in 1995 in Turin, regarding the behavioral stance of women in the 
camps, the scholar and historian Anna Bravo in her introductory remarks on the symposium about 
women and deportation affirms:   
[…] forme e momenti di resistenza inerme si realizzano anche in Lager. […] È resistenza 
quando ci si sforza di agire e di far fronte alla situazione estrema, di manipolare le norme, 
di ritagliarsi, pur nel precipizio di un mondo capovolto, spirali per fare e pensare: non allo 
stesso modo di prima, ma neppure al modo del Lager, anzi lottando per esserne contaminate 
il meno possibile. […] Resistere è allora tutto quel che mira a preservare, insieme alla vita, 
piccoli frammenti di identità, a mantenere un minimo di distanza psichica da un universo 
che pretende di essere l’unico. (23) 
 
The idea of preserving fragments of identity permeates atmospheres in which Millu posits her 
characters, fictional or not. The aim is to engage in discussion over what means to be a female 
individual in the modern times after Fascism and Nazism against the de-subjectification and de-
gendering of the logic in the camp. Such intentions are clearly evident in two other literary pieces 
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that surround and implement the birth of Il fumo di Birkenau: the collaboration, that will last for 
many years, with the Corriere del Popolo and the experience of Tagebuch, a German sintagma for 
‘diary’. In the Corriere del Popolo, Millu continues to fuel the passion of her career as a young 
Jewish journalist and publishes what could be, perhaps, among the first articles in Italian 
concerning life in the concentration camps, entitled “Auschwitz lager della morte.” 36  As 
Lucamante points out, Millu’s reflection on that tragedy begins with a tone of incredibility and 
moves on, between irony and sarcasm, to gradually confront that virus, the “phase of anguish” in 
Levi’s terms. With regards to the image of ashes, Millu states:  
avveniva tutti i giorni, ed era uno spettacolo tanto abituale che nessun anziano del campo 
ci badava più. Anzi poiché c’era la guerra, e da Berlino ammonivano che ‘tutte le ruote 
devono girare per la vittorià, il comando di Auschwitz, che era zelante, aveva pensato che 
anche le ceneri umane possono essere un buon concime chimico, e le faceva spargere nei 
campi per fertilizzante. (14) 37 
 
A similar portrait of how the human is contaminated in the camp by the zealot Nazi bureaucrats 
appears frequently in Tagebuch that was only posthumously published by Piero Stefani to keep 
Millu’s wish in 2006. The story of the diary becomes quite significant for our analyses on the main 
text, Il fumo, since it links its production to the limbic phase, the feeling of quasi-salvation that we 
explored with the last chapter from Se questo è un uomo. On May 3rd 1945, few hours after being 
liberated by the Russian troops, Millu walks in an abandoned farmhouse and finds through the 
ruins of furniture a small notebook with fifty-six white pages and a pencil stub. From then, it will 
signal her return to the normalcy of life or simply leads the initiation of her testimonial journey. 
During the subsequent three months, the newly clothed young journalist nervously unwraps the 
                                                        
36  Millu, Liana. “Auschwitz lager della morte: gli orrori dei campi di annientamento’. Il Corriere del Popolo 
(11.10.1945). Republished in Resine, vol. 27, no. 103 (2005): pp. 11‐14. 
 
37 On the genesis and fortune of this newspaper piece, see Lucamante, S. “Non soltanto memoria. La scrittura delle 
donne della Shoah dal dopoguerra ai giorni nostri.” p. 84. 
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language of her human condition. As it has been noted, this moment is perhaps the most “sincere, 
self-reflexive, and impressionistic testimony of the Shoah” and it is composed as zibaldone of 
ideas, thoughts, reflections, fears through a troubling syntax mirroring a fragmentation of her 
identity as woman and Jewish after the war (Lucamante 96; Baiardi, “Liana Millu” 309).38 There 
is no distance between the object of the narration and its flow. The autobiographical and almost 
confessional tones mark the necessary path of literary coming back to life, to the civil humanism 
that accompanied her life before the war and the imprisonment. But, if in a strategic testimonial 
work of existential angst, the solitude of the narrator is palpable, the altruistic gesture of giving 
voice to the living dead overcomes such physical separateness. Il fumo is the space where the 
author interrogates the primarily corporeal relationships among female inmates and the glimpse of 
it is already partially in the image of the chimney and the structure of six dramatic racconti:  
Mi sveglio bene, Mattinata luminosa. Mente sveglia, gran voglia di scrivere. Ma cosa? 
Ricordi! “I racconti di Birkenau”: quelli sarebbero meglio di un reportage già superato. Il 
primo. Paula.Paulette (L’ardua sentenza) R Le Milano (La madre segue la figlia) Il 
marito morto (Zinuska) lieto fine. Mia (Comando 110) R Il Cremà (La Risorta).39 
 
The diary already demarks the necessity of a literary and poetological mechanism that records and 
transfers stories of ‘the others’ from Auschwitz. The center is not the personal image, personal 
suffering; yet, a multitude of various depictions with different cultural, ethnic, and social 
background is the witness and the main body-character of the humiliation of women. Millu aims 
at incorporating, within the struggle for identity and life, the fundamental factor of gender, which 
                                                        
38 Baiardi, Marta. “Liana Millu. Due libri postumi. Appunti bibliografici.” DEP Rivista telematica di studi sulla 
memoria femminile. No. 7 (2007): pp.300-313. See also Baiardi, M. “Il linguaggio concentrazionario di Liana Millu.” 
Quaderns d’Italià. No. 19 (2014): pp. 77-91.   
 
39 Baiardi has demonstrated how the story of Zinuska, a young Russian woman who has lost her husband, had 
originally a happy ending. In the chapter Il biglietto da cinque rubli the protagonist, instead, dies after having stolen 
a jacket and given it to a young man. Aligning with Baiardi’s interpretation, it is plausible to say that Millu’s intention 
were more literary-driven than an actual reportage: “A giudicare dale intenzioni espresso nel Tagebuch, la scrittrice 
genovese si disponeva a trattare il referto concentrazionario […] più come material da piegare ad una narrazione 
drammatica che come il contenuto inalterabile di una testimonianza fattuale (312). 
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turns to be both the cause and the effect of the biological experiment. Through a series of tales, 
readers are more effectively engaged in the stages of dehumanization as well as possible resistance 
actors that elucidates a new ethics.   
 
The body of the Other 
Nell’inverno 1945-46 non c’era nessuno che volesse sapere qualcosa di più riguardo a 
questa tematica. Scrissi il libro in una sorta di trance. Non avevo il proposito di portare una 
testimonianza storica o di educare le generazioni successive. Il desiderio di scrivere questo 
libro è nato dal bisogno di parlare di quel mondo di cui nessuno voleva più sentir parlare, 
di cui nessuno voleva più seguir le tracce, che nessuno voleva più ricordare. Per me fu una 
catarsi. (Millu “All’ombra” 25) 
 
 
Like many survivors returning to the normality of life, Millu felt the necessity to ‘testify’, 
to tell what she had seen in a very compulsory instinct of making the ‘other’ participant of such 
inhuman conflict or attempt to bridge the irreconcilable order of things between two opposite 
worlds. Henceforth, she belongs to that militant group that, despite or given that existential angst, 
saw in the act of writing the rebirth of its own identity in élan vital.40 In the forth and most recent 
edition of Il fumo di Birkenau published by Giuntina in 1986, Levi writes a brief foreword which 
signals his appreciation as well as a potential interpretative outlook. It is a reminder for the reader 
to take such exceptional tale that he defines as “la piu’ toccante tra le testimonianze italiane” 
(“Foreword” 1) like a chance to understand the liminal spaces in which female characters had to 
survive and their harsher conditions when compared to men. 41  Levi does not lean over 
                                                        
40 See, Bravo Anna and Jalla Daniele (eds). Una misura onesta. Gli scritti di memoria della deportazione dall’Italia 
(1944-1993). Milano: Franco Angeli, 1994.   
 
41 In the Foreword, Levi states: “la loro condizione era assai peggiore di quella degli uomini, e ciò per vari motivi: la 
minore resistenza fisica di fronte a lavori piu’ pesanti e umilianti di quelli inflitti agli uomini; il tormento degli affetti 
familiari; la presenza ossessiva dei crematori, le cui ciminiere, situate nel mezzo del campo femminile, non ineludibili, 
non negabili, corrompono con loro fumo empio i giorni e le notti, i momenti di tregua e di illusioni, i sogni e le timide 
speranze” (1). From now, references to Millu’s work will be made as FB (Firenze: La Giuntina, 1995). 
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sentimentalism of female conditions in Birkenau or in other camps. While he points out the 
different and pejorative life conditions, he also guides the reader to view the author as a mere 
“occhio che penetra, una coscienza mirabilmente vigile che registra e trascrive, in un liguaggio 
sempre dignitoso e misurato, questi eventi che sono al di fuori di ogni misura umana” (2). Willingly 
or not, he omits the ‘literary component of the work and the absence of personal narration that, 
instead, Levi used as starting point for his testimony. According to Jager and Lucamante, it could 
be seen as a sign of Levi’s struggle to determine the place of testimony in a larger literary contexts 
and an aesthetical ‘epochè’ (Lucamente 92). More than an omission, I argue that Levi’s statement 
represents an appreciation for Millu’s courage in writing an altruistic testimony of death that 
recaptures a sense of humanism and a possible ethics. It is such trauma of the body of the other as 
‘mine’ or ‘ours’ that Millu is able to translate in vitalistic approach in six body-characters that 
break in the system of power relations and violence. By examining the suffering and agonies of 
female bodies, Millu reaffirms the necessity to show “the powerful vital instincts of women makers 
of life produced antibodies” (95).  
Perhaps, it is plausible to name Millu’s narrative an attempt to an impure humanism where 
the site of the biological represents a reversed coin to deconstruct the power over life that the Lager 
wants to design. The term “impurity” contrasts the absoluteness of the purity of race demanded by 
the Nazi and Fascist management. To celebrate ‘impurity’, as Levi shows in his Storie Naturali 
particularly in Carbonio, signifies to praise what is diversified, heterogenic, fragmented, varied.42 
Whereas the camp specializes in the immobile, static and homologous space-life, Millu deploys 
impurities that avoid conformism and unity. Henceforth, the aspect of the biological here functions 
                                                        
42In Carbonio, Levi praises the apparently inutility of the quantity of carbon monoxide in the air “è, quantitativamente, 




in terms of a radical act of freedom that intervenes in the space/time of the camp. At the same time, 
we find an extension of Levi’s question of companionship that creates a concrete link between the 
two literary works.  
According to Baiardi’s interpretation, Il fumo finds in the category of the space is dominant 
feature where the Lager is often represented as a closed ambience: factories or barracks built 
around the chimney from which eventually the smoke will signal “rintocco funebre” (Levi, 
“Foreword” 2). The chimney is the only time compass. On one hand, it emboldens the space-time 
of physical bodies at work while, on the other end, it symbolizes the metamorphosed body 
becoming the common fertilizer to remain eternally on the grounds. The circular space of physical 
death generates an oppressive and suffocating sensation both for the prisoners and the readers 
(Baiardi, “Il linguaggio concentrazionario” 85). For every episode, body-characters function in 
dots existing as mere objects epitomizing to the condition of abjection; at the same time, Millu’s 
narrativization of these bodies bolsters their expressivity. By focusing on the way in which 
gestures, motion, and power intersect, the ‘hand’ of the author draws attention to the acts of 
resistance and re-gendering identities. In phenomenological terms, such bodies thrive to retain 
their roles as literary and real chronotopoi of signifiers which have in their physicality the ultimate 
goal.  
When the reader approaches Millu’s narration realizes immediately the mourning nature 
of the stories about to be read, felt, embraced. The absence of chronological patterns that are 
common in most writings and memories about the camp experience – the journey, initiation rites, 
the marking of the number, the chamber gas, the sense of privation, and the liberation – is 
stunningly perceived but shifts the focus to an immediate relationship to the ‘otherness’ of the 
story. Millu’s physical presence appears solely in form of a mediator, a facilitator. The opening 
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picture projects a lost narrator who is both a flesh-witness and un pezzo in the labor milieu of the 
camp where the Kommando’s Capos perform “disputandosi le ragazze come qualche venditrice di 
mercato qualche cesto di ghiotta disponibilità” (FB 9). Transferred to a new barracks and stripped 
by her previous familiar faces, Liana undertakes a second process of estrangement and a need of 
recognition. In addition, anxiety increases due to the unpredictability of events singled by the 
recurrent question “Credi che piovera?”(FB 9), that Liana directs to the only human presence, a 
French inmate named Jeannette. 43 Each character would represent a possibility to reconcile to a 
sense of ‘familiarity’ which ultimately coincides with a vitalist bodily expression t of rebellion and 
resiliency. 
On such premises, in the Hobbesian homo homini lupus that affected also the feminine side 
of the camp, the personalities of the first two characters, Lily Marlene and Maria, stands as ethical 
symbols of dignity, beauty and gratuity of love shown in bodily encounters. Their images, signify 
a break through the closed space circuit and the forces of the bodies demonstrate a sustained 
vocation to reconnect to a possible world. A seventeen-year-old Hungarian girl, Lily Marlene, is 
the opening character, the victim of jealousy between a kapo and a blochowa, named Mia. Lily’s 
fault is to be freely engaged with her body and sexuality and exposing it as she pleases. Among 
the Hungarian women-workers “donne forti e resistenti con le quali bisogna faticare senza 
                                                        
43 The sense of immobility and a-temporality, often featured in Holocaust writings and memoirs, is given by Millu in 
direct coincidence through literary reminder to the Commedia. In fact, one of the rare reflections that the narrator-I 
makes in Il Fumo marks the anguish of timeless life:  “Con il cielo coperto, il nostro orologio celestre mancava e il 
tempo appariva fermo: talvolta, credevamo che fosse prestissimo, talvolta che l’ora del ritorno fosse già prossima: 
tutto intorno a noi, era grigio e fermo, veramente l’aria senza tempo descritta nel cerchio dantesco” (9). By reference 
it is worth rereading Dante’s entrance to the circle of indolents which are portrayed similarly to Muselmanners as we 
have seen in Levi’s works: “E poichè la sua mano alla mia pose /con lieto volto on’dio mi confortai, / mi mise dentro 
alla segrete cose. / Quivi sospiri, pianti ed alti guai / Risonavan per l’aer senza stelle, / perch’e io al cominciar ne 
lagrimai. /Diverse lingue, orribili favelle/ Parole di dolore, accenti d’ira, / Voci alte e fioche, e suon di man con elle, / 
Facevan un tumulto, il qual s’aggira / Sempre, in quell’aria senza tempo, tinta / Come l’arena quando il turbo spira.” 
(Dante. La Divina Commedia. Canto III, 19-30). 
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lamentarsi” (FB 10). Lily caught the attention of Millu for her minuscule, young and educated 
body of the past: 
io la guardavo, mentre mi parlava nel suo Tedesco incerto, sempre sorridendomi con quel 
viso gentile e fine di signorina ben educata, e la meraviglia di un simile atteggiamento, che 
per la prima volta ritrovavo nel lager, era superata dalla confusa sensazione di conoscere 
già quel viso. Certamente eravamo state insieme in qualche posto, ma non ricordavo più 
dove nè quando. (FB 11) 
 
Lily’s body exposes a femininity which is completely out-of-place and out-of-time as if it was a 
ghost; it is in ample contrast to the work, toughness and ugliness of the camp to which, especially 
Italians, are known for being weak and easy to corrupt, according to Millu’s rare considerations. 
The charm of Lily’s body fascinates the narrator who is incredulous in seeing so close something 
that could not be suitable for a life in a camp, as a transmutation of values: 
Quando lei fu vicina rimasi colpita dal suo aspetto accurato e dalle graziose cosce he aveva 
addosso. Il suo abito non era strappato, al contrario. Lily sfoggiava anche un grembiulino 
azzurro come il fazzoletto che le copriva i bei ricci nerissimi che già cominciava ad 
allungarsi incorniciando graziosamente il visetto pallido. (FB 12)   
 
Lily gestures, instead, an innocent rebellion by caring for the appearance of her body: make-up, 
perfume, fixing her hair, dressing, carrying a mirror for any occasion. Keeping her gendered 
identity as a unique personal space, the young Hungarian commits to a value opposed to the 
bureaucracy of the camp: frivolous beauty and love, both assigned like positive traits to being a 
woman in a civil society: “sempre un frammento di specchio con sé e si morde le labbra per farle 
diventare rosee e aggiustandosi i ricci intorno ad un fazzoletto azzurro, della francese, che usa gli 
avanzi di margarina per applicarli sulla pelle del viso” (FB 20). For sometimes, her body seems to 
be in apparent free motion thanks to a love affair with an Hochane-Kapo for whom she was taking 
care of her appearance, symbol of dignity. In so doing, being able to transgress the normative 
structure of the camp and rules placed on detainees, Lily represented the reverse coin of the 
biological, of the dehumanized process that was intended to normalize all bodies as mere Stück, 
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bare life to recall the Agambianan terminology. But, when the free microcosmic world of Lily’s 
love affair is disclosed given the envious feeling of her prison-mates and Mia’s jealously, her body 
returns to the status of simple body-object, thrown in the midst of selective measures and death. 
Punished physically and emotionally, Lily is first assigned to an unbearable manual task for which 
her fragile body could not resist any longer, and then naturally selected to be brought from the next 
‘level’ of imprisonment to the final selection before Doctor Mengele. Lily’s body, unable to appear 
as still suitable to work in the camp, comes back to her original objectification because of her 
gendered exposition as lived:  
Avanti, voi! – seniti gridare dalla nostra Capo. Mia stava accanto al dottore, e sembrava 
piccollissima, vicino a lui, cosi alto e magro. Avvicinandomi stavao bene attenta a non 
perdere il passo e non pensavo anulla. Però mi venne fatto di osservare le sue mani: erano 
lunghe, fini e molto bianche e tenevano la matita sospesa a mezz’aria abbozzando il gesto 
di chiamare qualcuno. Toccava al nostro gruppo, e seguendo il tirmo allegro scandito dalla 
musica si riprese il passo. Mengele ci guardò e vidi bene il suo viso slavato ed impassibile, 
con i piccoli occhi miopi e la figura diritta, rigida nell’uniforme imputabile. Teneva la 
matita a mezz’aria e non accennava, quando Mia fece un passo verso di lui. – Questa, Herr 
Doctor, - disse mostrando Lily, sempre Kaputt. Non può lavorare. – Fuori – disse 
semplicemente il dottore facendo cenno che uscisse dalle file. E Lily uscì. Tese il braccio: 
la slovacca lesse il numero e lo trascrisse sul suo taccuino. (FB 37) 
 
The apathetic condemnation to death for Lily is quite significant if we reflect on the structure of 
this description. The focus is on the apparently insignificant elements of the Doctor’s hands and 
the high degree of physical difference between him and the female Mia. Yet, the element of the 
hand is seen as a fragmented objectified other from his own body. This is not coincidental when 
we consider the oppositional figure of Lily who has suffered and been reduced to mere useless 
Stück. She was sexually assault by the lover’s furious masculine hands around her neck and, now, 
by similar male hands which function as mere spatial objects, is condemned to death. Similarly, 
Millu recounts the moment in which Mia furiously expresses her jealousy by beating over Lily’s 
body, by then simply bare life, with a focus on the noises produced by the hands and the hoe. As 
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many other prison-mates she had bent her head to keep working and filling up the lore for which 
she could only hear the sound of “death” (FB 34).  
Lily’s transcribed sentence is key in understanding modalities of power over the bodies 
and for the body where the gender factor intervenes. Her story marks the entrance of the reader 
into the plot of the camp putting forth not only the dynamics of unequal powers within the feminine 
camps but also shows the role of biological body works as both symbol of work, female dignity 
and witness of death. With Lily’s corporeal trauma, the phenomenological structure of the body, 
Leib-Körper, seems incongruent or incomplete. The permanence of the beautiful in the body in 
Lily, not-yet object and not anymore lived, operates metaphorically the moral strength for other to 
become lived bodies. For Lily, taking care of her body was more dominant than any other actions 
which differentiates her status from that of the indolent Muselmann.  
The eruption of violence over the body as biological entity arises in the description of the 
second key body-character: Maria and her own unborn child. Here, Millu examines the quest for 
maternal love which many critics have considered being the central theme of the story. Despite its 
peculiar relevance in the intimacy of being woman (mother, daughter) I will analyze such universal 
feature in terms of corporeal silence. This second window in the inverted world of the camp reveals 
not only the gratuitous love for a child but also explores, apathetically and without any rhetoric 
tone, the hidden dimension of the permanence of the living body. The episode is entitled La 
clandestina to remind the estrangement of the presence of such body in the camp that does not 
allow for the Jewish race to be amplified. It features a young woman who entered the camp 
pregnant and hiding her physical status at any cost, through sheets or beneath more clothing. Her 
name Maria could not be a clearer reference to the Christian figuration of the Virgin Mary for 
which the unborn child would represent Jesus. Nevertheless, Millu’s agnosticism demands us to 
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be cautious in making religious considerations. Also, the character Maria, evidently Jewish, is 
openly celebrating Hanukkah under the belief and hope to do the same with her future child, named 
Erika, fantasizing about the ‘real’ life after the camp.  
At first, the narrator strongly resents Maria’s actions of continuing pregnancy like 
symptoms of egoism; then, in looking and hearing the vulgarity mixed with envy of her new 
prison-mates led by an old woman Adele who lost her child once entered in the camp, the narrator 
realizes her progressing metamorphosis in a “figlia del lager” (FB 47): 
Ma che scopo aveva avuto nascondere la gravidanza? Quello di volere a tutti i costi mettere 
al mondo il suo piccino? Più ci pensavo e più mi sembrava che Maria agisse da perfetta 
egoista. […] Ella non aveva volute sottoporsi al dolore di vedersi private della sua 
maternità, ma che scopo c’era a far nascere una creatura già condannata alla fiamme? [...] 
e vedendo nei loro occhi stanchi accendersi di cattiveria, e le pallide bocche preferire parole 
volgari, finivo sempre col vergognarmi della nostra miseria, e col rimproverarmi la mia 
crudeltà verso quella creatura più debole, e nello stesso tempo tanto più forte di me. Allora 
mi veniva da piangere pensando che anch’io avevo cominciato ad abbruttirmi. Presto sarei 
diventata una vera figlia del lager. (FB 46-47) 44 
 
Maria’s hopes are dismantled when she is accused and reported by Adele to the blochowa Erna 
who is incredulously astonished by the news and the possible effects on her management skills. 
Forced to work in difficult tasks, Maria is, then, conditioned to go into labor prematurely and abort. 
Very relevant is the way in which Millu chooses to render the last moments of Maria’s life focusing 
more on objects, parts of the ambience and clothes rather than the struggle:  
Era buio perchè la luce non si accendeva che all’ora della sveglia, ma Erna fece portare 
una candela, e si chinò sulla cuccia, [...]. Io non sapevo cosa fare; l’urlo doloroso della 
partoriente mi entrava nella carne con una insopportabile sensanzione di pena [...]. Alla 
luce incerta della candela vedevo il viso esaltato di Adela, il profilo duro di Erna, che 
indossava una bella vestaglia rossa, ma stava inginiocchiata sulla paglia e non preoccupava 
di poterla sporcare. E intorno, tra luce e ombra, il viso ossuto di Elenkla, i capelli rossi di 
Aërgi, la camicia a righe di Rosette. (FB 71)  
                                                        
44 Soon after, Millu demarks the privilege of solidariety and emphaty in contrast to rationalizations and labeling: “così 
Maria aveva smesso di essere un’astratta figura giudicata da astratti ragionamenti. Non la guardavo più come un 
mostro di egoismo, ma la scoprivo calda, fiduciosa, buona creatura umana, sentendone una compassione infinita. Se 
anche io avessi dovuto avere un figlio, forse avrei fatto come lei, avrei pensato che la guerra sarebbe finita prima di 
nove mesi, e il mio piccino sarebbe andato in una culla bianca, in una stanza bianca” (FB 48). 
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The prevalent color “red” anticipates the horrifying misticsm of death in what Millu defines “rito 
sanguinante della maternità” (FB 72-73). Similarly, however, by not giving in the pathetic but 
rather recording as a machine herself, the narration centers on Maria’s silent corporeal strength 
that indicates the presence of her body and that of her child as both rebellious objects, gestures of 
gratuitous love. In the silent voice of Maria’s body lies the mixture of human and nonhuman 
dimensions of living that concentration camps not just juxtaposed but revealed. What seems to be 
wavering is the human body itself, its physical and perceptual permanence that install the language 
of discourse between fantasy and reality in the text. Therefore, in this instance of Marie and Erika, 
their bodies allow the narrator to build a gesture of biological reluctance to the normativity of 
things: 
Io pensai alla piccola cosa tenera nascosta sotto le coperte. Era morta? Era viva? Maria! 
Maria! [...] Proprio in quel momento suonò il gong della sveglia, e improvvisamente nella 
baracca si accesero luci gialle. Era notte ancora, ma per noi il giorno era sorto con le sue 
esigenze e i suoi gesti immutabili, il duro giorno di Birkenau che non ammetteva nascita 
né morte, ma solo silenzio e obbedienza alle sue leggi spietate. (FB 73) 
 
In the madness and reversed code of life of the camp, that body-character speaks louder under the 
sheets in which it was left than anybody in the line ready for the count. Moreover, the participation 
of all women in the delivery of a clandestine child further acknowledges a primordial imperative 
of companionships and eliminates for brief moments the continuous ferocity among women 
themselves. As speech creates commands, categorizes and signifies the borders of life in the camp 
and functions often as gripping of time, the silence around the body (and of it) bears witness of the 
fragmentation of the human more than words can do. 
 Maria’s experience shows a maternal and instinctual love for the otherness she carries on 
as a moral duty. It is properly this conceptualization of the maternal with which scholars have 
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interpreted many passages of different stories in Il fumo. Especially, the struggle in the third 
imaginative story where we see Bruna who relentlessly attempts to protect and take care of her 
son, Pinin, that she rarely is able to see. Their incessant love would bring them to be electrocuted 
in a scene that reminds, as Lucamante correctly states, a reversed pietà (93). The maternal that 
exceeds the thread of degeneration of the human and reserves a “un nucleo di commozione” 
(Baiardi, “Liana Millu” 304), is certainly uniquely essential for the narration. Through a broader 
look, Il fumo expands themes of struggles hardly labeled as only “eroine-madri” (Baiardi, “Il 
linguaggio concentrazionario” 85): Lily’s beauty, Zina’s altruistic gesture of love for someone-
like-her unfound husband, prostitution and moral strength between the two sister, Lotti e Gustine, 
in an unnerved dialogue between life and death. Although Millu is clearly testifying through these 
female figures an attempt to fight back the rule of death that the chimney symbolizes, there is a 
very little of heroism and more an emphasis on companionship and solitude to oppose a fatalistic 
attitude; “E tutto non era che fumo. Fumo sopra i lager, la cittadina e iil bordello; fumo sopra la 
malvagità e l’innocenza, la saggezza e le follie, la morte e la vita”(FB 145). The fearful possibility 
to lose the sphere of immanence in the pure corporeality of life appears vividly in the Lotti’s 
overflowing confession to her ghostly sister, Giustine: 
E poi, lo sai, si andò insieme a lavorare in quel cattivo “Comando” di canali: tutto il giorno 
con le gambe nell’acqua e nella melma, si scavavano i fossati vicino ai crematorii per 
gettarci il soprappiù delle ceneri, e oltre la fatica, sentivamo tutto il giorno l’odore di quel 
fumo. Lo vedevamo quel fumo, così nero, pesante, che faticava a dissolversi per sempre 
nel nulla; e tu lo guardi ogni volta che alzi la testa dalla zappa, e pensi: “tra una settimana, 
tra un mese, tocca a me.” E mi sembrava già di uscire dalla torretta sopra i tetti del lage, e 
sentirmi svanire a poco a poco [...]. (FB 140-141)  
 
If in Storia di dieci giorni Levi outlines a frame to regain possess of his lived body that 
gives retention to the world, its meaning and its communion to others, Millu’s organization of six 
stories is an appeal to companionship and the powerful externalization of the body as such: a 
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cultural medium. While Somogy’s death challenges Levi’s readers and prison-mates on the 
absurdity of the camp and remains a cold factuality, in all five figures destined to die the Genoan 
writer foresees an opportunity to restructure the corporeal. Through their gesture, often silent, and 
resistance to the codes of the camp Millu restores an intersubjective field of and a common space 
of values: the rendition of the eternal transcendence of the “compagne” who undertake a process 
of de-objectification and opens up a window into the non-lived world of the camp.  
On these premises, perhaps, it would be feasible to align Millu and Levi’s narrations as 
complementary more than similar. Millu seems to advert the problematic intricacies that the quest 
for witnessing in the frame of autobiography produce leaning on fiction and stories of others. She 
feels the necessity to create distance from the figures of Muselmann although often she herself 
falls into the category of fatalism and indecency of the lager – the brutality of being human. The 
search for communal understanding undergoes the physical surface of skins, feelings and sensorial 
fears shared among the prison-mates and the ambiance itself. between the inmate and the 
environment.  Such traumatic narratives, born out of physical necessity and immunitarian systems, 
seem to redefine certain boundaries of how corporeally engage in the world and what effects that 
has on our representation of it. Thanks to these two examples of how the literatures of the 
Holocaust present the theme of corporeal characters, their phenomenological ambiguity in being 
or being seen/touched and their symbolic functions in Levi and Millu’s narrations, we have 
introduced the fundamental categories of discourse as opposed poles: biological/cultural, 
human/nonhuman, individual/communal, speech/silence, perception/Reason, topos/utopia. In the 
ambiguity of being and having a body, they present us he porosity of categories. 
The analytical frames will be essential in the further examination of the ways in which 
Italian culture has dealt with the matter of the body, its representational mode of u-topia and its 
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CHAPTER 2: BODIES IN WARZONES: NAPLES, THE MYTH AND THE ALLIES 
 
 
“Le corps humain est un champ de guerre  
où il serait bon que nous revenions”  
(Artaud, 1181-1182)45 
 
If the narrating experience on the Holocaust led us to witness an urge to recollect and 
reconsider the pieces of the human – its silent and clandestine nature across the trajectories of an 
abused body, so as to regain a pre-personal ‘project’ of the world - the magmatic and explosive 
milieu of novels during Italian Liberation shed light on an intense katabasis in the inhuman as a 
collective and damaged body-politic. This particularly occurs when we focus on representations 
of cityscapes, war zones and socio-cultural crossings with the Allies in the Southern areas of the 
conflict. What seems most relevant is the prevalence of literary and material discourses on bodies, 
often marginalized or inept as transfigurations that attempt to track down an understanding of 
postwar Italian cultural disillusionment.  
Within this climate, the ‘body’ of the city of Naples becomes a privileged standpoint from 
which many trajectories depart. Symbol of harmony and a cultural stronghold of European value 
systems, the Neapolitan capital is the subject-object of contentious not only within the historical 
events of Allied Liberation/Occupation but especially in the aftermath tale of that tragedy. In 
                                                        
45 See Artaud, Antonin. The Theatre and its Double. Trans. Victor Corti. Richmond: Oneworld Classics, 2010. The 
concept of the human body as an explosive semantic interface between cruelty and creative expression will become 
very significant throughout the examination of this chapter – in particular, the hybridizations of the cityscape of 
Naples, that what Serenella Iovino has explained as “violently inhuman” borrowing the term from the cultural 
anthropologist Jeffrey Cohen in “Zombie.” See Iovino. “Bodies of Naples. Stories, Matter and the Landscapes of 
Porosity.” Material Ecocriticism (Indianapolis: Indiana UP, 2014) pp. 97-113.  
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Ultimi viaggi dell’Italia perduta, Raffaele La Capria has drawn a compelling portrait of the social 
conditions in Naples pre- and postwar in order to emphasize the pervasive euphoria in the streets 
and contraposes the two sentiments – that of the foreigner and the local:  
Accadde alla città quello che accade ad una pentola quando salta il coperchio. Anni e anni 
di compressione sotto il coperchio del regime, della guerra, dei bombardamenti quotidiani, 
della paura, della fame, dell’isolamento. E all’improvviso, [c’è] una specie di anarchia, di 
imbarbarimento generale, di frenesia stranamente liberatoria. Tutto divenne possibile, che 
il povero diventasse ricco (con la rapina o il contrabbando), che la brutta diventasse bella 
e desiderata, che il male e il bene si confondessero e ogni valore fosse rovesciato in un 
rimescolio di razze, di mentalità, di lingue. Soprattutto ci fu una regressione verso gl’istinti 
naturali, e il corpo prevalse sull’anima, esplosero  passioni incontenibili tra vinti e vincitori, 
oppressi e oppressori. (qtd. in Garofalo 105-106)  
 
But, for the most dramatic and critical image of that corporeal mutation that Naples underwent in 
the years of 1943-47, we must go back a few years after the Liberation to Anna Maria Ortese’s Il 
mare non bagna Napoli: a controversial invective against the shadowing buildings and a vivid 
representation of the “armonia perduta”:46 
Il cielo, su in alto, era sempre lo stesso splendente cielo degli anni buoni; il mare, nello 
sfondo, sempre il puro celeste mare in riva al quale battè le ali la nostra migliore giovinezza: 
ma l’aria del Quartiere, come forse di tutta la città, era terribilmente mutata. Il sangue di 
questa gente, che non è stata mia veramente lieta, pareva annerito e sconvolto; colpiti in 
qualche parte il suo dolce cervello, la sua semplicità di bambino; la grazie del linguaggio 
perduta, svanita, come in una ragazza che si sia data al marciapiede; ugualmente perduta, 
sepolta, la gentilezza del gesto, che rendeva caro a tutti questo popolo vivace. Un volto 
colpito da paralisi non avrebbe avuto una durezza maggiore, nè ispirato una più commossa 
pietà. Sguardo profondamente offeso: un occhio vagante ancora verso il cielo, come quello 
dei ciechi; un altro inchiodato, sorridente, a terra (Ortese 3).47 
 
 The Neapolitan trace as a prominent experience of the occupation with its effects on local 
populations and engagement in cultural dilemma is spread equally across diverse representations, 
whether we approach memoirs, cinematic portrayals, archival footage, nonfictional and fictional 
                                                        
46 An important overview on the representation of harmony in Naples in the novels during the Liberation is given by 
Garofalo, Delia. “L’armonia perduta. La Napoli del secondo dopoguerra.” Studi Novecenteschi. Rivista di storia della 
letteratura italiana. Rome-Pisa: Fabrizio Serra Editore, Vol. 70, No.2, 2005, pp. 93-112. 
 
47 Ortese, Anna Maria. “Il mare non bagna Napoli.” Milano-sera. Web. 5 July 1950. 
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text: examples of it are Eduardo de Filippo’s 1945 play Napoli Milionaria, Benedetto Croce’s 
personal account in Taccuini di guerra 1943-45, the fictional tale of Roberto Rossellini’s Paisà, 
and the special historical analysis of the bombing and the resistance in Gabriella Gribaudi “Napoli 
1943-45: la costruzione di un’epopea” and Guerra totale. Tra bombe alleate e violenze naziste. 
Napoli e il fronte meridionale. 1940-44 but also Paolo de Marco’s Polvere di piselli on the 
quotidian life hardships suffered by the natives during the Allied Military Government temporary 
in place.48 Across the border, readers can find also international outlook of what Naples was and 
meant, through the eyes of a British soldier, Norman Lewis, who in 1978 publishes his 
memoir/travelogue Naples’ 44 still overly estimated the most historic source on the ground along 
with John Horne Burns’ picture of The Gallery, a collection of stories between hope, immunity, 
and intercultural touch. Similarly, archival sources from BBC and Luce Institute reveal today a 
romanticized trauma of Neapolitan landscapes, civilians and beauty without deeply examining the 
struggles of bodies, ideals, and socio-political dynamics.49  
In search for a new communitas of individuals within the clash of cultures and races carried 
on by the war, this chapter aims at approaching two polarized depictions of bodies in the 
Neapolitan overture. This is the case in both Curzio Malaparte’s second war novel La pelle (1949) 
and ‘its counterpoint’ in Domenico Rea’s Spaccanapoli (1947) and Gesù, fate luce (1950), 
picaresque representations of Naples-Nocera as a collective and ironic bodily fight back – and a 
                                                        
48 The comedy “Napoli Milionaria!” directed by Eduardo de Filippo that was performed the first time in Naples at the 
San Carlo Teather on the 15th of March, 1945. Eduardo De Filippo, Eduardo. Teatro. Vol. II  - Cantata dei giorni 
dispari, (Milano, Mondadori: 2005) pp. 5-270; De Marco, Paolo. Polvere di piselli. (Napoli: Liguori Editore, 1996); 
Croce, Benedetto. Taccuini di guerra. 1943-45. (Milano: Adelphi, 2004).  For an exhaustive list of novels and plays. 
Also, see Glynn, Ruth. “Naples and the Nation in Cultural Representations of the Allied Occupation.” California 
Italian Studies. Vol. 7 (2). Web. https://escholarship.org/uc/item/1vp8t8dz; 
 
49 See Lewis, Norman. Naples’44. A World War II Diary of Occupied Italy. (London: Eland Books 1978.  Trans. M. 
Codignola. Milan: Adelphi, 1993); Burns, John Horne. The Gallery. (New York: NYRB, 2004 [1947]); Paisà. Dir. 
Roberto Rossellini. Perf. Carmela Sanzio, Alfonsino Pasca, Maria Michi. OFI and FFP, 1946. 
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reconsideration of plebeian values - of blood, hope, misery and social upheaval against the slivers 
of modernity.50 They both privilege a combination of the tragic with the grotesque, the surreal with 
the nostalgia outlining sentiment of hope, disgust, refusal of warzones in an often carnivalesque 
appraisal of the human body, its brutality and cruelty in alignment with Antonin Artaud’s theatre 
of cruelty: the explosive forces of bodily parts, yet to become incorporate in the organism of 
society. If Malaparte uses the narrative of the shock, Rea tends to the ironic Boccaccian paradigm 
of guile and misfortunes; if the former represents the fragmentation of gendered and racial bodies 
in an apocalyptic scenario of Christian plague, the latter gave speech and motion to the underworld 
of the ugly, the abnormal and the starved.  
Whereas Holocaust narratives fight back the charting power dynamics of being human 
versus being thing that the Lager generates in the individual and private body of the Jew, Liberation 
tales explore body-spaces, rituals and a collectiveness surrounded by subaltern, inept and 
marginalized figures, cities, landscapes and cultural heritages turning to be toxic bodies as their 
focal narrative point. La pelle represents an attempt to critique the totalitarian system by depicting 
an ambivalent and tragic experience of winners/defeated, Italians vs Foreigners, through grotesque 
and often oneiric portrayals of the (in)human ‘Italians’ reduced to less-than-animal in a constant 
surviving mode. As we shall see, the thread of the corporeal, whether human or non-human, seen 
in its defeated partialities, represents the pretext through which Malaparte launches his last 
apocalyptic and artistic gesture of an Italian anarchic spirituality, already upside down or failing.51  
                                                        
50 For the following chapter, I refer to the last edition of the text La pelle published by Adelphi in 2010 with an 
introduction by Luigi Martellini; for Domenico Rea I will consider the Meridiani edition from 2005 edited by 
Francesco Durante. From now, references to Malaparte’s edition will be marked as LP and Rea’s Meridiani Edition 
will be RE.     
 
51 I refer to Franco Baldasso’s interpretation of La pelle as the token for the tragic twilight of European Reason. I will 
delve into this argument later on in my textual analysis of the spiritual and the physical paradigms that travel through 
the text. See Baldasso, Franco. “Curzio Malaparte and the Tragic Understanding of Human History.” Annali 
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On the other hand, Rea’s ‘stories’ speak to an ancient resistance, the revival of pre-
historical and natural, vitalist values of the Neapolitan (hence any Southerner population) by 
focusing on the sensorial dimension of the plebeian world against the dominant classes. For the 
Baroque young journalist from the small town of Nocera, the literary machine/art constitutes the 
possibility of a mixed chant of lower-classes prides, ruthless passions and forces of socio-
economic changes that exalt the corporeal life instead of vilifying it. Nevertheless, Rea fails to 
present us a clean sheet of what a plebeian could do and even come short in avoiding racial and 
gender stereotypes. The depiction of female characters falls in a mainstreamed traditional thought, 
ambivalent and inconsistent at times with his desire to make them speak, to give voice to an ‘other-
life’. Especially, in the first rushed collection of stories, women’s appearance plays in the nostalgic 
past, a pre-world that seems inadequate and inept to contrast or resolve the struggles of modernity. 
Within the climate of revolutions and socio-political twisting that bring up the anthropological 
question of what is or seems human, the city of Naples serves as a metaphor, a womb-city of many 
Europeans, seen like a generative transition from antiquity to (the indifference) of modernity.  
Therefore, the focus on the transformative nature of the Neapolitan cultural and physical 
landscape will allow us to move from the silent and abandoned body-subject of Holocaust 
narratives to the rumbustious collective body-object that explodes (as well as implodes) as the 
protagonist during the Italian Liberation.   
 
The Skin-fabric behind the book 
Section of a provocative novelistic war trilogy, Il Volga nasce in Europa (1942), Kaputt 
(1944), La pelle is neither a reportage of military/journalistic dispatches on the arrival of Allies, 
                                                        
d’Italianistica. Vol. 35. Ed. Chiara Ferrari, Olimpia Pelosi and Dino Cervigni. Temple: Arizona State University, 
2017, pp. 279-304.  
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nor a meek deceiving mise-en-scène of the trauma of the Liberation from the viewpoint of the 
natives. Prominently, it portrays a warzone scenery, that is mostly related to i vicoli and le voci 
from Naples resembling an ‘animalized place’, embodying a sentiment of European crisis of 
values. It could be viewed as a noir storytelling with a deep engagement with the theater of absurd 
corporeal encounters in which bodies become commodities, sexualized art work, political gains, 
trolls, game play, both cultural and economic signals of the advent of capitalism and physical 
appropriation. Interestingly, Malaparte’s role is threefold: an author who apparently supersedes the 
factual and fictional elements of the story, a military agent who performs his duty of liaison with 
the Allied troops after having been exculpated by the newly formed Badoglio government, a travel 
spectator who explains both the beauty of Art and the physical paradigms of biological-anatomical 
meetings (rape, cannibalism and post-human transformations, monstrous portrayals of grief) to the 
extent to which he creates body-puppets as tools of deceptions and counterpart of the traditional 
culture of body as beauty.  
Through an often moralized gaze over natives as well as ironic comments on Allies, the 
aim of the novel is also that of a transnational critique of an idea of Liberation tout court, the 
conquest but also any subjugation of forms of abjections that are threads of critique throughout the 
‘cinematic’ and abhorrent bodies on the Malapartian stage. By writing on the human body marks 
a transfiguration of it, often an abuse of its image and symbolizing force, for which it embodies 
the Italian socio-cultural trauma, the ingenuity of Enlightenment progress, and capitalistic forces. 
Naples becomes the field of a myth, Europe of the Greek and Latin cultures, in decadence. La pelle 
acts upon our innocent understanding of the interface epidemis and it questions our simplistic 
interaction with its psychological, political and cultural function. At the same time, Malaparte’s 
surreal narrative purposely executes racial and gender tendencies that remark a nostalgic vein of 
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fascism and colonialism, a reminder of masculine desire of conquest/power. Ultimately, Malaparte 
reaches a one-dimensional objectification of any human body (except his) by claiming that the 
tragedy of war has turned it to a commodification to which all humanity is eventually flattened.  
Some critics have noticed a clear political disenchantment of fascist ideology while instead 
others considered the work like the best piece of art of our 20th century, the aesthetics appraisal of 
war that nobody really wanted. Certainly, La pelle does not appear a clear-cut shot at a first glance. 
The reader is mostly thrown in medias res and called to reach the lowest stages of life and humanity 
scene after scene. The text narrates as a ‘fiction based on facts’ to the guts of the atrocity of war 
through a provocative languages of senses, pulp, horror wherein a sense of piety or redemption are 
far from being reached. Malaparte situates at the core of his aesthetic critique of the bourgeois 
culture dynamics of embodiments and bodily encounters in order to deconstruct the image of 
liberator/savior and that of a broad salvation. Luigi Baldacci’s first commentary claimed the 
importance of hidden Christian leaving, inappropriately, aside the grotesque and oneiric language 
of bodies - portraits of prostitution, images of promiscuity, the changing skin of humanity onto 
bestiary dimensions (and vice versa) both textual and theatrical mistrust of the human.52 And, for 
such purpose, the ambivalent attraction over the body is keen to a broader historical and literary 
understanding of this controversial stroll in Naples as European soul-like. From the personal 
alienated and abandoned body, the discussion moves onto the collective incorporation of bodily 
materials, symbols and traumas that brings the reader in the unworldly underground of fears.     
It is known that Malaparte privileges an aesthetics of horror and shock focusing on female 
characters, children and black soldiers. The anthropological mutation perpetuated by the Allies to 
                                                        
52 The aficionado Baldacci argues that La pelle should be read only in its poetic value, not taking the political into 
question: “Ma non c’è dunque una politicità, una valenza politica della Pelle? Io credo di no. O se c’è, è allo stato di 
mero pretesto esterno” we read in the Introduction to the Mondadori edition in 1989. (xi) 
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the city of Naples embarks from here and I argue that this apparent expressionism of bodies 
foreshadows a depiction of the becoming-animal of a collective body-society (European cultural 
history turns into Naples’s metamorphosis). Under siege of the liberators/occupying new Allies, 
Naples/Europe is constrained in the exceptional space of biopower whereby carnal enslavement 
and neurosis over bodily parts follow the rules of the need, of the hunger, of the conquest of the 
other in the surviving tale of one’s skin.   
The makeover is clearly visible in the first two chapters: “La peste” (direct reference to 
Boccaccio’s Decameron, Manzoni’s I promessi sposi and Thucydides’ narration of the plague in 
Athens and assessment of literary artistry) and “La vergine di Napoli” (symbol of a (almost) sexual 
encounter between Allied troops and Neapolitans). Similar strategies of dizzying spectacle of 
bodily figures to represent literally “tutto il marciume dell’animo umano” (LP 38) echoes a strong 
criticism to the capitalization and the de-qualification (and de-territorialization) of the human body 
under war laws as if we would enter a state of exception. Similarly, sections as “Il pranzo del 
Generale Cork,” and “La bandiera” address and stage intentionally corporealities and fictional 
aesthetic artifacts in a blurred line between art and history, literacy and metaphors often undoing 
racial anxieties and paradigms. Thus, Malaparte attempts to allot to the corporeal dimension of 
life, its materiality and tangibility (to which he himself seems able to avoid at times keeping his 
own pure skin), his moral crusade. This new form of “personaggio-corpo” which personifies 
cultural and sociopolitical European traditions drifts off to the real persona as socio-normative 
mask often blur. His novel waves from fiction to factuality, idealism and magic realism mingled 
in a surreal scenario of promiscuity. In La pelle, characters become essentially nude bodies, like 
figures of extreme and obscene carnival of death. Neither conquerors or conquered, victims or 
criminals embody possibilities of true life as if the massacre was only caused by an outsider power. 
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Their nature is all caught up under the only sacred principle, that turns into a riddle, of “salvare la 
propria pelle” that from being the protective shield against violence has become the door that opens 
to it. This is the moral framework put in place by the author to affirm the significance of his 
‘historic; portrayals:   
I popoli d’Europa, prima della liberazione, soffrivano con meravigliosa dignità. Lottavano 
a fronte alta. Lottavano per non morire. E gli uomini quando lottano per non morire, si 
aggrappano con la forza della disperazione a tutto ciò che costituisce la parte viva, eternal, 
della vita umna: la dignità, la fierezza, la libertà della propria coscienza. Lottavano per 
salvare la loro anima. Ma dopo la liberazione gli uomini avevano dovuto lottare per vivere. 
È una cosa umiliante, orribile, è un necessità vergognosa, lottare per vivere. Soltanto per 
vivere. Soltanto per salvare la propria pelle. […] È la lotta contro la fame. È la lotta per un 
tozzo di pane. (LP 48) 
 
 
Saving one’s own skin  
In an interview to the filmmaker Liliana Cavani who was preparing the cinematic 
adaptation of Malaparte’s work during a time when his image was still ostracized for his fascist 
connections, perhaps we may grasp the complexity of reception and the problematic literal, 
historical or figurative representation of the war that such novel presents to us: “leggere il libro 
come un documento autentico di quella Guerra. [...] anche se alcuni episodi sembrano più veri del 
vero, più crudeli, più macabri e più grotteschi, al punto da essere scambiati per invenzioni surreali, 
Malaparte invece ha raccontanto i fatti: abietti, crudeli, veri” (LP 345).53 Cavani incorporates the 
faith to objective truth that any historian must uphold with the need of artistry that the novelist 
seeks to achieve. Not by chance, both these elements of aesthetic value and ethical task have 
excessively colored the content of the prose, almost exclusively. Recent scholars, Gatt-Rutter and 
Escolar, have collected the many contentious voices that intent to save Malaparte’s text from the 
other critic assault and vice versa to show their inevitable partiality. The controversial Arci-Italian 
                                                        
53 See the full interview reported by Luigi Martellini in the notes of the Adelphi Edition 2013, p. 345. 
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journalist, novelist, and versatile European intellectual has remained associated with his Fascist 
cultural vein, predominantly after WWII. Yet, his artistry has fashioned debates on the limits and 
roles of poetics in relation to the political and the mystification of reality.  
A famous proponent of the grandeur of La pelle is Milan Kundera, who affirmed that there 
is no correct way to read such wonderful arch-poem. It could offer either a literary interpretation 
or a historical one: “le cose cambiano radicalmente a seconda che il lettore gli si avvicini come un 
reportage capace di ampliare le sue conoscenze storiche, o invece come un’opera letteraria in grado 
di arricchirlo con la sua bellezza e la sua conoscenza dell’uomo” (Escolar 1). Even recently, the 
literary critic Nicola Lagioia claims a parallel between this “maledetto libro” and Roberto 
Saviano’s revealing photograph of life and crime in Gomorra “anche questa una fiction basata su 
fatti reali” because operating in “una galleria degli orrori, anche qui [...] una voce narrante che 
diventa ambigua e problematica quanto più pericolosamente si approssima al Male, fino a 
distorcersi e a subirne la fascinazione, denunciandone così in modo implicito -  e non pedagogico 
– i rischi del contagio.”54 La pelle would embody today’s conditions of Italians unable to deal with 
their past and too easily accommodating to obligations and demands of modern society and 
indifference. Repeating, perhaps, the overly quoted passage from the novel “non è più la lotta per 
libertà, per la dignità umana, per l’onore [...] oggi si soffre e si fa soffrire, si compiono cose 
meravigliose e cose orrende, non già per salvare la propria anima ma per salvare la propria pelle,” 
Lagioia strips away the contextual postwar dimension in which Malaparte’s work originates and 
he focuses on the ‘ideal’ leaving out the ‘real’ (LP 44). 
                                                        
54 See Lagioia, Nicola. “Il libro maledetto.” Minima e moralia. Un blog di approfondimento culturale, 11 Jan. 2011: 
“La cronoca romanzata dell’umiliato disperante popolo napoletano nei giorni della Liberazione ha a lungo viaggiato 
sotto l’epidermide delle cronoche culturali per riemergere ora nel proprio intatto scandalo, rivendicando il copyright 
su lasciti che abbiamo fatto nostri spesso senza rendercene conto: sul piano dei codici letterari, nonché purtroppo su 
quello etico e politico” http://www.minimaetmoralia.it/wp/il-libro-maledetto/ 
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On the other side of the spectrum, literary critics and journalists even from abroad have 
often been very skeptical of upgrading Malaparte’s works. From Antonio Gramsci’s epithet of 
“camaleonte, arrivista” to Emilio Cecchi’s invective for which Malaparte is just “un fabbricante 
di bolle di sapone terroristiche” (Baldacci VIII; Escolar 2). Eugenio Scalfari’s dismissive account 
later has called the writer “quel giornalista dandy artista sciupafemmine comunista fascista 
avventuriero.”55 It is worth recalling that explicit sexual scenarios found in La pelle were also 
censored by the Catholic Church as well as a civic ban from the city of Naples due a petition 
written by Giuseppe Ciccionardi and Michele Parise to which Malaparte boldly replied by saying 
“se costoro rimangono offessi dal mio libro, tanto peggio per loro: ciò significa che il mio libro ha 
raggiunto il suo scopo” (LP 359).56 
 The reluctance to consider the text in its diverse components and the urge to save either its 
author’s art or its factual representation of the events during the Allied Liberation was an important 
divisive factor after the publication in 1949, although the text was released to the public in advance 
in French in the magazine Carrefour two years earlier. Perhaps, the principal quest to save 
Malaparte’s skin could be found in the traditional idea/need of the autonomy of the art, and its 
place outside the judgement of History. Clearly, the reference is Benedetto Croce’s trilogy around 
of the nature of Aesthetics that foregrounds discourses on the autonomy of judgement over ideas 
of beauty, intuition and expression. In other words, Croce’s distinction of praxis and ‘creation’ 
                                                        
55 Most of the references to the long-lasting debate over fiction and fact generated by La pelle are mentioned and 
thoroughly examined in Escolar, Marisa. “Sleights of Hand: Black Skin and Curzio Malaparte's La pelle.” California 
Italian Studies, vol. 3, no. 1,  https://escholarship.org/uc/item/0xr9d2gm 
 
56 On the 17th of June 1950 after thirteen days from the civic ban, the Congregation of the Santo Uffizio declared La 
pelle as an immoral opera and listed it under the catalog of prohibited book. See the full decree in the official catalog. 
AA. VV. Malaparte. Arcitaliano nel mondo. Per un archivio Malaparte nella Biblioteca di Via Senato, Milano, 
Fondazione biblioteca Via Senato, 2010, pp. 110. The official rehabilitation to the “honor” of the city only occurred 
in 1998 to a declaration by the mayor Antionio Bassolino. See E. Vittorini. “Napoli e Malaparte, non più nemici per 
la Pelle, Corriere delle Sera, 28 May 1998, pp. 33. 
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had dominated the critical understanding and analysis of works of art by ways of choosing 
categories that avoid impeachment with the sphere of the ethical for decades. To say it with his 
words, even after developing and modifying his theory of Intuition-Expression and having 
included the idea of ‘moral sensibility’ under the  ‘skin’ of every author or poet, the assertion for 
which the domain of pure intuition is not related to a moral praise or dispraise stands out because 
the Aesthetic domain exists independently of and prior, in the Philosophy of Spirit, to the Ethical.57 
The confusion between the ‘language of betrayal’ and the need to maintain fidelity to the art of 
literature is intentionally present in Malaparte’s own words. When asked if critics and readers 
should refer to him as historian or an artist, he vehemently replies:   
Se io non fossi un’artista ma uno storico, mi si potrebbe rimproverare di narrare i fatti in 
tutto il loro orrore? A quanto io so, nessuno a mai mosso un tale rimprovero, ad esempio a 
Tucidide, per la sua descrizione della peste di Atene. Eppure Tucidide, in quelle pagine, si 
mostra altrattanto grande artista quanto grande storico. (LP LXXI) 
 
In the case of La pelle, the heated race to tackle the relationship of facts and fictions, poetry or 
historical account, intuition from moral ground has undermined the focus on some relevant aspects, 
both historical and thematic, used as dominant features. An example seems to be the interest that 
Malaparte gives to the mutation of the human body, its location in the city-animal of Naples and 
the many reference to a past tradition of colonial and gender divide. Marisa Escolar and John Gatt-
Rutter are among the few scholars who have started raising awareness on dynamics of polarization 
and immunization in terms of race, otherness and the role of gender. Hence, my investigation 
intersects theirs while it attempts to expand the concept of contamination (the plague) and the 
immunization (from and within the body) in biopolitical terms, looking at Esposito’s critical 
categories questioning how corporeal transformations play out in key scenes. episodes. Impersonal 
                                                        
57 See Croce, Benedetto. Estetica come scienza dell'espressione e linguistica generale. (Palermo: Sandron, 1902) 
Reprint. (Bari: Laterza 1908-1950); Breviario di estetica, Aesthetica in nuce. Ed. by G. Galasso. (Milano: Adelphi, 
1990)      
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sexuality, race and cannibal perversion intercept three dimension of corporeality through which 
Malaparte stages his crusade. 
To understand the complexity underneath the gestation of La pelle and its “linguaggio-
tatuaggio”58 is important to return to its genesis. According to the literary critic Guerri, the Arch-
Italian had planned the writing of the novel in the years of 1945-46 during his assiduous reading 
of Greek tragedies as shown in a letter addressed to the lover Anne:  
Mi sono convinto che si fa presto a scrivere delle belle cose quando si ha alle spalle quelle 
po’ di mondo mitico, di mondo poetico, nel quale il pubblico, se non proprio l’autore, 
credeva. Vo matto soprattutto per l’Agamennone di Eschilo, l’Edipo di Colono di Sofocle, 
l’Edipo Re di Sofocle, e Medea di Euripide. Il guaio è che oggi si vive troppo male, si è 
troppo angustiati, per poter scriver serenamente. Quelle tragedie sono così piene di cose 
tremende, erano scritte in un clima di perfetta serenità. (LP 346) 59  
 
Nothing mythical or poetic remains in the urban ruins, in the streets of i bassi where prostitution, 
health issues and hunger reigns. Nor it is heroic or admirable the flying market of Negroes, 
“Vendimi il tuo black! Ti do venti dollari! Trenta dollari! cinquanta dollari!” (27) and the 
despicable colonial taste that Malaparte uses to describe the size of a black soldier’s body: “mi 
faceva piacere, in fondo, pensare che il cadavere di un negro ingombra quasi tanta terra quanto 
Achille morto, o Ettore morto, o Aiace morto. E non sapevo di rassegnarmi all’idea che un negro 
morto costasse così poco”(LP 27). Actual war tragedies suffered by the Neapolitans, simple 
synedechoes of a broader Italian body-politic, turns into an often distasteful and mocking 
pantomimic that the author is staging in front of his British commander, Jack Hamilton, and by 
reference his readers/viewers. By turning the beautiful, heroic, epic in the ugly, shameful and 
carnivalesque dimension of living, Malaparte tells his own Greek tragedy. One fundamental 
                                                        
58 Vigorelli, Giancarlo. “Il libro di cui si parla. “La Pelle” di Malaparte.” L’Elefante, 2 Mar. 1950.  
 
59 See also Guerri, G. B.  L’Arcitaliano. Vita di Curzio Malaparte. (Milano: Bompiani, 1980) pp. 238. 
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similarity to Aeschylus, Hesiod, Euripides lies in the powerful positioning of the corporeal, of the 
physical and sensorial aspects of life highly invested of social and ethical powers before being 
transposed in Christian frames later on. The Arch-Italian keeps the interest while deforming, 
manipulating and transforming it to attack both liberators and the infamous malleability of Italians.  
 The title, La pelle, signals the thematic and stylistic (pulp, horror, mystifying) trajectory of 
the novel that the reader must follow. However, the density of such concept may be deceptive. 
Whereas for Levi and Millu, the skin is the divider element to enter one’s singularity and the most 
vivid and sensorial aspect of interaction, the skin here constitutes the contagious fear of that which 
is estranged from the norm, the known. According to Matteo Palumbo, La pelle constitutes 
“letteralmente un romanzo sulla pelle: protezione prima ed essenziale del corpo, naturalmente, 
sinonimo stesso della vita individuale, ma anche la pelle della città, intesa e rappresentata come 
corpo: ferito, offeso, massacrato”(454). Most importantly, the language itself must have a skin, a 
cloth, a new uniform. The word Italy “puzza in bocca come un pezzo di carne marcia” (LP 7). In 
many passages, the question is not whose skin has been tortured or transformed but properly how 
the physical, haptic perception of the living being characterizes the warzone of Naples and what 
the skin informs us of our being human, being in a relation with the other’s skin, the object’s skin, 
the city’s skin. Pelle becomes an ever compassing idea rooted in the material, in the physical of 
being human more than in the soul as the author or Martellini pretend to affirm to save the artistry 
of his master.60 
                                                        
60 Here, I report Martellini’s full commentary on the moral and artistic achievements and significations of the novel: 
“La pelle potrebbe apparire come un altro materiale d’archivio per la storia del nostro secolo. Malaparte qui non è lo 
scrittore, ma l’uomo della strada: solo così (nei panni del derelitto) poteva interpretare, senza fronzoli o falsi pudori, 
le reazioni e i sentimenti che lo animano. Guerra quindi come maestra di corruzioni, anche se spietato, capace di essere 
“ancora cristiano” nella perdizione totale e responsabile del sacrificio e delle sofferenze. Apparentemente lo si può 
chiamare un “verista” non moderato, nel senso che altera toni e figure per estrarne meglio l’intima essenza delle storie, 
tanto che gli angeli diventano demoni e le figure umane si abbruttiscono in comportamenti animali, ma l’autore ha 
saputo dosare con misura e ironia (tipica della sua arte) la tragedia della vita. La crudezza che in Kaputt era tutta 
esteriore, fisica, materializzata negli oggetti, ne La pelle è dappertutto: intorno e dentro di noi, più nell’anima che nelle 
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Through the manuscripts and unedited pages archived in the Library in Via Senato we 
know that the original format, at least the beginning, was centered in concepts of face, shame and 
a discourse over religion that will be very significant in our analysis later on. A thirteen-page 
document entitled, “Il diavolo. La carne umana. La faccia umana,” composes a primary and 
hypothetical summary of the project. Other documents give us fragments of episodes and 
hypothesis of development of the plot: “La peste di Napoli,” “I. Sodoma e Gomorra,” “VIII. Un 
colpo di pistola” to name a few.61 At the core of these narratives is located the regenerative idea 
of plague, devastation and human transformation into the beasts that the critic Paola Villani has 
correctly associated to the many ‘beasts-like’ characters used in the previous war novel, Kaputt.62 
Indeed, the original version that Malaparte chose was La peste but he had to make a fast change 
given Albert Camus’s sudden publication in France in 1947. 63 But, this change of title does not 
                                                        
cose, così Napoli è il simbolo della decadenza di tutta l’Europa (quella della trilogia di Céline), il cui marciume trova 
l’ingorgo finale nell’imbuto di questa città.” (LXVIII-LIX) 
 
61 Unedited pages, prints and files in reference to La pelle are housed in Milan in a very precarious condition. The 
catalog is currently being edited and in reorganization. However, thanks to library curator and assistants I had the 
opportunity to visualize resources that provide an ample understanding of how the novel was composed and edited. 
Martellini provides a first recollection of the most valuable source: “Gli unici indizi cronologici figurano sulla prima 
facciata dei capitolo Wisky [sic] and Love. (“Merc. 30 Ott. Ore 22 – Oggi salito da Cottrau. Lampi a sud.”) e VII. La 
pelle umana (“Domenica 3 Novembre / ore 23,30”). Entrambi si riferiscono all’anno 1946. Di grande interesse, inoltre, 
e’ un fascicolo di 8ff. Dattiloscritti, folto di correzioni e note autografe, che costituiscono una sorta di “diario 
romanzato” steso a Livorno tra il 13 e il 28 febbraio 1945. Il testo rimanda esplicitamente a Il Cristo proibito e – 
attraverso una nota manoscritta – a “I giorni della grande peste.” (LP 366-69) 
 
62 See Villani, Paola. “The Redemption of the Siren.” Sites of Exchange: European Crossroads and Faultlines. Ed. 
by Ascani and Corrado. (Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi, 2006): “The pages of La pelle are connected by an ideal 
thread to the chapter that closes Kaputt, “Il Sangue,” […] were all humanity has feral traits. It is a humanity degraded 
by misery and desperation; women “dressed in lurid rags, covered with hair, with breasts hanging out of their blouses 
torn to shreds” or figures on the borderline between “beasts” and men or entire groups of men in caverns of tufa stone, 
“as strange populations in tattered rags, that in the subterranean labyrinth had found refuge and salvation from the 
bombs, lived for three years in a frightening promiscuity, rolling around in their own excrement.” (273) 
 
63 Conversation with Marc Soriano quoted in the notes of the Adelphi edition of La pelle by Martellini: “On attend 
avec impatience la Peste, lui dis-je, qui d’ailleurs, je crois, ne s’appellera pas la Peste, à cause du ivre de Camus. – En 
effet, répond Malaprte, il ne s’appellera pas la Peste. D’ailleurs il s’agissait d’un tire symbolique. C’est le récit de la 
libération de l’Italie par les Américains. Je l’ai suivie depuis 1944 comme officier de liaison et j’ai assisté à un 
spectacle vraiment stupéfiant: Une armée libératrice composée d’hommes jeunes, sains et beaux, de vrais archanges, 
entrant dans un pays héroique, qui s’était fermé en somme devant l’agresseur. Et ici, le mystére, l’inexplicable. Autour 
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influence the real theme or the linguistic style related to it. Whether we focus on the concept of 
skin or plague, the fear of osmotic contagiousness is palpable and visible on a textual or 
metatextual level yielding colonial and racial discourses. The division us/them shapes the 
paradigmatic opening chapter “La peste” that has a historic reference of the typhoid epidemic: 
La “peste” era scoppiata a Napoli il 1° ottobre 1943, il giorno stesso in cui gli eserciti alleati 
erano entrati come liberatori in quella sciagurata città. L’atroce sospetto, che lo spaventoso 
morbo fosse stato portato a Napoli dagli stessi liberatori, era certamente ingiusto: ma 
divenne certezza nell’animo del popolo quando si accorse, con meraviglia confusa a 
superstizioso terrore, che i soldati alleati rimanevano stranamente immuni dal contagio. 
Essi si aggiravano rosei, tranquilli, sorridenti, in mezzo alla folla degli appestati, senza 
contrarre lo schifoso morbo. (LP 35) 
 
On one hand ‘certain’ Allie are portrayed as “puliti, lavati, ben nutriti, Christian gentlemen […] 
cortesi, sempre rasati di fresco, dale uniformi impeccabili, dalle cravatte annodate con perfetta 
cura, dalle camicie sempre di bucato, dalle scarpe eternenamente nuove e lucide” (LP 22-39) 
including the officer Malaparte in a very privilege position; they hold a name, hold recognizable 
military positions and were raised and  well-educated in love with the traditional European culture, 
Colonel Jack Hamilton. Their apperance is pure, undamaged – “non un soldato che avesse un 
foruncuolo, un dente guasto, una semplice bollicina sul viso. Non s’eran mai visti, in tutta Europa, 
soldati così disinfettati, senza il più piccolo microbo nè fra le pieghe della pelle, nè fra le pieghe 
della cosicenza. E che mani! Bianche, ben curate, sempre protette da immacolati guanti di pelle 
scamosciata.” (LP 39). The opposite pole is costituted by a multitude of uncountable, unnamed, 
anonymous faces “una terribile folla napoletana squallida, sporca, affamata, vestita di stracci, che 
torme di soldati degli eserciti liberatori, composti di tutte le razze della terra, urtavano e 
inguiriavano in tutte le lingue e in tutti i dialetti del mondo”(LP 1). Malaparte divides the two 
groups, completely polarized in their essences of either being human or being animal. The idea of 
                                                        
de ces archanges, la boue, la pestec les femmes qui s’étaient gardées honnetes se prostituant, les probes devenant 
voleurs, les bons, méchants.” (350) 
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plague, a corruptive infection of the body that naturally brings to death, becomes the liberating 
moment of an exceptional nature where human consciousness is transfigured in a horrendous bubo: 
appena toccato dal morbo, ognuno diventava la spia del padre e della madre, dei fratelli, 
del figlio, dello sposo, dell’amante, dei congiunti e degli amici più cari; mai di se 
medesimo. Uno tra i caratteri più sorprendenti e ributtanti di quella straordinaria peste, era 
infatti quello di trasformare la coscienza umana in un orrido e fetido bubbone” [...] Era, 
quella, una peste profondamente diversa, ma non meno orribile, dalle epidemie che nel 
medioevo devastavano di quando in quando l’Europa. Lo straordinario carattere di tal 
nuovissimo morbo era questo: che non corrompeva il corpo, ma l’anima. Le membra 
rimanevano, in apparenza, intatte, ma dentro l’involucro della carne sana l’anima si 
guastava, si disfaceva. […] “per combattere il morbo, le autorità militari inglese e 
americane non avevano trovato altro rimedio, se non quello di proibire ai soldati alleati le 
zone più infette della città. Su tutti muri si leggevano scritte off limits, out of bounds, 
sormontate dall’aulico emblema della peste. [...] In breve tempo, tranne poche strade del 
centro, tutta la città fu dichiarata Off limits. Ma le zone più frequentate dai liberatori erano 
proprio quelle Off limits, cioè quelle più infette e perciò vietate. (LP 36-37) 
 
By clashing the lines of historical accounts and literary creation, Malaparte evokes the literary 
construction of the plague, evoking Boccaccio and Manzoni’s descriptions, and the actual military 
orders by Allied Military Government to preserve any spread of medical diseases that brought the 
city to almost collapse. Selective areas of the city were, historically, closed off. According to Paolo 
De Marco's observations, many policies of immunization were applied to secure military actions 
and places to immunize the people of Naples from various diseases. Especially for concerns of 
medical and hygienic issues, AMG was very active in protecting and securing spaces for its 
soldiers. Due to the spreading of venereal diseases, typhus, and cases of malaria urged the military 
commission of public health to emanate new procedures and initiatives in order to reestablish 
normal and hygienic conditions of living and to avoid contact between the two poles of the 
community (military presence and Neapolitans): “salvaguardando la salute della popolazione, le 
autorità alleate puntavano anche, se non soprattutto, a ridurre i rischi di contagio per le truppe. 
Rimaneva infatti in vigore anche in questo caso il criterio di dare sempre la precedenza alle 
esigenze militari” (37). Such a dispositif had a twofold meaning: medical purposes to avoid the 
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spreading of diseases and setting up boundaries, physical and cultural, between Allied troops and 
natives, occupiers and occupied. Preservation from bodily diseases generated treatments on bodies 
that often were seen in terms of humiliation for considering the individual in its mere sphere of 
biological being. The same paradigm was also used and transposed on the social and cultural 
dimensions of identity proposed by the Allies against the alterity of Naples as a city. Malaparte 
exploits the paradigm of medical immunization. The physical-spiritual plague, symbolic imago of 
war itself, invests not only the lives of occupied/liberated people transforming their consciousness 
as “un orrido e fetido bubbone” but also the occupying/liberating side of the conflict that seemed 
to remain “stranamente immuni dal contagio.” In fact, in the following days of the Liberation, the 
most “infected and forbidden areas of Naples, became “le zone più frequentate dai liberatori […] 
proprio quelle Off limits.”  Therefore, the apparent but deceiving separation fails to keep Naples 
in a condition of limbo (yet to be transformed, already physically occupied). In the first scenery 
with which Malaparte brings us into his war stage the existential osmosis among foreigners and 
natives has already happened:  
lo sguardo dei soldati si appesantì su di me con un’intensità dolorosa, come lo sguardo di 
un gatto morto. Le loro membra si irrigidirono, scattarono sull’attenti. Le mani che 
stringevano i fucili erano bianche, esangui: la pelle floscia pendeva dalla punta delle dita 
come la pelle di un guanto troppo largo. [...]  Qua e là, sul petto, sul ventre, sulle gambe, 
le loro uniformi erano sparse di nere chiazze di sangue. a un tratto mi accorsi con orrore 
che quei soldati erano morti. Mandavano un pallido odore di stoffa ammuffita, di cuoio 
marcio, di carne seccata al sole. Guardai il Colonnello Palese, anch’egli era morto. La voce 
che usciva dalle sua labbre era umida, fredda, viscida, come quegli orribili gorgoglii che 
escono dalla bocca di un morto se gli appoggi una mano sullo stomaco. (LP 15-16)  
 
Contrary to the abstract conceptualization of immoral soul-breaker, the language is fundamentally 
grounded on a sensorial level in order to touch, unsettle and subvert the diagram reader/author, 
story/fiction, physical/ethical. Through the redressing of the Italian new militia with dead Allied 
soldiers’ uniforms, not just for practical and tactical reasons, Malaparte puts one an Italian-turned 
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to-foreigner. Not by coincidence, the new Italian Army is housed in an old-fashion lazaret which 
soon embodies both the health conditions of the natives and the symbolic appearance of division. 
But Naples is not just a charitable hospital. The city, in fact, represents the cultural glories of 
Europe for an ironic contrast to the innocent ignorance of the liberators. Hence, the significant 
addition that foregoes the phenomenological ideal-type of Europe/Naples:  
Napoli – gli dicevo – è la più misteriosa città d’Europa, è la sola città del mondo antico che 
non sia perita come Ilio, come Ninive, come Babilonia. È la sola città del mondo che non è 
affondata nell’immane naufragio della citvità antica. Napoli è una Pompei che non è mai stata 
sepolta. Non è una città: è un mondo. Il mondo antico, precristiano, rimasto intatto alla 
superficie del mondo moderno. La vostra particolare umanità americana, qui, si rivela scoperta, 
senza difesa, pericolosamente vulnerabile. Non siete che dei grandi ragazzi, Jack. (LP 44-45) 
 
Therefore, the foreigner was not immune as it appeared. Divided as a locus of cultural 
appropriation and a foreign land, Naples epitomizes the osmotic transformation of the self, from 
human to animal, from reason to senses, from the subject of change to the object being oppressed. 
On the same critical line, Malaparte exploits The natural sublime almost romantic of the Vesuvius 
and its Infernal God-sent plague of the explosion in 1944 that co-live with his critique of moral 
mutation of the natives (and the liberators). In a recent insightful interpretation of Malaparte’s 
place in the bodies of Naples, Serenella Iovino has showed how certain bodies – human, 
nonhuman, natural – in the midst of the city’s body are “transformed into narrative agencies that 
testify to the entanglements of politics, violence, illness, moral discourses and survival struggles 
in a city whose rich and glorious past seems to be turned into damnation” (“Bodies of Naples” 
108). In climatic scenes, the concept of warzone, coupled with the idea of liberation and natural 
forces, determines an encompassing pictorial site for human and nonhuman, material and 
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metaphoric, discourses of power dynamics. In this context, permeability and porosity of bodies are 
stylistically exploited and distorted to the means of the author’s moral statement.64  
Moreover, the anthropomorphic nature of the volcano is quite emblematic of how human 
imageries and natural atmospheres clash into a monstrous zombie –catches readers in the, yet 
gruesome, critique to the idea of liberation, goodness and pietas: “uno stricchiolio orrendo correva 
nell’aria, come d’ossa rotte, stritolate. E su quell’alto strepito, sui pianti, sugli urli di terrore del 
popolo, che correva quà e là, brancolando per le vie come cieco, si alzava, squarciando il cielo, un 
terribile grido. Il Vesuvio urlava nella notte, sputando sangue e fuoco” (LP 259).65 
Interestingly enough, Malaparte’s self-nominated cultural and artistic filter between 
European histories and Anglophone cultures, establishes “discourses, elements, practices, world-
views” of body-power relations by focusing mostly on visible-invisible, touchable/untouchable 
binary clashes (Iovino 108). The human body, which turns to be just the poetic ‘skin’, the need for 
survival, is invested in all its component becoming the fruitful une passe partout that turns to be 
the most indicative compass to discern and design critiques, attacks, inquires, and invectives 
against past and present adversaries. Ultimately, the author unfolds its own theory of the body as 
a non-place, no-sacrificial piece of western civilization. The strings of the novel have references 
to sadism, shocking cannibalism and physical penetration (never conclusive) colored with 
                                                        
64 See Iovino “Showing Naples’ destroyed body and its innumerable wounded bodies (both human and nonhuman) 
Malaparte’s novel represents how, coupled with the uncontrollable agency of nature, war and liberation create an 
unpredicted mixture of material and discursive elements that penetrate the skin of people and the land, irremediably 
changing them, leaving them without protection, either from the outside or from the inside.” (108)  
 
65 See Malaparte, Curzio. La pelle: “Il cielo, a oriente, squarciato da un’immensa ferita, sanguinava, e il sangue tingeva 
di rosso il mare. L’orizzonte si sgretolava, ruinando in un abisso di fuoco. Scossa da profondi sussulti, la terra tremava, 
le case oscillavano sulle fondamenta, e gia’ si udivano i tonfi sordi dei tegoli e dei calcinacci che, staccandosi dai tetti 
e dai cornicioni delle terrazze, precipitavano sul lastrico delle strade, segni forieri di un’universale rovina. [...] Dal 
giorno che vide l’ultima rovina di Ercolano e di Pompei, sepolte vive nella tomba di cenere e di lapilli, non s’era mai 
udita in cielo una così orrenda voce. Un gigantesco albero di fuoco sorgeva altissimo fuor della bocca del vulcano: 
era un’immensa, meravigliosa colonna di fumo e di fiamme, che affondava nel firmamento.” (259) 
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exorcism and a strong sense of apocalypse that mirrors the military loss of Italy, and by 
consequence Europe, over the Anglophone hyper-rational and ‘good and honorable’ cultures. 
Contrarily to Maurizio Serra’s claim that the novel would be an unusual reportage in which truth 
is not inherently what is visible, I argue that visibility is an indicative trait of Malaparte’s quest for 
dismantling the idea of ‘other-place’, ‘other-humanity’ that explodes in contact war zones. 66  
The corporeal appraisal of the Ancient world represents the climatic domain in three 
fragments: “II. La vergine, “VII. Il pranzo del Generale Cork” and “X. La bandiera.” In all the 
scenes what stands off is a curious fascination on the human hand and its movement of disease, 
deformation, and creation. “La Vergine” presents us the squalor of rape; “Il pranzo del Gneeral 
Cork” plays out actions of ‘face’ cannibalism while “La bandiera” ex-poses our body-viewer to 
the filth of death. Looked as paradigms of sexual/racial anxieties, Malaparte tends to emphasize a 
corporeal conversion to the monster-like image or an alien which Naples has fallen into. They 
unmask the pretense of presenting only a moral plague when most of the scenes occur in physical 
contact: through the innocuous act of stretching out hands, the moment of dining, the ritual of 
burying, Malaparte dramatizes a moral-physical defeat. 
The concept of defeat is crucial throughout the novel: native and foreigners, what is ‘us’ 
and who are ‘them’, thingness and consciousness. Americans and British soldiers to which 
Malaparte is liaising are seen as Christian gentleman, ingenuous believers, and invaders of a 
millenarian culture, unaware and obscure to their eyes, fingers, hearts and minds until they have 
found their own Virgil who carries them in the Infernal body-stages of Naples-Europe. For the 
native populations, the defeat is visible in the cleaning procedures of the typhoid disease, in the 
                                                        
66 See Serra, Maurizio. Malaparte, vies et légendes. (Paris: Perrin. 2012), in particular ch. 4. Mary Louise Pratt. “Arts 
of the Contact Zone.” MLA Profession (1991), p. 34 Nevertheless, in many episodes the text speaks of what Pratt as 
called “contact zones” the complexities of bodily interchanges between space, history, politics and humanity. 
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prostitution, in the black marketing, in the famine and insignificance of death. The chapter “La 
vergine” exposes the overtly mentioned and represented issue of prostitution, the first corporeal 
abuse: young prostitution is a profitable source and rarity in an occupied and starving war zone. 
Along with his friend Jimmy, Malaparte participates to the reification of women’s bodies,: 
She is a virgin. You can touch. Put your finger inside. Only one finger. Try a bit. Don’t be   
afraid. She doesn’t bite. She is a virgin. A real virgin, - disse l’uomo spingendo la testa 
dentro la stanza per lo spacco della tenda. Un negro allungò la mano, e provò col dito. 
Qualcuno rise, e pareva si lamentasse. La ‘vergine’ non si mosse, ma fissò il negro con uno 
sguardo pieno di paura e di odio. Mi guardai intorno: tutti erano pallidi, tutti erano pallidi 
di paura e di odio. Yes, she is like a child - disse il negro con voce rauca, facendo roteare 
lentamente il dito. Get out the finger - disse la testa dell’uomo infilata nello spacco della   
tenda rossa. Really, she is a virgin - disse il negro ritraendo il dito. (LP 43-44)  
 
As a routine, the physical and moral humiliation stages an eternal damnation for the defeated and 
a sense of masculine conquer for the liberators. The test of virginity is, in fact, a repetitive 
experiment, giving to the human body the characterization of neither complete thingness (no one 
possesses it exclusively) nor real persona. At the same time, it perpetuates the metaphor of conquer 
through penetration to criticize American imperialism. Recent critical illustration of the virgin-
paradox in Escolar and Ruth Glynn’s analyses have considered how the intrinsic racial and gender 
components underscore the descriptive feature of conquest-liberation. Malaparte creates a shift 
from literary meaning to symbolism while it employs minor categories of living, namely creatures 
such as young women and goumiers-soldati negri to be used as narrative strategies to critique the 
moral abasement brought by the Occupiers. However, as Escolar shows, these dynamics are 
breaking point in the vexed debate over fictional-artistic and historic lines embedded in the novel. 
Especially, looking at translation and censorship studies Escolar warns us of the racial abnormity 
revealed by the Virgin episode (and others, such as “La bandiera).67 Between a “subaltern role” 
                                                        
67 See Escolar “Sleight of Hands”: “The goumiers and the soldati negri provide a focal point for examining the tension 
between literature and history in La pelle precisely because of the textual paradox they embody. On the one hand, they 
are historical groups who were defined at the time as a problematic presence in Italy, represented here (and elsewhere) 
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and a “super conqueror position” these characters define a deep sense of racial stereotype that 
Malaparte does never excise given that it provides the image of the “other” side (Escolar 5). A 
similar racial account is found in the Adam’s son episode of queer maternity of black children 
followed by a homosexual orgy (“una pederastia Marxista”) in which Malaparte’s French friend 
Jeanlouis actively participates: 
Era un uomo, senza dubbio, un giovane di non più di vent’anni. Si lamentava cantando a 
bocca aperta, e dondolava la testa qua e là sul guanciale, agitava fuor dei lenzuoli le braccia 
muscolose strette nelle maniche di una femminile camicia da notte […] Una bava 
sanguigna gli schiumava intorno alle labbra, e grosse lacrime gli solcavano il bruno e 
maschio viso, imperlandogli i neri baffi. «Ciccillo! Ciccillo!» […] A un tratto la vecchia si 
mise a tirare a sé con ambe le mani qualcosa fuor dal ventre di Ciccillo, e finalmente con 
un grido di trionfo strappò, sollevò in alto, mostrò a tutti una specie di mostriciattolo di 
colore scuro, dal viso grinzoso sparso di macchie rosse. (LP 149-150)  
 
The reference to the marocchinate is self-evident when it also reminds of the otherness of being  
black, being a stranger and the condemnation of the biblical episode, Sodoma and Gomorrah and 
it will be exemplified in the episode “La bandiera” as Escolar has clearly illustrated. In interpreting 
this unsettling scene, Iovino points how Malaparte-the author also wants us to see the city-noncity 
of Naples undertaking a whirlwind transformative path which retrieves the mythos of the ancient 
world to show the inadequacy of the modern constitution of the body-politic, a citizenry both 
sacred and impure, human and animal: a hybrid combustion of a failed prospective.  
The queer femininity, kindly and proudly exposed by Naples and its “popolino,” cuts across 
every steps of the narrative. In the episode of “Le parrucche,” we are thrown again in to 
mechanisms of racial implications where, not incidentally Malaparte claims that for all defeated 
peoples, all the conqueror are men of color (Escolar 8). The ‘Wigs,’ used by Italian women to 
appeal to the foreigner ‘black’ eye, colored in blonde serve as war metaphors of a viral conquest. 
                                                        
as hypersexualized deviants. On the other, they appear in the narrative precisely at moments when the text seeks to 
assert its literary status and to deny the literal significance of the figures it has thus employed.” (4) 
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But, an excessive spotlight on apparent sexual diseases that push readers to align to the author’s 
expressed disgust hides an incomplete, or better to say incoherent, explanation on what actually 
the Occupation was. As Glynn suggests, the novel seems fails to actually provide and shape a 
meaning of what the Occupation really meant for the Italian identity and similarly demonstrate 
inability to surpass a too-fresh fascist colonial past. The sexual objectification of women and 
blackness – associated with childish behaviors or with the purchase, that is to say ‘incorporation’ 
of children - is linked to the idea of abjection that pervades most of plot and to which Malaparte 
willingly attaches his conflated figure of protagonist-spectator-author, hardly separable. “Preferivo 
la guerra alla peste. In pochi giorni Napoli era diventata un abisso di vergogna e di dolore, un 
inferno di abbiezione,” claims the officer Malaparte before accepting Jimmy’s offer to experience 
the almost-penetrated self-proclaimed Virgin of Naples.68 “Mi sentivo miserabile e vigliacchio,” 
repeated by the author/spectator is nothing less than a defense mechanism to ensure that the 
“external nature of the threat” is identified in the Allied-Occupation systems of values and their 
physical damage, like a virus to the city, and overall to Italian postwar culture (Glynn 9). The 
feminization culminates, in fact, with the incarnation of the flag in the war disease:  
la prima volta ch’ebbi paura di aver preso il contagio, d’essere stato anch’io toccato dalla 
peste, fu quando andai con Jimmy dal venditore di parrucche. Mi sentii umiliato dallo 
schifoso morbo proprio nella parte che in un italiano è più sensibile, nel sesso. Gli organi 
genitali hanno sempre avuto una grande importanza nella vita dei popoli latini, e [...]  nella 
storia d’Italia. La vera bandiera italiana non è il tricolore, ma il sesso, il sesso maschile. Il 
patriottismo è tutto lì, nel pube. (LP 65) 
 
                                                        
68 See Glynn “Naples and the Nation in Cultural Representations of the Allied Occupation”: “Throughout the text, the 
world is focalized through Malaparte’s voyeuristic, abject, and obscene narratorial gaze, which coincides with 
Baudrillard’s articulation of the obscene gaze as a “gaze stuck in the screen of vision.” Consequently, despite La 
pelle’s insistence on relating the conditions that pertain in Allied-Occupied Naples to the wider events of the war, 
within Italy and beyond, the “absolute proximity of the thing seen,” in Baudrillard’s terms, tends instead to fix the 
humiliations of the Allied Occupation in the immediate site of the text’s voyeuristic, abject gaze: the feminized body 
of Naples.”(14) 
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Once again, the corporealization of Italian culture befalls on a masculinity in crisis that sees his 
women being sold to Allies’ pleasures and not theirs. The show of the abasement of moral and 
social manners of the Italian forces (excluding himself or ironically claiming his cowardly 
affiliation that we will see it determines a position of physical alterity for the author) recalls the 
struggles of the ancient forces, Eros (female body as source of pleasure) and Thanatos (female 
body-object becomes the symbol of Italy’s death). 
Moving on the dining gruesome experience in “Il Pranzo,” readers are called to ethically 
intervene and contribute to the artistic analysis of an act of cannibalism. The sexual-racial disease 
paradigm invests, in fact, the relazing and traditional moment of joy around a meal intersects 
deeply the natural and animal world. Everything, especially the animal eco-systems, has been 
contaminated by the plague. 
A ‘siren’ fish, the becoming animal of the European consciousness subjected to values of 
capitalism, is the protagonist of this episode. Along with Mrs. Flat, wife of Senator Flat and 
president of the most aristocratic women club in Boston in charge of the WCAs of the Fifth Army, 
Malaparte orchestrates a playdate, a convivial occasion of dining “in stile Rinascimento” for a 
compelling filled with a grand tour tour near the Amalfi coast (LP 226). Inspired by General 
Corks’ questions on the lives of Sirens while discussing the socio-political function of women, 
Malaparte takes suddenly the stage when a boiled young girl-like siren is served at their table 
without a hint of sacrifice: 
Era nuda: ma la pelle scura, lucida, dello stesso color viola del vestito di Mrs. Falt, 
modellava, proprio come un vestito attillato, le sue forme ancora acerbe e già armoniose, 
la dolce curva dei fianchi, la lieve sporgenza del ventre, i piccoli seni virginei, le spalle 
larghe e piene. [...] Qua e là strappata, o spappolata dalla cottura, specie sulle spalle e sui 
fianchi, la pelle lasciava intravedere per gli spacchi e le incrinature la carne tenera, dove 
argentea, dove dorata [...] Giaceva quella bambina nella sua bara d’argento, e pareva 
dormisse. Ma, per un’imperdonabile dimenticanza del cuoco, dormiva come dormono i 
morti cui nesuno ha avuto la p[ietosa cura di abbassar le palpebre: ad occhi aperti. [...] “Ma 
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non è un pesce!...È una bambina!” No – dissi – è un pesce. Siete sicuro che sia un pesce, 
un vero pesce? – disse il General Cork passandosi la mano sulla fronte madida di freddo 
sudore. È un pesce – dissi – è la famosa Sirena dell’Acquario. (LP 226-227) 
 
It is important to emphasize the similarity that Malaparte draws between the American woman and 
the Neapolitan female corpse to suggest the endless inter-exchange of winners and defeated, 
Anglophone and Latin peoples and their faiths. The cannibalization of the Siren, symbol of the 
Neapolitan heritage, signifies the consumption of the city itself, of its body-characters and its 
ecosystems. Moreover, it allows a segment of parody to the author that establishes his superior 
alterity and its radical positioning to the conceit of being liberated.69 The surrealistic narrative 
eradicates even the taboo that what is sacred cannot be touched recalling Aeschylus’ citation on 
the temples of the defeated. Even the most symbolic unity between humanity and divinity is 
fragmented to make sure the winners are showing a glimpse of compassion for the dead. Horrified 
by an unexpected vision of a dead boiled young girl at her table, Mrs. Flat exclaims: “togliete via, 
togliete via questa cosa orrenda!” (LP 227). The text brings to its linguistic excess the thingness 
of being a body in a surrealist dimension.  
However, if it is true that this creature is eventually buried and somehow saved, it cannot 
be said the same for the second and more complexed staging of cannibalism presented in the novel: 
“La bandiera,” a token of verosimile artificium such as an allegory of historical events. The story 
unfolds during a meal with General Guillarme of the Morroccan division of the French Army, Jack 
Hamilton and another French officer, Pierre Lyautey. The main theme of discussion is, apparently, 
the Vatican’s demand of keeping out of Rome the goumiers for their preponderance to commit 
                                                        
69 I report here parts of Malaparte’s novel: “Ah meraviglioso paese, l’Italia! Pensavo. Quale altro popolo al mondo si 
può permettere il lusso di offrire a un esercito straniero, che ha distrutto e invaso la la sua patria, una Sirena alla 
maionese con contorno di coralli? Ah! Metteva conto di perder la Guerra sol per vedere quegli ufficiali americani, 
quell’orgogliosa donna americanca, seder pallidi e sbigottiti d’orrore intorno a una Sirena, a una deità marina distesa 
morte in un vassoioi d’argento, sulla tavola di un generale Americano!” (LP 226). Iovino’s interpretation captures the 
sentiment of metamorphosis between natural mythology and cultural strata in a compelling analysis to which mine 
aligns.  
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crimes, rapes, acts of violence and being sexually voracious. Furthermore, the text already 
illustrates race issues between Italians and French armies that are augmented by Jack’s comments 
on African countries backwardness and jokes on Moroccan soldiers dying because of their 
misadventures with mines. But the climax is reached when the dining begins and Malaparte 
pretends to find in his couscous the fingers of a goumier’s hand (and almost ingests them) after 
having received the news of another mining explosion. The author-protagonist justifies his act of 
eating by claiming his good manners:  
‘Ah, se avessi chiuso gli occhi mangiando questo kouskous! Poichè dianzi, nel cado e vivo 
sapore della carne di montone, m’avvenne a un tratto d’avvertire un gusto dolciastro, e 
sotto i miei denti una carne più fredda, più molle. Guardai nel piatto e inorridii. Tra la 
semola vidi spuntare prima un dito, poi due dita, poi cinque, e finalmente una mano dalle 
unghie pallide. Una mano d’uomo.” Era una mano d’uomo. Certamente era la mano del 
disgraziato goumier, che lo scoppio della mina aveva recisa di netto, e scagliata dentro la 
grande marmitta di rame, dove cuoceva il nostro kouskous. Che potevo fare? [...] Mi son 
fatto forza per non impallidire, per non gridare, e mi son messo tranquillamente a mangiar 
la mano. [...] Se non mi credete…guardate qui, nel mio piatto. Vedete questi ossicini? Sono 
le falangi. E queste, allineate sull’orlo del piatto, sono le cinque unghie’ (LP 286-287). 
 
Few lines later, Jack congratulates the author of his artistic majesty of deception: “‘Hai visto che 
faccia hanno fatto? Credevo che stessero per vomitare!’” [...] And Malaparte replies: “‘Hai visto 
con che arte avevo disposto nel piatto quegli ossicini di montone? Parevan proprio le ossa di una 
mano!’”(LP 273). Escolar clearly shows us that the author’s cannibalistic move of eating a 
goumiers exposes the novel to its racial and gender implications dismantling the pretenses of magic 
surreal that the scene would express. In fact, an analysis of the menu brought to the table shows a 
continuity of events, the mass rape of Italian women in Ciociaria.70 Moreover, the reference to the 
herb kallimeria brings the cannibal trope to an intensified level where all the participants are 
                                                        
70 See Escolar: “The importance of a twofold reading of this scene becomes more apparent in light of the double 
significance of the goumier’s dita nere: despite the emphasis on the goumier’s dita nere as a sign of Captain 
Malaparte’s narrative authority, they, like the finger of the soldato negro, also point to a sexual encounter, one much 
larger in scale with a concrete referent in the Italian postwar imaginary: the alleged assault committed by the goumiers 
“on Italian women in Southern Lazio during World War II” (Jewell 16) (pp.14-15).  
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actually involved in the ritual. In fact, following Escolar, the goumiers who have allegedly raped 
Italian women have died under German fire and bombing; on the same fields, the raped women 
cultivate and eat – read, cannibalize – the herb fertilized by the dead bodies, now turned into 
excrement. The inserted metatextual ambivalence illustrated in Jack Hamilton’s comment: “‘Non 
ha alcuna importanza se quel che Malaparte racconta è vero o falso. La questione da porsi è 
un’altra: se quel ch’egli fa è arte o no” is practically devoid of its meaning when it comes to what 
race does in war zones, to its perception by native populations and the representation of it in art 
forms (LP 268). It is critical to note that as we have seen in the episode of the “fingers testing 
virginity” and “Le parrucche,” Malaparte is purposely representing a disembodied image of 
goumiers and soldati negri to excise their linguistic and cultural appraisal of the war and, 
simultaneously, clothing them of sexual signifiers. Their hands, as well as those of the conquerors, 
are forms of contagious, pregnancy, and exotic powers that must be ‘consumed’ producing a sense 
of contrappasso. The bodies of these particular soldiers mirrors in certain ways the disembodied 
virgin-body of Naples becoming commodified, transferred, possessed. Both black hands and 
sexual commodities do not pertain to the sphere of the representation of the victims. To be a victim, 
it necessary to possess fully the hands and participate actively in the making of history. 
The indictment over the hand seems to reach an even more problematic personal level few 
pages before in the episode “Il vento nero,” namely the recurrence of the Holocaust. Framed in a 
surrealist and expressionistic aura to provoke horrific repulsion, “Il vento nero” opens up as a 
hallucinatory dream, an Infernal stage, in which Malaparte walks in the dark woods (as a Dante-
figure) in East Europe to encounter unfriendly Christological figures and natural ghosts. 
Surrounded by ‘natural monstrosities, Malaparte attempts to give his hand (offer help) in order to 
alleviate the sorrow of crucified bodies that, instead, reject any touch, any ‘human’ touch: ”Per 
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l’amor di Dio” – gridai – non mi cacciate via! Lasciate che vi schiodi dalle vostre croci! Non 
respingete la mia mano: è la mano di un uomo [cristiano]” (LP 164-167). The horror of the Nazi 
genocide is projected onto the environment, affected and traumatized. Jews’ bodies and corpses 
hung over the trees, barely moving, float over the protagonist’s head as hybrid zoological creatures. 
Sensory levels of embodiment and engagement are dramatized in the haste and the contempt 
coming from the Jews’ bodies:  
Gli uomini crocifissi tacevano, li udivo respirare, un sibilo rauco stridere fra I loro denti, 
sentivo i lori sguardi pesare su me, i loro occhi di fuoco bruciarmi la faccia inondata di 
lacrime, traversarmi il petto. […] Io ricaddi sulla sella, mentre un riso orribile correva di 
albero in albero. Urtato dagli sproni, il cavallo si mosse, si avviò al trotto: ed io a testa 
curva, aggrappato con le due mani al pomo della sella, passai sotto quegli uomini crocifissi, 
e ognuno di loro mi sputava addosso, gridando: vigliacco. Cristiano maledetto! Sentivo gli 
sputi flagellarmi il viso, le mani, e stringevo i denti, tutto curvo sul collo del cavallo, sotto 
quella pioggia di sputi. (LP 164-5)    
 
The rejection of historic salvation is portrayed by means of physical refuse, a corporeal negative. 
A Christian redemptive hand “La mano di un uomo” does not have leverage over the course of 
events failing to address a chance of salvation. According both Gatt-Rutter and Franco Baldasso’s 
interpretations, in Malaparte, whether we open the pages of Kaputt’s animal descriptions or La 
pelle’s vivid Christ-like encounters, the redemptive sign is always omitted or clearly unfolded. 
Through what critics have called “anarchic religious understanding of life,” Malaparte-author 
foregrounds a “deconstruction of the traditional figure of Christ and by effect its Eucharist body-
soul” eliminating any metaphysical and super-historical association (Baldasso 251).71 
                                                        
71 See Baldasso: “The goal is to recover the foundation of the immanent religious sense of life that Malaparte thought 
to be the real basis of European civilization, as opposed to its totalitarian aberrations — a radical secularism that he 
saw go hand in hand with his own attempt to highlight the tragic understanding of history. His indictment of Nazism 
finds accusatory evidence not only in its reckless use of violence; on a creaturely level, it signals the inconsistency of 
Nazi biopolitics with the ethical basis of the state of nature, of which the animal, and Malaparte’s interpretation of the 
figure of Christ, are prime examples.” (299). Also, Gatt-Rutter (pp. 251-252). 
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An interesting parallelism can be drawn by deploying Jewish characters as key protagonists 
in understanding the overlapping of destinies of the defeated. The second segment of the chapter 
tells the story of a poor Italian fighter seeking shelter in Rome after Allied bombing in the Abruzzi. 
His corpse – flattened by a tank on the streets - is found by Jews and brought to a common burial 
site as a flag of human suffering.  
In mezzo alla strada, lì, davanti a me, giaceva l’uomo schiacciato dai cingoli di un carro 
armato. Vennero alcuni ebrei, e si misero a scrostare dalla polvere quel profilo d’uomo 
morto. Adagio adagio sollevarono con la punta della vanghe i lembi di quel disegno, come 
si sollevano i lembi di un tappeto. Era un tappeto di pelle umana, e la trama era una sottile 
aramtura ossea, una ragnatela d’ossa schiacciate. [...] Quando il tappeto di pelle umano fu 
del tutto staccato dalla polvere della strada, uno di quegli ebrei lo infilo’ dalla parte della 
testa sulla punta della vanga, e con quella bandiera si mosse. [...] ‘è la bandiera dell’Europa, 
quella, è la nostra bandiera’. (LP 299-300) 
 
Next to the sexual connotation of the Italian flag, as a sign of power, conquest, and glory, the male 
sex, Malaparte seems to insert a universal (only white!) moment of grief: the flag of the human, 
“La bandiera della nostra patria, della nostra vera patria. Una bandiera di pelle umana. La nostra 
vera patria è la nostra pelle” (LP 300). The image of carrying the corpse as a flag on the back 
reminds the exchange of uniforms and the de-corporalization of Italian army experienced by 
Malaparte-liaison and his fellows previously Fascist soldiers at the beginning of the novel. Here, 
the retrieve of Jewish identity, coming back to life, is an indictment of any capital and totalitarian 
force, be the Nazi regime or the capital hand of the liberators.  
All the characters are body-characters in some forms throughout the novel; all characters 
intersect the human dimension with and nonhuman (animal and natural world), the ethical and the 
political (freedom and power), the mystical and the historical. In a short article, “Cadaveri squisiti” 
published in his Journal Prospettive only recently came in the know of the critics, the author 
Malaparte suggests to his readers “that the moral quality of his writing lay in his cruelty” (Baldasso 
297). Taking it in its sincerity, this claim could help us consider these discourses over the body as 
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explosive, not-normative and not-organicist and provocative sites of battle, like revolutionary tools 
to dismantle and, ultimately, ridicule the Western tradition of Reason, Good, and Justice. The 
human form of body incarnates the filter of internal-external powers creating always frictions 
between selective socio-ontological boundaries. The explosion of such boundaries may allow for 
a redefinition of the center of the human and its place in history.  
We could sum up the role of body-characters following three major “cruelty” tendencies 
that present a fragmented Italian identity in the novel: the individualized fragmentation of body-
parts in the sexual-racial encounters between Allied troops (often employed as not-speaking agent) 
and Italian women that hides fascist anxieties of normativity and moral subjugation of ‘the other 
sex’; the collective urban and natural landscapes of Naples with its Greek and Latin cultural 
mythologies (that projects the reader in contact with posthumous creatures as a toxic formation of 
new living beings); the body of History intended as a tragic, not redemptive, understanding of the 
gruesome atrocities of war (it’s the body that punishes the soul of not only European cultural 
establishment but also the liberator soul). 
Finally, La pelle appears unexpectedly in the panorama of Italian postwar literatures 
breaking down on the main narratives of rebuilding the souls through social change and optimism. 
Despite its strongly avant-garde vein in shaping episodes to the limits of reality and creating a 
rupture with previous traditional clichés, the novel still leaves traces of appreciation for a nostalgic, 
glorifying fascist cultural past of honor, whiteness, and national power. These explicit tendencies 
coupled with the forced appeal to the autonomy of art (and Malaparte’s image across a wider 
audience), perhaps, discloses why the text suffered a censorship without appeal and until now its 
interpretation is divided and devised between appreciative critics and ethical stand ups occupation.  
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Plebeian Skins  
In a proximate relationship to La pelle, Domenico Rea’s long literary production reveals a 
counterpoint to discourses on the brutality of and over bodies during the Allied Occupation. To a 
certain extent, themes of prostitution, hunger, and corruption align – expect for socio-historical 
contextualization – to Malaparte’s portrayal. For the young journalist of Nofi, anxious to be 
claimed as author by a larger national public, the geographical and cultural appropriation of Naples 
by the Allied troops, symbols of the ‘capital’, falls into the concept of anthropological mutation. 
Naples is again an animalized, filthy, monstrous, and almost alien nonhuman space. Yet, Rea 
infiltrates the sentiment of the archaic, the primitive, making the plebeian speak for himself, as the 
main protagonist of the traumatic collective city-body. By consequently shifting the focus from 
the oneiric and surreal ambience of the Malaparte’s stage to the vitalist matter of ignored and 
marginalized figures. Albeit its disappearance from the traditional literary canon or stowed in the 
local Neapolitan culture, Rea’s narrative is instead particularly significant in the postwar climate. 
It has been defined “[una] scrittura a colpi di magnesio, liricizzante, immaginifica ed anarchica” 
because it investigates Naples’ underworld of beings and needs through an internal point of view 
revitalizing the archaic principles of the plebe (Cecchi 1129). In a letter of April 16th  1947, 
Giancarlo Vigorelli affirms that “[Rea] è un particolare scrittore, genuino e manierato, carico e 
gonfio, fantasioso e loico […] dove una istintività assoluta si contamina furiosamente di 
lettteratura, sino al pastiche sintattico. Ma è scrittore, capace di storie, di situazioni, di caratteri 
(più che di personaggi)” (RE XC). 
Rea depicts his marginalized characters focusing as much on their misery of sorci and 
creature as on their strength to fight back the traditional status quo, namely the bourgeoisie values 
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of society, in forms of social and cultural resilience.72 Without a sentimentalist emphasis on the 
desperate or pity for the victim, Rea converges his characters towards the physicality ( grotesque, 
odd, comic but also virulent, masculine and ruthless) of the lower and subaltern classes, poorly 
behaved, filthy, churchgoers, primitive and by which the facial expressions and lineages 
demonstrates the ugliness of life. The focal aspect on which the narrator guides all our attention is 
their material attachment to life: the very similar aspect of surviving mode that we have noticed 
being transfigured in Malaparte and turned upside down in the negative frame.  As we shall see in 
the analysis of key characteristic of their bodily interactions that are the actual voices for the 
marginalized, subaltern figures of society. In Rea’s Spaccanapoli and Gesù, fate luce in the midst 
of the war zones and often verisimilar novellas (from Boccaccio’s Decameron) readers engage in 
conversation with that ‘other’-Naples, objectified and ‘abused’ by the Malapartian’s surrealist acts. 
The characters who have the power of speaking and acting are marginal bodies that often resemble 
the popular imagery of the sly servant, Pulcinella, “un eroe, ma al rovescio” that gradually and 
ingenuously disrupts the moral serenity of a traditional society or profits from a new social and 
economic domain (“Il contrabbando” and the carnival of goods).73   
In one the most famous essay on the distinctive spirit of the Neapolitans, entitled Le due 
Napoli, Rea illustrates the contrastive literary souls that have attempted to represent the values and 
the spirit of the city: on one hand the narrators that have left an elegiac and consolatory picture 
filled with a paternalistic and deceiving vein (that have given us “una guida sbagliata,” on the other 
hand, we face a representation from within so to shed light on “il fatto nudo e crudo” (qtd. in 
                                                        
72 Rea, Domenico. “La diffamazione di Napoli.” La fiera letteraria II, no. 43, 23 October 1947, p.8 
 




Palumbo 5). In the first ‘circle’, we find Francesco Mastriani, Eduardo De Filippo and even 
Matilde Serao, one of the most prominent early female writer from whom the young avid reader 
of Nofi will be often associated for his visceral language; the second circle is composed by the 
father of the Decameron and Giovanni Basile, influential narrators of the Neapolitan and more 
broadly and southern culture. By criticizing the persuasion and presumptions of the formers, Rea 
aligns his work diligently to the latter and self-nominating himself the chanter of the plebeian 
(under)world, left out of the flow of history. Yet, it is history itself through war and catastrophes 
the backdrop of a plebeian renaissance and revaluation of a pre-alphabet world that Rea redesigns. 
Pier Paolo Pasolini defines it as a sacred refusal to the avances of modernity, consumerism and 
hyper rational thought.74 By launching a critical indictment to the Anglophone cultures, Rea 
projects a strategy of contrasts and inconsistencies in the Neapolitan spirit, a southern world, 
ancient, precarious, nature-oriented, vitalist and primitivist that reflects on the streets of the city, 
to its costumes and body-masks.75  
                                                        
74 Pasolini, P.P. “La Napolitanità.” Un saggio inchiesta di Antonio Ghirelli. (Napoli: Società Editrice Napoletana, 
1976) pp. 15-16. 
 
75Insightful is a portrait of Nocerian figures upon his return from the explorative existential vacation in Milan: 
“superate insidie di ogni genere di parenti, paesani ecc. Finalmente, da pochi giorni, mi sono messo a lavorare. Un 
lavoro eseguito tra grida di bambini, di donne, di persone che non intendono il mio mestiere; con terrore panico di 
lasciare i miei fogli: poiche’ non solo il vento potrebbe involarmeli, ma le mani dei miei famigliari, i quali vi 
potrebbero avvoltolare il pesce o alimentare il gabinetto, dove l’uomo contempla o fa concime. [...] Gia’ il viaggio 
nacque in costellazione avversa. Tra la costiera pisana e Grosseto, l’auto, su cui ero a bordo, con un rovescio strisciante 
della canna d’un grosso cannone portatile straniero, precipitò su per una scarpata. Io raggiunsi la luce “attraverso 
quelle macerie” istupidito più di essere vivo, che morto; poiche’ morto mi credeva. Onde l’itinerario di quel semplice 
viaggio, diventò tortuoso e lungo, e ridotto “povero pellegrino, stento e gramo,” dovetti affidarmi alla caritia’ dei 
camionisti, del clima, perche’ fosse benigno e lucente, cominciando quella “peripezia” che doveva terminare, 
riducendo al minimo le sue provviste, dopo quattro giorni. [...] A casa, i miei si aspettavano di vedermi apparire 
coperto di gemme, brillanti ed oro. Invece, apparvi mencio, chiedendo pane e sonno [...] Dopo due giorni dovettei 
riprendere i contatti con i contrabbandieri di sigarette; e queste, a mia volta, rivendere ad una ad una. Ma le sigarette 
non portano più fortuna.” (RE LXXXVII) 
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In a letter to his publisher and friend, Alberto Mondadori, dated July 18th 1947, on the 
edge of so awaited publication of his first collection, Spaccanapoli, Rea offers us a compelling 
poetics parallelism to the ‘plague’ of Malaparte of the spirit of ‘his’ Naples after the war: 
Ho trovato Napoli e Nocera in una grave, generale e diffusa miseria, quasi essa fosse una 
peste o un colera, già, e appunto, come tutte le fortune e sgortune di questa tyerra che sono 
generali, cioe’ di tutti. A Napoli la gente mi è sembrata tanto accasciata che le braccia 
volevano toccar terra e dar aiuto di piedi ai dui arti inferiori. Per Toledo, Chiaia, migliaia 
di mendicanti, i piu storti, ciechi, paralitici e lamentosi, degni della Bibbia; un disordine, 
un’incapacità di vivere, un’oscurità spirituale a petto al formidabile sole che spacca ove 
tocca, da dare i brividi alla pelle più vigorosoa. [...] Parlano di ordinare Napoli e la 
istupidirebbero. E, invece, anche l’impressionante miseria e l’orfanità della città di 
americani-negri (che è appunto l’epopea delle Scene di bordello, che vi consegnerò a 
dicembre!) è qualche cosa di vivissimo, e, come ho detto, di vivo come una peste o una 
colera. (RE XCI) 
 
A resemblance with La pelle is quite striking. To a certain measure, it signals a shared 
interpretative sentiment of what the upcoming of Liberation/Occupation (what Rea will call 
“L’interregno” in Spaccanapoli) really foreshadows for Naples and overall Italian south. However, 
Scene di bordello will remain an incomplete prosopopoeial idea novel that features an intercultural 
wedding that Raffaele La Capria names “una complicità, un’attrazione perversa, […] una furiosa 
promiscuità” (qtd. in Garofalo 106). Whether or not, themes may appear in common frames as if 
they were exploring how Naples turned into a prolific field of corruption, hunger, distortion and 
fear, Rea’s indictment on La pelle lies in its frivolous, less-studied and attractive stylistic 
ornaments that do not give justice to an authenticity of the trauma and thus of its characters.  
What would be radically different to Malaparte’s allegoric characterization of bodies in 
Naples, it is a potential poetics underneath Rea’s view of the literature-machine. Mercantilism of 
bodies in La pelle would be only the ornaments of a deeper and more suffered history of the masses 
that in Naples 1943-1945 and beyond finds its eschatology, yet without redemption. For Rea, the 
Arch-Italian fascist would have entirely dismissed a critical and ethnographic look under the false 
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pretense of artificium. In so doing, the Malapartian pulp-aesthetics would enter de facto in the 
idealized idea of Naples perpetuating stereotypes and unnecessary ironies of pulp features.76 As 
Rea states in his pamphlet against La pelle in 1950:  
Forse egli si illude di essere l’Aretino del secolo; ma dell’Aretino non ha lo stile, né il forte 
carattere plebeo. È un Aretino di testa, non ci ha il do di petto” [...] Malaparte prese favole 
e dicerie e, sbattutele, ne ha cavato un ammasso di parole e le ha chiamate: libro. Non ha 
voluto fare, dunque, la storia di quel tempo, non ha saputo tracciare la cronaca (penso alle 
nostre cronache trecentesche, alla Peste di Londra, alla Colonna Infame) e ha lasciato che 
la penna trascrivesse i fattacci, senza per altro studiarli, sviscerarli, rappresentarli. [...] La 
Pelle  [è la] pellaccia di pseudo-artista. (“La pellaccia” 2-3) 77 
 
But, the genesis of Rea’s work shares at least three features examined in La pelle: the exceptional 
‘interchange’ space of war, a focus on corporeal as a site of struggles, and a significant 
representation of the urban/natural landscapes seen through metaphoric lens as transcorporeal 
machineries (dominant in La pelle). If Malaparte’s style situates the reader on a pervasive status 
of anxiety and distaste, especially for Spaccanapoli Rea chooses a low registry that often spans 
from the tragicomic to the parodic, from the sensual to the gastronomic. To the abundant 
expressionism brought to an esoteric excess of ‘Christian’ purification, Rea laments the needs of 
a more adherence to the real, concise and direct contact a peasant-animal circuity of life. 
As Domenico Scarpa has written in the apostille of Rea’s second collection of stories, 
Gesù, fate luce: “La novità che Domenico Rea introduce nella nostra letteratura [...] riguarda gli 
strumenti percettivi: il suo uso dei cinque sensi nel costringere la realtà in parole, la forza con cui 
impone le deformazioni della sua ottica, gli arbitrii della sua acustica, l’irrequietudine del tatto e 
                                                        
76 See Pezzarossa, Fulvio. C’era una volta il pulp. (Bologna: CLUEB, 1999). p.193. 
 
77 Rea, Domenico. “La pellaccia di Malaparte.” Il Giornale, 7 Feb. 1950: “Sì, Malaparte è unico, ma dobbiamo vedere 
in che modo. […] Certo, è molto strana la fortuna di questo “capitano di gran mondo”: va in Francia e incassa elogi 
da restare soffocato, vien in Italia e un po’ tutti gli diamo addosso. Di singolare egli ha la “faccetta” di star sempre 
presente, di fingere di non udire, di non vedere e di insistere nello sfornamento annuale di capolavoro dietro 
capolavoro.”(3) 
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dell’olfatto, la prepotenza del gusto.” 78 In many passages, the sensory dimensions epitomize the 
question of perception, touch, erosion and violation. Also La pelle dedicates ample space and 
investigation to the basso corporeo but to propagate a disdain of a language of filth, menstrual and 
stink to exalt forms of abjection towards the Otherness-Alien-Woman-Black. What we see in Rea 
is instead an appreciation to a “rozza eticità” that stands out as authenticity (Glynn 9). Again in Le 
due Napoli, Rea confirms the importance of the corporeal signal: 
Egli rientra in se stesso nel vero senso della parola, fino a discendere alle fonti del suo 
spirito; fino a poter parlare coi suoi stessi organi corporali e chiedere aiuto e riceverne 
conforto. Migliaia di napoletani camminano parlando non a se stessi, ma al loro corpo, 
compost di membri autonomi, che, nelle avversità per resistanza passive ad oltranza, 
dimostrano di essere all’altezza della situazione di tutto quel corpo, che è la loro famiglia. 
(RE 1340)  
 
The coexistence of the biological and the social in the plebeo does not occur by exclusion, but 
mirrors a unity of intentions. Actions are carried out in a univocal tendency with the forces of the 
sentiment (as emerges from an excerpt of “La Segnorina,” the first story of Spaccanapoli in “Le 
infilai il braccio nel braccio. “Aspettare” fece davanti alla porta di zi Mé. “Zi Mé, datemi la chiave 
che ho il boi con me.” “E Peppino non l’hai visto?” “Dov’è?” Io, di fuori, andavo avanti e indietro 
nello spazio dell’uscio in compagnia del coltello tenendolo stretto per paura di perderlo. “Non lo 
senti?” [RE 11]). Hence, it seems unlikely to discover a mode of distinctive life, zoe vs bios, 
because the literary transfiguration of the Neapolitan plebeian’s lifestyle shows us a truthful and 
adherent sentiment of misery. Nude life and political life, animality and humanity, sentiment and 
reasoning follow the same path in the life of a plebeo. Rather than falling in the same discourse of 
pietas and beauty, Rea prefers to structure his anthropological mutation on the corporeal function 
and allegory of a pre-logical, per-alphabetic and archaic life. We must be looking at the human 
                                                        
78 Rea, Domenico. Gesù, fate luce. (Milano: Isbn, 2010) with an afterword by Domenico Scarpa, p. 210 
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body as that spectrum of living forms, affections, instinctual charges, sexual reminders, and 
primarily needs:  
il punto capitale per comprendere Napoli, che è la porta misteriosa di tutta l’Italia 
meridionale, non consiste più nel dipingere descrivere e cantare le sue creature umane dale 
face più strane, i suoi ragazzini di sei, sette, otto anni ancora così imperfetti da 
rassomigliare a neonati, o a quei feti mostruosi e premature che I medici conservavano 
sotto spirito [...] ma recuperarne lo spirito, le passioni nascosta, il mondo pre-alafabetico, 
intricato e complicato di cui si sa pochissimo. (RE 1346)  
 
In the midst of a reconstruction of the representative frames of the sentiment of misery and 
resiliencies, a new cloth, a new “commedia umana” of violence, brutality and even ugliness play 
a key role: “si pensi alle nostre donne così lontane dalla bellezza arcadica digiacomiana. Donne 
grasse, affannate, arruffate, discinte, come uscite da una zuffa mortale: gli occhi vivi e adirati, le 
labra frementi che non riescono a dire per intero le parole con cui è impossibile l’amore gentile” 
(1348-49). The menacing face of History is transferred in the pathos lived by the subaltern, in its 
own appearance to death working as functions of war critique.  
 
Spacca-Napoli 
“Spaccanapoli” is the name of long boulevard that perforates the city in two segments (high 
and low classes) symbolically separates two realities, two kind of existences. It recalls the historic 
city-warzone during and prior to the Allied invasion/liberation as to cut chronologically two lives, 
the past and the unknown future of the American-Naples. According to the scholar Annalisa 
Carbone, it foregrounds a primary truth of Rea’s positioning in the Italian literary canon for which 
is “un cronotopo nell’accezione bachtiniana, come interconnessione sostanziale dei rapporti 
spaziali e temporali”; Matteo Palumbo describes it like a form of allegory that would represent “la 
concretizzazione in un nome di quell’esistenza sotterana, “pre-alfabetica,” che è la materia 
dell’opera di Rea” (10). On the same lines, this allegory of ‘pre-reasoning’ already warns us to 
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direct the gaze to bodily descriptions and categories of affect, sexuality and “di sangue e di 
polvere,” to which the “uno scabro dialetto” provides a frame of that anthropological constituency, 
that is “Napoli plebea” (Palumbo 7). In order to reach such objective, the young writer from Nofi 
pledges an adherence to his characters, masks and real-like figure, to their passions felt and 
transfigured as sacred. In a brief reflection on sexuality and morality as literary paradigms, 
annotated the summer of 1946 during the composition of Spaccanapoli, we read: “Tutta la storia 
è sacra dice il filosofo. Tutta la vita è sacra dice l’artista. All’artista non rimane che raccogliere il 
grido delle passioni, ridirlo agli uomini con un tono di impassibilità, [...] mettendosi in disparte 
perchè la vita parli da sè nella muta eloquenza dei fatti.”79 A testament towards his “personaggi-
corpi” is emblematic of the framework of his art work. Spaccanapoli was born out of a two-fold 
structure: a response to the assault of modernity brought by the Liberation forces in the south and 
a repeal of a natural-vital attitude to living; analogously, the advent of the war had also yielded 
spaces of exceptional freedom in which rules and values were left detached from a socio-historical 
apparatus. Rea inserts his gritty, acidic and expressionist langue, far from an engagement of the 
literary powers, and more oriented to an anxious interpretation of the real conditions of human 
nature, his choreography of dismissal of any illusion in the postwar climate. 
Rea was not involved directly or physically in the forces of the Resistance against the 
totalitarian fascist regime but felt the war on the white page in his diary. Travelling and escapism 
from the provincial area of Nocera are dominant features of his first existential reflections which 
often times show a mix of excitement, cosmic pessimism, and spiritual trauma. These aspects hide 
                                                        
79 Rea’s full private collection is housed in the Fondo Manoscritti dell’Università di Pavia. Thanks to the permission 
of the author’s daughter, Lucia Rea, and the professionalism and support of the archival staff members (Dr. Clelia 
Martignogni and Dr. Nicoletta Trotta) I could access unedited documents, personal diaries and notes especially from 
the early years of Rea’s literary endeavor. This reflection comes from a letter dated July 17 th 1946 while the young 
writer from Nofi was composing his first work, Spaccanapoli.  
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obviously a sense of historical and geographical inadequacy. Spaccanapoli was ‘built’ in such a 
critical and instable atmosphere of angst, anxiety, economic privation and health problems after 
the return to Nocera from an enthusiastic, and somehow revelatory, trip to Milan. After a few 
journalistic collaborations in Salerno and Nocera (at intervals, some trips to Naples where Rea will 
meet his mentor Francesco Flora and attempt to approach Benedetto Croce) and the exclusion from 
the magazine “Sud,” Rea decides to find fortune in Milan, the capital of new ideas and publishing 
companies. Against the narrowed views and spatial hardships that Nofi represented, Rea feels 
empowered and liberated in the new open city and in a few months established friendship and 
collaborations with important literary figures among whom we find Carlo Bo, Luciano Anceschi, 
and Renato Birolli. In September 1945 on the magazine “Il mercurio,” Rea has the opportunity to 
publish his first short story that will eventually be situated as apostille-reprimenda of old literary 
styles at the end of Spaccanapoli, “La figlia di Casimiro Clarus.” But, his encounter with Alberto 
Mondadori would secure the first publication of “il foto-testo” (Spaccanapoli) and the explosion 
of creativity that will bring Rea to the stage of national literature (RE LXXXVII). In fact, if Milan 
signals a change of perspective for the young Rea, it only reactivates his visceral attachment for 
what he defines in a letter to Francesco Flora dated January 27th 1946 “il mio mondo creato e 
l’increato” in opposition to the “artificiali” authors, poets, writers that he had met (RE LXXXVI). 
Furthermore, some of the most personal reflection in Rea’s diary few days before departing to the 
north shows a conflictual perception towards his birthplace’s companions:  
Porterò un bagaglio di archetipi nocerini: questi personaggi, meridionali, adulatori, scettici, 
civilissimi, esperti d’ogni doppiezza, e quasi simili in serie, la cui personalità si dimostra 
quando più nessuno vede, serrata la porta di casa. Allora, posa la maschera sul comodino, 
vediamo il volto, cade il pianto, la semplice gioia, il risentimento, il dolore, la famiglia; 
allora si tendono i fili del dramma e, spesso, della tragedia: ma al chiario di luna, mentre si 
canta a squarciagola.80  
                                                        
80 From the Pavian private collection, I report Rea’s annotation n.4 from an unspecified and untitled diary - August 
1945-1946. 
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Already a sense of nostalgia mixed with a genuine sense of vitalism might be a valid interpretation 
of these passages that show an acute critical sociological eye of ‘the emigrant’ and restless Rea. 
The first collection embraces two anime of Rea’s literary machine: North-modernity-Milan and 
South-archaic-Nofi/Naples challenging viewers to engage on a variety of themes (prostitution, 
black-market, illness, family values) centered to the veracity of plebeian values seen “dai bassi 
[perchè] sono uno di loro” (Onorati 23). The makeover of the first publication mirrors a clash of 
values within war zones and socio-cultural intersections with Allied troops (languages, behaviors, 
fortunes) during the liberation/occupation. The evidence is already visible in the titles: “La 
segnorina,” “Pam! Pam!,” “Tuppino,” “L’Americano,” “L’Interregno,” “I capricci della febbre,” 
“Mazza e panelle” and it concludes in the appendix with his first story, blamed as a residual effect 
of a literature of evasion (“questo, press’a poco, era il mio modo di scrivere intorno agli anni 
Quaranta. Poi, avvenne qualcosa, la guerra. L’Italia esplose; e sentii il bisogno di usare un sistema 
linguistico più aderente alla nuova realtà”).81 The collection does not include scene di bordello or 
the other incomplete story of Papele Tuppino, often mentioned in Rea’s mails to Mondadori, even 
though there are references and similarities in two stories: Pam! Pam! and Interregno. Talking 
about Scene in a letter to Alberto and Cantini in July 4th 1946, Rea illustrates one of the most vivid 
motif and theme of Spaccanapoli:  
 
la polemica contenuta nelle Scene è la ribellione di tutta la schiavitù del popolino 
napoletano, aiutato incosciamente da negri e marocchini e americani, contro la classe 
borghese paludata di sapienza bigotta, di un ideale politico feudale e nel profondo adoratore 
del Denaro Assoluto. Al popolino sono possibili tutti i peccati perchè hanno [...] una vera 
fede saracena nelle cose e sopratutto il dovere di prendere perchè dopo la terra ritornera’ 
alla antica divisione e il popolino rientrerà nel buio. (RE XCII )  
 
                                                        
 
81 Rea, Domenico. Spaccanapoli. (Milano: Bompiani, 2007), p.40. 
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In the historical scenario of the liberation of Naples, imaginative rebellion of ‘slaves’ and 
plebeian characters spans from the fight against the trenches of modernity and that of the tyranny 
of the past. In the introduction of the Bompiani’s edition of Spaccanapoli, Silvio Perrella claims 
that the polyphonic structure of the novella allowed Rea of “salti logici e silenzi, improvise 
accensioni […] e strangulate trasfigurazioni di un mondo divorato dai desideri carnali e dall’ansia 
del possesso”; the world of bassi with its variety of immutable characters and far from a 
sentimental portrayal typical of that previous literature of the subaltern, must be viewed and 
approached less with a psychological eye than a more ethno-sensorial dimension (3). Readers are, 
in fact, immerse in a flow of gestures, improvisations and uncontrolled storylines, jump cuts to 
borrow a cinematic expression and flashbacks, that create confusions, blurred visions: “quel che 
contano sono soprattutto i gesti, a volte meccanici, a scatti, come se le sue figure fossero caricate 
di una molla carnale pronta ad esplodere” (Nascimbeni VII). At the same time, the lack of 
psychological introspection expands the field of powerful and ethnographical physical descriptions 
of plebeian characters and spaces in which the element of bestiary comes in play. 
 Particularly, female figures are a prominent and attractive subject/object for Rea’s 
narrative in contrast with an elegiac and consolatory view, but intrinsically moved by their 
animality – the trait of their beauty. For example, in the story “Tuppino,” the character of the wife 
is portrayed “grande come una vacca, con l’ultimo figlioletto di due anni, che, per respirare, s’era 
levato a sedere fra le natiche della madre” whose face had been tortured and injured by an abusive 
husband who every day turned his ugly face towards her to satisfy his need of luxury “come una 
carne morta” (Palumbo 8). In a similar way, “zite” and “vecchie” are always present in their 
ugliness as forms of misery and tragedy but also power, such is the case of Nunziata in the last 
story “Mazza e panelle”: “la bidella, una bizoca, che aveva un volto di ferro […] le mani, che 
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tentavano scacciarti, non sapevi mai fino a che punto, e a sua insaputa, t’invitassero all’indugio di 
una lunga carezza [...] in cui dovevano aprirsi, come di pesci avidi d’ari, tutti i suoi pori” (9). 
Furthermore, prostitutes or young female characters follow the paradigms of sexuality-animality: 
Lenuccia from ‘La segnorina’ becomes elegant and civil “profumata e sfrusciante come non fosse 
sera, ma prima mattina” in order to emphasize her transfigured persona after the Liberation; 
similarly, Niciuccia in “L’Americano” is presented as a faithful animalized image “sciupata, 
scavata nelle guance e nel ventre, con le cosce storte” (10). 
 Conversely to Malaparte’s disdain for prostitution and lavishness, there is little to no 
judgment or pity in Rea’s narrative. What prevails is the comical and sometimes the grotesque 
lifestyle of the “brutal” woman that functions in oppositional line to a fictionalized object of desire. 
Rea displays an a-sentimental picture of the tragic sentiment of life and the dimension of misery, 
sex and possess without condemnation or an external and privileged viewpoint as often we have 
noticed in Malaparte’s quest for authorship. Palumbo speaks of “universo, appunto, animale […] 
il corpo diventa, così, il principio di un’identità altrimenti cancellata, che sopravvive proprio 
attraverso l’energia di queste parti irrinunciabili di se [...] sotto forma di miseria, ma anche di sesso, 
di fedeltà instintive, di legami trivali” (9). 
The coming-to-be-corporeal of the warzone and its habitants as sociological transformation 
of powers is the core principle in at least three moments: the tale of prostitution, a parallel history 
of an underground world out of time and space (in a cellar), a meeting with the newcomer’s 
otherness. The first vignette, “La segnorina,” tells the story of a return of a soldier, Peppino, to his 
home after his deployment in the battlegrounds. His wife, Lenuccia, has become a prostitute due 
to hunger and serves for the pleasure of the Allies. In a compulsive and visionary search of his 
lover in the vicoli of his bedroom, Peppino finds an Allied uniform in the closet and decides to 
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wear it and walk down the streets of Naples (or any other southern city at that point). His 
appearance is undoubtedly in (mis)alignment with his being a soldier and an Allied simultaneously 
while his eyes may interject the new cloth of his town. The last scene among the lovers - Lenuccia 
does not recognize Peppino and calls him “a boi” – sparks Peppino’s revenge for a violation of the 
honorable code of love. At the doorway, he is awaiting the right moment with a knife in his hands. 
Throughout the brief novella, the role of senses and the transfiguration of Peppino’s body play out 
in the representation of plebeian virulence, primitive violence and pathos while a denounce of the 
existential tragedy brought upon the Neapolitan life by the war: “allora entrai nella stanza che ci 
aveva visti sposi felici e contenti. Per amore mi aveva sposato, rifiutando tutti gli altri: ‘perchè hai 
i capelli serpentini e gli occhi d’uomo’ come diceva” (RE 8). Lenuccia embodies both the past – 
appearing as a ghost or a demon to the incredule Peppino – and the future submissive ‘animus’ of 
the city to the new occupants:  Mi pareva vederla spuntare dallo specchio, là, in fondo alla lastra, 
dove uno diventa alto quanto bambola. [...] Ma lo specchio era vacante e io dentro [...] sbattuto 
sopra la sedia con la testa aggrovigliata di pensieri che non riuscivo a tenerla alzata” (RE 9). Also, 
Peppino’s anxious body guides readers in the search of this ghost - “Vi strisciai con la mano che 
si coprì di polvere. E, senza pensare nulla, andai ad aprire il cassone, per l’unico scopo di tenere 
tutto aperto” and significantly sensorial his frantic and surreal encounter with the foreigner: 
“Allora presi a due mani il coraggio e aprii l’ultima speranza, l’armadio. C’era una divisa militare, 
fresca, pulita e stirata. Al posto del gancio della stampella vidi la testa dello straniero” (RE 9).  
By incorporating in his physical status a first foreigner than friend-like Allied uniform, 
Peppino confirms to the law of money, property and possess. [...] Mi rasai, mi lavaii e vestii la sua 
divisa con una canzone fra la bocca. Uscito fuori sembravo lo stesso lo straniero” (RE 9) A 
transfiguration of identities even functions more paradigmatically in the scene of the encounter 
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and then a hypothetical murder. At first Peppino’s eyes are still a fragment of his ‘Italianness’ 
whereas his appearance and the surrounding voices transform his figure in that of a foreigner, 
whose race (becoming black) comes up vividly in the exchange of shadows and lights produced 
by the sunset:  
E uscii. Era l’ora vespertina che il sole se ne va come un’ombra per la strada e la faccia 
dell’uomo cambia colore. Nessuno mi riconosceva e tutti credevano fossi un boi, perchè 
così sentivo chiamarmi dalle fessure dei muri e delle porte. Ma gli occhi miei, che non 
vedevano, subito di aprirono, come all’odore, appena la videro. Com’era elegante. Com’era 
civilizzata. (RE 10) 
 
The coalescence of senses – odors and sight – often sparks Rea’s narrative style, an expressive 
chant of his care for a primordial attachment to a bodily knowledge that leaves a little space to the 
ornamental psychologies. The last sequence still endures a typical awareness of the powerful 
interpretative tools that senses provide in the narrative with an emphasis on the vision and feeling: 
Le infilai il braccio nel braccio. “Aspettare” fece davanti alla porta di zi Mè. “Zi Mè, datemi 
la chiave che ho il boi con me.” “E Peppino non l’hai visto?” “Dov’è?” Io, di fuori, andavo 
avanti e indietro nello spazio dell’uscio in compagnia del coltello tenendolo stretto per 
paura di perderlo. “Non lo senti?” disse zi Mè. “Maronna!” sentii, con la voce di quando 
era mia. (RE 10-11) 
 
Zi Mè’s question on feeling might refer to Lenuccia’s ability to feel the presence of her husband 
or it might reserve as a non-innocent racial component as to remark the relationship between native 
women and black soldiers, often associated to the story of marocchinate. The knife would 
represent both physical and sexual penetration that would shift the episode’s meaning from 
plebeian virulence and passion to Allied rape. However, beyond an interpretative racially charged 
look at the scene in relation to the use of senses, “La Segnorina” also reminds of pre-alphabetic 
plebeian life based mostly on physical ownership of the ‘other,’ between past and future, reasoning 
and passions, identity and foreigner-like. Yet, it is hard to overlook these racial diagrams within 
the dimension of ‘help’ that Allied would have provided to the lower classes to fight the society 
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of the gold, of the social opportunism and the ornamental code of values: the bourgeoisie. Lenuccia 
could be the animus of it while performing still a value of the past, a beauty of Nofi/Naples/Italy 
abandoned or lost. Whereas the first vignette sets up a tonality of passion, violence and misery, 
when war is only in the backdrop of a dramatized and deformed identity - “appena entrai nella mia 
strada e, ancora non mi aveva riconosciuto nessuno” (RE 7) - “L’interregno” showcases 
excitement and tragedy of the warzone itself. Positioned at the center of the collection, that is the 
spacca road line of other collateral, and sometimes, individual stories of hunger, pain, and febrile 
conditions (a reminder of Rea’s personal illness after returning to Nocera), “L’Interregno” exhibits 
that precarious and revolutionary human and spatial condition that was the moment of Liberation 
from fascism. The significance of the title is not just a historical reference to the Badoglio 
government. It certainly shares a broader cultural and philosophical understanding of the openness 
provided by the Armistice. As Carbone’s insightful analysis shows, it is clearly evident that Rea 
used a typical military expression to designate a social upheaval, “un’epoca in cui la scomposta ed 
improvvisa ricchezza inebriò ed esaltò un popolo per poi riconsegnarlo alla squallida esistenza di 
sempre” (117). This category will eventually permeate many of Rea’s journalistic pieces in 
outlining the many social, political and economic identities born out of the chronological pause of 
Liberation-Occupation in which, to recall Antonio Gramsci’s reflection in his third prison 
notebook, “la crisi d’autorità” could lead to “i fenomeni morbosi più svariati.”82  
“I fenomeni morbosi” that Rea traces in “L’interregno” circle around the millenarian battle 
between “i ricchi” and “il popolino,” those of own and belong to the higher dominant class and the 
amorphous mass of people who aspire to become like the former. Through the stylistic influence 
and pictures of marginalized human bodies (between human and animal forms) from his mentors 
                                                        
82 The reference is found in Gramsci, Antonio. Quaderni dal carcere. (Torino: Einaudi, 2014) specifically book 3 
(XX) § 34.  
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Boccaccio, Basile and also Pulci, Rea delineates an atmospherology of bodily functions – filth, 
excessive hunger, monstrous and animal desires, passionate and ruthless attitudes, a radical assault 
over women’s sexualities. All of his figures eventually established a maniac and surreal racing to 
unforeseen fortunes and gastronomic pleasures. Thus, a characterization of the corporeal and the 
sensorial – the role of senses allows for an immersive anthropology of how the plebe engages with 
life events, historical drama and unexpected God-sent fortunes - really resonates in Rea’s stories 
for which “L’Interregno” is a token of transformative space and identities. In the introductory note, 
Rea clearly refers to the beneficial, almost salvific, power that the Liberation gave to lower-classes:  
molti sfaccendati dovevano all’oscurità il fiorire dei loro commerci clandestine. Gli stessi 
contadini che, un anno prima, non vendevano dieci cavoli per un soldo, cominciavano a 
smaltirli, come giornali, a una lira cadauno, finchè non si giunse – fatto inaudito – a pesare 
la verdura. [...] I ricchi e il popolino, invece, - i primi per quel nastro isolante che è la 
ricchezza; i secondi per l’elasticita’ del loro decoro – mettevan su facce grasse come 
natiche. (RE 42-43)   
 
By combining fact and fiction, historical happenings to a fictional structures and characters, Rea 
focuses readers’ attention to two contraposing places – the cellar and the country – in relation to 
the ongoing war zone and battles, especially the air bombing defined in terms of scatological 
powers. The cellar where some habitants have found refugee does not only serve as an underground 
life but it signals the advent of a new microcosm of social and economic dynamics: nobles and 
poor, family and singles, widows and elders, soldiers and lovers, and one priest represent a handful 
of the previous world order, now in danger and in search of a new stability. After a first moment 
where ranks and social classes were still in play “i signori con i signori. I pezzenti con i pezzenti,” 
the situation shifts to follow the common quest for food which breaches any social status (RE 46). 
The cellar becomes a humanized space, is transfigured to a womb, a ‘mater nature’ where a new 
social order might occur: “Ma quelle che non poterono le bombe, potè, all’indomani, la fame [...] 
bravi, cosi vi voglio, tutti d’accordo nel mio grembo […] riuscii a organizzare tuni di nubili e 
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vedovi che bisognava cercare per la fitta campagna” (RE 46). While the cellar is a protective skin 
or a shield from the storms of History, the country embodies a dual nature: an open space, yet to 
be claimed, in which bandits are “spettri vestiti” joyfully eating and partying on the lawless soil, 
albeit is undermined by the air bombing fights between Allied and Axis troops (RE 47). Bandits, 
who are generously giving “salsiccie” and “ben-di-dio” to ‘il popolino, are the real citizens of the 
new world revealing the abnormalities of previous social dynamics (RE 48). The first-person 
protagonist signals the adventurous spirit of the plebeian who attempts to take advantages, food 
supplies, and water for his citizens in the cellar. The second part of the novella will be, in fact, 
dedicated to the fortunes and misfortunes of this average lower-class young protagonist that 
persists between two worlds: the frantic fearful underground that does not meet the ‘above’ and 
the freelance landscape of the yet-to-become new system of abundance. Like in other occasions 
and picturesque descriptions of marginal citizen of life, Rea includes themes of luxury and passion 
(with a hint of sin and confession) to show the flourished loving carnality in a reborn humanity 
“alla rinascita del mondo, avvenuta così popolosamente, a guisa d’insetti che cacano la loro 
umanità, incontrai Mariannina” (RE 53). Neverthless, while Elena desperately awaits her hero in 
the cellar along with the other familiar faces, Mariannina, the daughter of Giacomino “scemo di 
paese, ubbriacone di professione e becco di moglie,” is the seductive character within the misery 
of war (RE 53). Fallen in the need of prostitution like Lenuccia, this young female character shows 
a beauty and an appearance out of context:  
era vestita come una signora di gran mondo che, all’oscuro, in un’improvvisa calamità, sia 
constratta a vesitrsi di quello che trova; a calzare, per esempio, un cappello a pitale su un 
vestito scollato che scende a tunica. In codesta foggia, la faccia di Mariannina era restata 
fanciulleca col bocchino vivace di topo. Il corpo, invece, non si sentiva nella veste; la quale, 
più che dalle spalle, era sorretta alla scollatura dai seni appuntitissimi. (RE 54) 
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Resembled to the face of “un putto” like “un paesino felice a valle,” Mariannina creates an escape 
route from History, morals and condemnation: a mise-en-abyme of the idea of “interregno” that 
lasted just one day in that reborn humanity filled with abundance, wealth and lavishness (RE 55). 
On his return to the microcosm of the cellar, the main male character is surrounded by the unusual 
crowd in festivity but he walks like a homeless, a ghost, someone who does not belong.  
By focusing on the last few images of the corpses left to perish as things in the cellar, Rea 
is producing a double effect of misery and wealth: on one hand, the cellar has been the new 
opportunity to solidarity among classes while still perpetuating the reality of crude war zone 
symbolizing the shadows of history. The narrowed space like a small porous contact with the 
outward reality often resembles a claustrophobic prison – “un’immobile realtà” and certainly keep 
most of the ‘survivors’ away from the new wealth of Liberation (RE 50). Conversely, thrilled 
bodies of bandits and ecstatic mercantile profusion on the fields give a glimpse of the black market 
situation exposed during the “interregno,” with no government in charge, an absolute feeling of 
independence that our character experiences in the sexual encounter with Mariannina and he is 
believed to be a solider costumer. On the finale, the focus on Elena’s body reconnects the dots of 
the novella bringing back the inability of the individual to take part of being swamped by History. 
Elena signals the body offered, sacrificed, to the ground of the new order:  
si era aggrappata al mio petto come una roccia, quando chinò il capo senza sensi. 
Instintivamente, col suo fardello sulle braccia, travolsi persone lamentose e dimentico di 
me stesso, uscii fuori per uno stretto pertugio folleggiante di superstiti. [...] Mi chinai a 
sentire gli ultimi battiti del suo cuore, illuso che esso potesse ripigliarsi e diffonderle una 
miracolosa onda di sangue. Riuscii solo a percepire dei suoi sperduti nell’organismo, quasi 
un immaginario mio nome. (RE 57)  
 
The absence of speech in Elena’s life is quite emblematic for a corporeal interpretation of the 
novella. Her corpse is more eloquent and strident than all the merchants and farmers in the main 
square of Nofi. Between saved and reborn human figures, with a combination of a real 
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documentation and a magic fabula, Rea transforms a small personal account of ‘sinful’ love into 
a universal statement of pessimism and condemnation of the war. Although his eyes foreshadow 
an ethnographic outlook attempting to picture the truthfulness of the plebeian world, here it seems 
to put forth an accusation by using the description of the body as a token or a pretext.    
 
Gesù, fate luce 
On the similar path of corporeal struggles that aim at exemplifying the motif of human 
tragedy, we may approach the most well know essay-portrait from Gesù, fate luce, entitled “Breve 
storia del contrabbando.” According to Rea, the historical event of the black market during the 
years of Occupation has provided subterfuges and devices to transfigure misery and hunger 
anchored in the plebe. Through the episode “Il contrabbando,” we enter the stage in which the 
most prolific item is “il danaro,” the idol of quell’ ”impressionante scienza assoluta della 
napoletanità” (Carbone 57). It also reminds of Boccaccio’s novel of the scoundrel Andreuccio da 
Perugia, famous mercantile that wanders in the nocturne occasions of misfortune in the underworld 
of Naples. Like other Neapolitan writers who had questioned and framed the advent of 
“contrabbando” in moral or socio-historical terms, also Rea comprehends the significance of it.83 
Yet, he decides to give emphasize to its vitalism and revolutionary sentiment rather than 
condemning its moral consequences of infamy over the lower classes. What seems flourishing 
from this unforeseen circumstance of wealth, it is the economic and social upheaval of i bassi, and 
i plebei finally facing a carnival of goods that expands the real of happiness across all people. This 
is evident in the following passage taken from the episode: 
                                                        
83 See Carbone’s historical recollections of poets, writers and journalists that delve into the representation of the black 
market and its effects on the soul of the napoletanità. Carbone, Annalisa. La scrittura critica di Domenico Rea. 
(Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II, 2008), PhD Dissertation, pp. 57-60.   
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In questi vivacissimi luoghi, pieni di naturale abbondanza, la vita fu impostata sul 
contrabbando e sulle persone dei contrabbandieri. […] Abiti sfarzosi, gioielli, automobili, 
vizi in quantità, sfoggiati con innocenza, con “salute.” […] E pranzi interminabili, con le 
tavole in mezzo alla strada, con gli invitati che prendevano posto sulle finestre coi piatti in 
mano. Alcuni hanno voluto dire che in questa imprevidenza c’era il segno della minorità 
del popolo, mentre la verità sta più dentro, nel concetto della vita e della fugace fortuna 
che domina i sogni della povera gente, che sentiva inverosimile l’epoca che vivevano, che 
doveva portare il loro nome. Non poteva andare avanti così – dicono. E perciò si diedero a 
vivere incredibilmente. (RE 172) 
 
The interest for situations of ‘in-betwenness’ as provided by the back market in which identities 
clash is for Rea a constant trope, almost representing a signature through which readers are called 
to draw lines and interpretations. For instance, as we have seen in “La Segnorina” the Italian soldier 
is not both an element of normalcy and a fragmentation of the new order; he projects the world of 
the past by wearing a suit of the future-foreigner dishonored by a free woman. On same line, 
“Interregno” constitutes a dream-like experience of love and betrayals during the scatological 
bombing over the city-country of Naples while bandits and outlaws become the new model of self-
governing. Again, Rea plays out the strategy of the “grey zone” by selectively make plebeian 
desperate voices and bodies speak truth to power and empowering themselves. “Breve storia del 
contrabbando” portrays a similar trope by focusing on the maniac and psychotic enthusiasm of the 
‘other-Naples’ that could benefit of the same goods and “frutti del nuovo mondo.” (RE 1351). It 
is interesting to notice that the episode traces back to two short journalistic pieces “Fu gente che 
cercò di combattere la fame” published in Milano-sera and “La benefica peste del contrabbando” 
in Il giornale del pomeriggio both published in 1949 (Carbone 117). The reference to the ‘plague’ 
is undoubtedly positive and an interesting unwanted correlation with Malaparte’s text. Yet, if in 
the latter “peste” meant the spiritual transformative decadence of European traditions and values 
of honor, fierce and Greek tragedies, in Rea it allows for a reinforcement of the plebeian to better 
its own life.  
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An essential cue of difference in the approach to the “peste” is given in the incipit of the 
episode in which the dramatization of the Allied arrival is built around the Christian theme of the 
resurrections of the dead strongly ironic. The main protagonist is a man-horse: 
il giorno prima della discesa degli americani, Nofi aveva ancora la pizza coperta di carogne 
di cavalla e muli del fu quartier militare. [...] C’era un cavallo rosso con gli occhi neri, con 
la criniera disfatta e la bava divenuta di gesso sulla bocca. Uno era nero, con i denti in 
fuori. Rassomigliava ai vecchi di novant’anni appena morti. [...] A decine, per giorni, 
avevano percorso le strade di Nofi, che si sentivano i passi sopra i ricoeveri. Vedevano un 
uomo, si fermavano, chissà con quali speranza, e l’uomo, giocoforza, per mangiare, ne 
sparava qualcuno. [...[ E i cadaveri stavano per tutte le strade, persino nei fiumi. Il prete 
che andava sulla carretta, trascinata da due ragazzi, benedisse anche loro. Benediceva tutti 
quel prete: “siete vivi per combinazione” diceva, “anzi, oggi si celebra la resurrezione dei 
morti. (RE 158-9)  
 
The destruction generated by the warzone is painted meticulously on the face of the animal – a 
horse – wandering unsaved in a desert cityscape that is preparing to explore a vitalist surge. When 
Rea ironically puts words of blessing in the priest creates a dual spectrum: misery and returning to 
life. The following paintings are constituted to the significant rebellion of previous forms of life, 
viewed as abnormal, inferior, “sfaticate” or simply dead benefitting the new cosmic order. 
Therefore, readers should engage with walking deceased walking again, insanity coming to life 
“erano morti tutti come i cavalli. Uscirono a branchi e morirono a branchi, coi pagliacci bianchi, 
come tanti Pulcinella. Il viso, infatti, l’avevano sporco di terreno,” or even prisoners and outlaws 
euphorically mingled with American soldiers and liberators (RE 159). The element of abnormality 
draws the lines of a new awareness for the postwar climate and society in which Rea is constructing 
his social critique. Anything that was unfitted in the sphere of aristocracy and the second state, the 
bourgeoisie, comes to be the acentric center of the time in which “il contrabbando” reigns the 
identity vacuum left, or yielded, by the war itself.  
In this novel-essay that sees the prevalent narrating ‘I’ of History, a whimsical Rea elevates 
the paradigm of a plebeian body – on the threshold of life and death, the animal and the political, 
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the familiar and the unconscious desire of revolt. Through mobility, guile, passion, and creative 
spirit, the physical strength against the misery of the world embodied by the “contrabbandiere” is 
shown as the new possibility of a different society. The eulogy to this new cloth of humanity is 
clearly evident in the definition of what is a “contrabbandiere”:  
A questo ignoto, malfamato, molti debbono la loro presente fortuna, tutti la vita alimentare 
in cui credono i più, 1943-46. […] Erano uomini che la mattina uscivano in cerca di “pane,” 
e cioè di avventrire. E poichè le avventure si complicavano e molte erano coronate dalla 
fortuna, tornavano a casa con un bottino a cui facevano partecipare anche gli altri, quelli 
delle classi illustri, i poveri impiegati, gli stessi “grandi,” giacchè, come si sa, allora l’Italia 
aveva un governo fantasma. [...] la maggior parte di loro proveniva da una razza di gente 
(sensali, affaristi di paese, camaleonti, ruffiani, sergenti maggiori) sempre sbaragliata e 
sempre all’erta. [...] Buon contrabbandiere era colui che non aveva mai il carro vuoto, che 
portava concime in Puglia e tornava carico di grano, che portava pomodori e pasta a Roma 
e tornava carico di vestiaro americano. [...] E trattandosi di affari di quintali e quintali di 
merce, i soldi ballavano nell’aria. Nacque così la “società dei contrabbandieri,” con i loro 
quartieri chiassosissimi, pieni di stranieri, e le loro aristocrazie, fatte di re, mafiosi, 
prostitute che avevan la faccia di madri dell’universo. (RE 161-171) 
 
Another key aspect of this ‘positive plebeian imageries’, like a crowd of the smallest ants “erano 
migliaia di esseri umani in cerca di pane, come le formiche, come i formiconi, che sono più 
terribili” comes from the ability to cope with adversity and unforeseen circumstances (RE 166). 
An insightful dramatization of labor and physical hardship occurs in the middle section of the 
episode in which Rea centers the adventurous ecstasy of ‘the walking dead’ on the train. The 
outcome is an evident allegory of their bodily figurations that resembles precisely that of anthill:  
I passeggeri interni non avevan spazio per giarsi, nè potevan reggersi sui due piedi. Si 
reggevan l’un l’altro. Chi starnutiva, scagliava il muco sulle spalle o tra I capelli del vicino. 
[...] il freddo bruciava le puzze insopportabili. E l’asfissia provocava le sue brave vittime, 
all’andato e al ritorno. [...] Occorreva bere dal becco e ricevere in bocca il sapore della 
saliva dell’ultimo bevitore. [...] Essere alto in quei treni era un privilegio: dominavano “i 
capi di uomini.” [...] Nelle notti serene c’era solo l’umido, nelle piovose, ventose o fredde, 
intirizzi, mancavano le forze, che non dovevano mancare e vivevano in questa continua 
alternativa: mi lascio andare e finisce tutto o resisto? Resistevano. (167-68)  
 
All the efforts eventually paid off and allowed to establish “anni felici, diventati materia di sogno” 
a new abundant life for the outlaws, a new cloth, a new type of healthy life: “abiti sfarzosi, gioielli, 
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automobile, vizi di quantità, sfoggiati con innocenza, con salute: dall’amante stabile al pane 
bianco” (172). Instead of being “il segno della minorità del popolo,” Rea explores this new 
plebeian attitude to pragmatic needs and will to possess and become the new landlords, the 
invisible abundance of gold, money, what has been called “il miracolo” or “l’am-lire,” a third more 
profitable currency in the other-Naples (or any other southern city) in which “americani e 
napoletani erano diventati cittadini della stessa nazione” (173-74).  
As the arrival of Allies creates an ambience of excitement and incredible goods, their 
departure produces “un’emorragia interna,” an implosion of the body-politic that had been 
instituted (172). Through a picaresque image, Rea affirms that “la gente si rianimava solo alla 
propalazione della notizia che le truppe sarebbero restate ancora un mese” (173) The return to the 
state of normalcy represents the revelation of the blindness of life – its “combinazione,” its 
casualty, that makes the capital, ensured only by the quantity of goods, cars, clothes, markets, 
profits an invisible hand. The same hand of historic misery and deception reverts again the fortune 
in begging, the dream into the cruel reality as if la plebe would have been casted once gain in the 
shadow of the plague. The conclusive image that Rea inserts, speaks properly to the return to 
‘bodily-corpse experience of inferior life, beyond the animality of the horse, and relatable to 
numbness: “si prova vegogna ad entrare nei vicoli. Gli usci sono pieni di uomini abbattuti dalla 
folgore. Le ragazze muovono le anche con abbandono, come onde che vanno e vengono, pensando 
a tutt’altre cose che all’amore. il lugubre passato di sempre di Napoli che il sole fa vedere in 
rilievo” (RE 175).  
Through the return of the image of normality, Rea reflects the inability of creating a long-
lasting body-subjectivity taking down the curtains of the illusionary wealth. While “Breve storia 
del contrabbando” proposes to look at warzones through the eyes of dynamism and revolutions – 
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the conflict as cause-effect of a new image of citizenship – staging History and the transformative 
bodies of “contrabbandieri,” in other short novellas Rea narrates the fight for the survival in an 
extraordinary comical vein, resembling the grotesque and stylistic choice of Boccaccio and Pulci’s 
Margutte. That is the case with two ironic characters, Piedifico and Cappuccia, respectively a 
beggar and a prisoner who find themselves in fortunate events, thanks to the war. In need to satisfy 
primary needs, to overcome hunger and misery, yet also to become bodies of contradictions against 
the natural order of things (traditional society of classes and laws and religious dictum – do not 
rob, do not take someone’s properties), Piedifico and Cappuccia are presented and described in 
their hyper-physical and biological cravings for food. At the same time, both embody the riddle of 
misery, the effect of war over the bodies and an acute picaresque symbolism of speaking 
corporeality. Rea entertains us through a game of senses tracing the abnormality of their figures:  
[Piedifico] era magrissimo, traballante, sempre a fianco alla moglie, che a sua volta, aveva 
un figliouletto in braccio e due altri, grandicelli – come due neonati adulti, pieni di sgorbi 
– tra i piedi e la vesta pagana, senza cintola, a sacco, di mendicante: quasi il corpo della 
madre, lungo il quale i figliuoletti compivano ogni sorta di acrobazie afferrandosi nei loro 
esercizi alle vecchie mammelle, ai capelli, alle mani, per dondolarsi e sospendersi - fosse 
un regolare trapezio. [...] Viveva d’elemosine. [...] Eppure una volta, Piedefico stava bene. 
Mendicante di razza, era della classe e specializzazione detta dei ‘topi’. (RE 115-116) 
 
Piedifico’s qualities constitute a vast range: resiliency, faith, guile, contemplative, proactive and 
thief-like for necessity. But most importantly a visionary of odors and tastes that amplify his 
corporeal space: “L’odore di suino gli apparve come una oasi all’orizzonte del suo stomaco. [...] 
L’odore vero gli si localizzò sotto il naso, gl’invase il cervello come un vento di resurrezione e 
divenne stringente, certo, indicative, quasi uno scrupolo. [...] era un odore di prosciutto” (RE 117). 
Through his sensorial visions, Piedifico reaches the stairs of nuns’ convent. In the basement, his 
starve comes to an end thanks to the discovery of Vatican food supplies that he shares with his 
family: “per avere il cervello bene in sesto e impermeabilizzarsi agli odori e alle attrazioni, 
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Piedifico volle provaree di tutto e per l’ingordigia, empiendosi oltremisura lo stomaco, che 
nell’entrare aveva scavato, divenne incinto” (RE 118). However, as for the illusionary body-
sexuality in “L’interregno” and the body-in-motion of the “contrabbandieri,” also for this type of 
body speaking through abundance and hunger that had created an actual home in the “botte-
nascondiglio,” human well-being is only a trickery, a deceit of war and chance that underlines 
Rea’s social pessimism. Significant is the plebeian exclamation of Piedifico after being arrested, 
“M’ero ingrassato e salvato, mi dovrò sgrassare e perdere in un carcere. Perchè? Gesù, fate 
luce!”(123). Even more paradigmatic is one of most comical representation of damaged 
corporeality that Rea illustrates: Cappuccia, a prisoner who is freed and ‘left’ by his friends in 
prison thanks to the advent of Allies. Cappuccia’s story unfolds in the prison kitchen where he 
pleases his stomach and enjoys a too-long awaited feast of the five senses during the bombing: 
“sparate, sparate. Io mangio e voi mi fate i fuochi’. Ritornato in cucina si diede a mangiare e a 
bere, senza pensare più nè a Cappuccia, nè al capocaerceriere, intento solo al laborioso gusto dei 
cibi che baganava continuamente col vino” (RE 182). 
Mistaken for a German fortress by the Allies, Cappuccia’s prison becomes soon the target 
of the French-African troops (an interesting choice by Rea that shows once again his involuntarily 
racial bias) that burst in and face the lonely, joyful, dreaming prisoner. The comic vein, mixed 
with a racial commentary, of the murder comes to play even more when Cappuccia arms himself 
of kitchen tools to fight what he thought were his previous friends-inmates masked by “cosi gialli, 
con i calzoncini, con urli strain in bocca, e sempre in danza” (RE 183). By playfully describe these 
transfigured bodies of desire, Rea makes a claim on the absurdity of war, the inability to decipher 
the enemy and the friend, as a deeper socio-historical critique. Piedifico and Cappuccia remain at 
the edge of the world, at the limits of reason and modernity, given the abnormality shown through 
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bodily features. Yet, Rea’s social anxiety cannot hide a particular even if minimal racial 
commentary on the body of the foreigner, especially referenced to French-African troops, the 
goumiers, that pervades other narratives and representations of warzone bodies as we have seen in 
Malaparte. 
To conclude these overture of Neapolitan body-subject turned in to objects of disdain or 
revolt, it is significant to affirm that the commonalities in themes between La pelle and 
Spaccanapoli - Gesù, fate luce (prostitution, black market, euphoric moments of liberation, hunger, 
focus on damaged corporealities) do not necessary align with the outcomes. Differences in 
narrative styles as well as the focus on plebeian life instead of their dislocation in favor of morality, 
enact a separation of interests that falls in the social functions of bodies. Malaparte inscribes in the 
nature of the body a sense of abuse and abjection that is irredeemable. His radical expressionism 
rarely jumps out of the realm of the artistic to enter the historical making the body an accessory of 
a larger dilemma: art versus fiction, fact against interpretation, power in contrast to ineptitude. To 
a certain extent, Rea attempts to reach the opposite pole. Spaccanapoli and Gesù, fate luce provide 
an opportunity for the subaltern to reinvigorate power dynamics and question the exploitation of 
the body as mere token. To the image of the body is granted the right to be in motion, enacting 
social and moral functions, yet being itself and celebrated as such in the forefront. Furthermore, 
Rea stages characters who are always marginalized, outlaws, “contrabbandieri,” prostitutes, young 
gangsters, ‘heroic’ out-of-place lovers, carnivalesque beggars and prisoners, to expose them as the 
real tragedy of the ‘Occupation system’, yet also the emblematic resilience of that vitalism in the 
plebeian. By focusing on the ruthless and animal-like form of instinctual subjectivity, Rea takes 
off the many masks of the social order representing “il fatto nudo e crudo” of the nude, incredible, 
and cruel bodies at war. The objectification of certain movements and the automation of actions 
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reveals rather than a submissive pathos, an agent of rebellion and resiliency moved by physical 
needs against the dictum, values and principles. In contrast with an anesthetization of the 
Neapolitan carried on by much of literature that only represented sentimental and consolatory 
affections or the surrealist and often hyper-artificial form of Malaparte’s bodies and hands, in 
Rea’s stories we can mark a dedicated awareness to the corporeal and the biological struggles as 
well as their revivals in the postwar in-betweenness archaism and primitive performances against 
the illusions of modernity. Images of destructions and defeat are revealed on the effects they 
produce on marginalized, gendered, ugly bodies, although in Rea’s narratives they found spaces 
































CHAPTER 3: IN THE VALLEYS OF MEMORY: ANDREA ZANZOTTO AND PIER 
PAOLO PASOLINI’S CORPSE POETRY 
 
“Dai nostri sensi-fantasia parte forse il primo invito a dare 
tutto ‘un senso’, a collocarci  dalla parte di ‘ciò  
che ha senso’,  per noi intrinsecamente; essi ci presenta 
forse l’embrione di una moralità” (A. Zanzotto 32).  
 
“Le parole sono gesti, nient’altro che gesti,  
nientr’altro che parole” (qtd. in Galimberti 189).84 
 
 
A third hallmark that sparked awareness on the functions and flaws of corporeality in 
postwar Italy comes across the rapport between the figures of the human and the natural world. 
Especially in the latter, it seems to reside the oblivion of a traditional subjectivity – from power of 
language, dominion of space, site of history to a telluric form of “impietrata,” “interrata,” simply 
a footprint or “un’inerzia,” prey to the new modern system of values, to the advancements of the 
scientific thought and the domain of consumption.85 This apparent ‘reduction’ to the laws of nature 
triggers a more complex narrativization – that soon becomes also an invocation to the residual 
form of humanity – on the possibilities in which we share memories, establish new paradigms of 
socio-historical perception and build a community that preserve a thread for the natural (by 
                                                        
84 See Zanzotto, Andrea. “Colloquio con Vittorini.” Scritti sulla letteratura. Aure e disincanti nel Novecento letterario. 
Edited by Gian Maria Villalta (Milano: Mondadori, 2001, vo. II, pp. 32-33). The second reference pertains to the 
domain of French theater and sets the tone on the following study on the interplay between physical and linguistic 
understanding of the Real. See Aragon, L. Théâtre Roman. (Paris: Gallimard, 1974, p.54). 
 
85 This series of adjectives on which part of scholarship emphasizes stands as to give an inevitable, chained form of 
subjectivity ‘grounded to the physicality of earth’. They refer to a terminology used by Andrea Zanzotto in many 
occasions of his poetic and prosaic productions. As we shall see, they represent a strong reference also to the 
Ungarettian ‘carsificazione’ of the subject in an ambivalent rapport between natural world and human trauma. See in 
the specific Lorenzini, Niva. Corpo e poesia nel Novecento italiano. (Bologna: Mondadori, 2009). 
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contesting a simplistic subjective projection or an external passivity). The contrast between what 
lies in the Italian landscapes and what pertains to the human agency within the historic trauma of 
World War II events penetrates the conceit and the usage of the human body in a very paradigmatic 
way both visually (a corpse) and symbolically (an other-than-human).  
In peculiar terms, postwar poetry takes on this contrast in the attempt to solve it, or at least, 
problematize it considering in what ways the ecosystem and the human intersect, evolve in new 
forms of beings, engage in new discursive practice of the tragic. It investigates how language can 
trace back the seeds of trauma and overcome the tragedy of war, what forms of subjectivities and 
expressivity are still valid and if other stylistic choice may reach deeper the bodily interface of 
signs and polyphonic transformations that postwar has brought upon Italian culture. And this is 
visible especially in poetic approaches that do not demand a clear-cut rupture with the past 
(hermeticism and sepulchral poetry) but also enables a dialogue with the modern (science, realism, 
history), as for instance we can notice in Vittorio Sereni’s Frontiera (1941), Giorgio Caproni’s 
Cronistoria (1943), Eugenio Montale’s late La Bufera ed altro (1956) and the female psychodrama 
in Amelia Rosselli’s Variazioni belliche (1973) to name a few.86 
In response to the social, ethical and more existential disaster of the war, poetry often 
appears often to be apophatic, hidden or inconclusive. Underneath the power of the subject-speaker 
lies the incapacity to rebuild, recreate and reinvigorate a flourished contact with the human, hence 
with the surrounding world. It falls back, to a certain extent, in the dominion of the natural by 
means of a proliferation of symbols and images of reminisce. Yet, natural worlds have provided 
both a cure in terms of protective shield of the past – a multiplicity of pastoral odes – but also 
                                                        
86 Longer would be the list of poetics that engage in a conversation on the modes of representation of the corporeal 
trauma, personal and collectively imagined, lived, experience (among which it is worth recounting “la linea sabiana,” 
Mario Luzi and others). For a broader reference, I remind to Luciano Anceschi’s Le poetiche del Novecento. Studio 
di fenomenologia e storia delle poetiche. (Venezia: Marsilio Editori, 1990).    
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represents the site in which subjectivity faces its polarity, as an unredeemable warzone of object, 
relics, and sounds through which it self-examines its identity, its forms of being.   
The token of human corporeality invests and bridges the two realms: an arcadia of 
uncontaminated memories and the troubling site of the ‘newcomer’ world by shifting the 
awareness of a traumatic past to a sensorial perspective. In-war and postwar poetics also explore 
significant characters of disturbance, resiliency and existential critique that the poet transfers to 
the lineages of the natural, the spaces, the objects to reveal and revitalize a primordial barbaric 
(unformed and deformed) contact of authenticity with a slippage towards death. 
On these brief premises, we will explore the early war poetry of the Trevigian Andrea 
Zanzotto in his collections, Dietro il paesaggio (1951) and Vocativo (1957), that express a crucial 
epistemological inspection on the dynamics of signification between lyric and existential subjects 
calling out into question the fear of the scientific manipulator thought.87 Furthermore, Zanzotto’s 
interesting positioning in the debate of realism on the edge or, sometimes, in contrast with the 
mainstream view of literatures of Neorealism during the postwar time adds up a level of 
complexity that is worth analyzing. Also Pier Paolo Pasolini’s dialectic language of Poesie a 
Casarsa (1942) allows us to engage with the theme of human and natural bodies, private and 
communal spaces of trauma in a very peculiar (sexual)-interaction of the suffering.88 Next to the 
more personal indications of inadequacy to the living, in Pasolini’s early poetics in fact we are 
called to discuss the powerful signaling of a mythological natural world: almost a ‘personal’ need 
                                                        
87 An essential reference for this study will be the edition “I Meridiani” by Mondadori, specifically Le poesie e le 
prose scelte. (Milano: Mondadori, 1999) edited by Stefano dal Bianco and Gian Maria Villalta along with two critical 
and insightful essays by Stefano Agosti “L’esperienza di linguaggio di Andrea Zanzotto” and Fernando Bandini 
“Zanzotto dalla Heimat al mondo.” From now, this edition will be cited as PPS. 
 
88 With regards to Pasolini’s works, for the purpose of this study the focus has been centered to the early poetry looking 
at the edition Tutte le poesie (Milano: Mondadori, 2003) in the collection of “I Meridiani” edited by and with an 
Introduction by Walter Siti. This text will be referred and quoted as TP. 
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of an Arcadia (instead of the impersonal Zanzotto’s poet, at least in the beginning) and a nostalgic 
reminisce of a harmony from the past which will be devastated by the human intervention through 
war (by which the death of his brother Guido could be seen as the birth of Pasolini’s civic religion). 
Then, we will conclude with a whispered condemnation to the landscape-history of Italy through 
a close reading of the poem “L’Appennino” written in 1951, then merged in Le ceneri di Gramsci 
(1957) in which Italy, turned to a body-corpse, reaches its fall in the ultimate cultural abyss.  
These ‘original’ and ‘archaic’ spaces are transformed into corporeal wreckages that 
illustrate the existential crisis of the Subject in its search for self-expression. The tension between 
language, science and the material human (body) already mirrors a broader issue: the discourse 
around personal and communal spaces that intervene in the individual existence (actually survival) 
of the subject itself. Whereas the first Pasolini projected a need of personal expressivity of the 
body and perceived the natural world as mostly peaceful embodiment of the self, a refugee from 
atrocities and hardships, the later eventually moved from the personal sphere to the communal 
body struggle. The quest for authenticity aligns with the search of the ‘sacred’ spaces, images, 
tokens, populations and myths which more than a return to a pure naturalism are dispositions “ad 
accogliere l’appello di cio che resta altro rispetto al mondo dato e al suo ordine” (Verbaro Intro).89 
On the other hand, Zanzotto’s poetics proceeds in reverse, or so it seems. Initially, the 
presence of human bodies is almost abolished as they are replaced by the description of unique 
landscapes of warzones. Especially in Dietro il paesaggio (1951), this strategy was dictated by the 
inability to retain a physical contact with the Trevigian valley in which many young fighters were 
left dead or buried but also the unstable and precarious family life. At this stage, Zanzotto aims at 
                                                        
89 One of the most recent account on the theme of the sacred in Pasolini’s cultural production is given in Caterina 
Verbaro’s Pasolini. Il recinto del sacro (Roma: Perrone, 2017). I remit to her Introduction for further examinations 
and bibliographic references, also readable here http://www.leparoleelecose.it/?p=30245#_ftnref16 
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preserving a devotion to the Trevigian landscape as the last physical remnant of world of values 
and meanings that are no longer visually available. His own atomic and molecular expressivity 
appears feeble, at the least.  
Gian Maria Annovi has accurately noted in his detailed work Altri corpi. Poesia e 
corporalità negli anni Sessanta, that Zanzotto hides often figures of broken subjectivities, 
“macchie,” “reliquie,” “sangue,” “orme” and “voci” in his poems that function like reminders, 
seeds, shadows of the fragmented human form (58-9). Although devoted to the reconciliation 
between human subject and natural world in the aftermath of war, Zanzotto attempts to elaborate 
the dramatic sense of guilt and impoverishment that had taken on by the survivors generating the 
ambivalence of a poetic “interramento” of the ‘I’, agent and occulted recipient of an 
epistemological and ecology revolution of the language.90  
The emergence of a new bodily form is prevalently developed Vocativo (1957) in which 
the lyric subject turns to be “artificiosa terra-carne,” “psiche-corpo-psiche” (PPS 174).91 The 
paradigmatic poem, “Esistere psichicamente,” speaks to the necessity of understanding the fanatic 
role of the subject and its pretense in the Umwelt sense of the world.  Here, the author explores the 
ambivalent images of psyche and body while trying to incarnate the former into the latter. The 
representation of the poet’s body goes beyond assimilation to matter and nature, and ultimately 
annihilates the traditional form of subjectivity and becomes a materic graphe.  
                                                        
90 This aspect is also emphasized in Ungaretti’s poetry, as Lorenzini’s analysis clearly shows (“Il Porto Sepolto: 
l’impietrarsi del corpo.” Corpo e poesia nel Novecento italiano. pp. 46-54)    
 
91 See the famous essay that Zanzotto dedicated to Montale: L’Inno nel fango “il corpo-psiche è qualche cosa di 
spaventosamente scritto, inscritto, riscritto, scolpito, sbalzato, modellato, colorato, graffiato da un infinito insieme di 
elementi, di quel brodo generale, in quel plasma totale di cui esso non è che un grumo o un ganglio” (Lorenzini 78); 
also a fundamental text that briefly skecthes the elusive and often obscure writing ‘of’ the body and ‘in’ the body of 
the text is (1980) “Vissuto poetico e corpo.” PPS (Milano: Mondadori, 1999, pp. 1249-51). 
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In Equilibri della poesia (1976), with reagrds to the function and the mechanism of poetry, 
Zanzotto claims that “ci si trova non dico a scrivere ma a “tracciare,” a scalfire il foglio, piu’ che 
con la piena coscienza di quello che si sta facendo, con la sensazione di non poter sfuggire a una 
necessità” [Lorenzini, 13]. To a certain extent, Zanzotto’s poetic represents a unique and tragic 
turning point of what poetry can do and how it engages with our comprehension and grasping of 
the world, its past and its projective lenses. At the same time, its brings forth a significant shift in 
the conceptualization of the body not only emotionally but foremost ontologically in the movement 
and the expressivity of the living. Postwar Italy cannot avoid an interstitial battle with its empirical, 
external and material topia of engagement – the human body – especially when it investigates how 
history and trauma shape forms of identity, values and the ways of language beneath the 
community. Given his ambiguous structural form of owned and spoken, natural fragment and 
cultural identity, the struggles of poetic languages in reaching the natural significances must be 
combined, developed and worked out through the interface of bodies, of the sensorial apparatus 
that calls for a reformulation of individual and ambience coexistence. 
 
Naming the trauma  
An articulated reflection on the interaction between landscapes and the human spans across 
both in poetic and prosaic productions of the poet of Soligo embodying a primary sense of 
ontological discovery, such as a recherché of meaning and humility. Specifically, it is worth 
noticing that landscape does not just present itself as a backdrop for a more compelling discourse 
over language or a mode of expression of trauma. For Zanzotto is not a reductionist, neither leaning 
to a simple naturalistic view nor an overly symbolism of the natural, like a veil hiding the noumenic 
experience of truth. Landscape is an encounter and a departure point, “sradicamento” or 
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“spostamento” to borrow Heidegger’s terminology to which the poet was introduced in the early 
studies at the college in Padoa.92 From the centrality of the rational Westernized subjectivity 
Zanzotto moves towards an profound investigations of the terms in which nature and human world 
often conflate, clash, and produce (poiesis) experiences. In other words, the landscape should be 
viewed like a dominant desire of closure and a mirror of self/no-self though which the vacuum of 
existence is reflected. In a later essay titled “Paesaggio come Eros del mondo” that opens a 
collection of literary pieces and sketches on the Zanzottian trope of “paesaggio,” as “prosa di 
luogo,” (Giancotti 2013, 6) we read:  
Per quanto riguarda la letteratura, e piu’ specificatamente la poesia, l’irruzione dell’inatteso 
è fenomeno inevitabile, sicchè l’errore che di solito si compie nell’interpretare i testi di 
poesia e di intenderli come consapevoli realizzazioni di un programma, di un preciso 
manifesto poetico, quasi come di un progetto di natura filosofico-scientifica. Ma la poesia 
‘realizzata’, anche quella riconosciuta (ma sempre a posteriori) come la piu’ conscia delle 
leggi stilistiche soggiacenti ai propri meccanismi espressivi, è in realtà connessa a un 
enigmatico-angosciante processo di ‘genesi’ dagli esiti imprevedibili, configurandosi come 
groviglio inestricabile di fantasmi che aderiscono al vissuto individuale. Questo vissuto 
individuale è per me il paesaggio. (32)93 
 
By associating ‘his’ landscapes, his horizons to the dynamics of Eros Zanzotto bridges the sphere 
of emotions and feelings coming from the experience to the empirical existence of trees, valleys, 
plants, animal signs. He connects the primordial and pre-personal ambience of living with the 
tension of desire – to grasp, to reach, to taste, to see – to the lack of possession of the natural world. 
By doing so, the poet reminds us of the two ways in which meanings are (per)-formed especially 
in contact with outer world of objects and places: “scambio,” “contrattazione” born out a privation, 
                                                        
92 See Carbognin, F. L’altro spazio. Scienza, paesaggio, corpo nella poesia di Andrea Zanzotto. (Varese: Nuova 
Editrice Magenta, 2007, pp. 27 notes 31-32); also Bandini explores the influence that the German philosophical 
movement defined as Existentialism (especially the works of Martin Heidegger as well as the poetry of Hölderlin) as 
a key perspective to help analyze the ‘movement’ of the subject towards and into the world of meanings. 
 
93 See Zanzotto, A. (2006) “Il paesaggio come eros della terra.” Luoghi e paesaggi. Ed. by Matteo Giancotti (Milano: 
Bompiani, 2013, p. 33). The following in-text quotations (referred as Giancotti) are also taken from the 
abovementioned essay written in 2006. 
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a sense of angst and inadequacy that are connected to the influence of existential thought especially 
in the early stage of his literary production, as we shall see. Again in “Paesaggio come Eros del 
mondo,” he foregrounds the inherent sensorial constitution of the world as an ontological 
discovery of the horizon of the self and that of nature: “orizzonte psichico (stabilito dal paesaggio 
percettibile) dentro orizzonte paesistico (inglobante, sempre eccedente […] le potenzialità 
dell’esperienza umana”):  
il paesaggio irrompe nell’animo umano [come] stupore iniziale ha origine la serie 
interminabile dei tentativi (tattili, gestuali, visivi, olfattivi, fonatori...) [...] Il paesaggio è 
abitato non da uno soltanto, ma da innumerevoli cervelli ambulanti, da mille specchi diversi 
ma contigui che lo creano [...] diviene pertanto qualcosa di ‘biologale’, una certa qual 
transcendente unità cui puntano miriade di raggi, di tentativi di auto-definizione, di 
notificazioni di presenza. (32-33)       
 
The relationship between human presence and the Umwelt, which constitutes are emotional and 
kinesthetic melody of living, to say with the words of the German biologist scholar Jakob von 
Uexküll, establishes a movement of escapism and return to joy, reification and admiration.94 
Furthermore, Zanzotto warns us of the too often inadequate line of communication between the 
two poles that could generate misunderstandings, wrong appropriation and lead to the dominion 
of one phalanx over the other, the objectifying scientific nature on the inept and passive 
subjectivity who attempts to pain what it perceives (and vice versa). The ‘emergere del paesaggio,” 
“della pittura veneta,” projects also of an act of violence, a chromatic immediacy, a haptic fatalism 
leaning to a constant imaginative process of telluric and emotional signs, bodily impression and 
                                                        
94 See the importance of the element Umwelt as polymorphic melody of being-in-the-world that part of the recent 
phenomenology, neurosciences and psychology emphasizes in the understanding of human behaviors, actions and 
belief systems within an ambience. Umwelt, which in a literal translation stands as “environment,” reaches beyond a 
simple naturalism because it denotes an organism’s (animal or human) ability to interact, make meanings and have a 
perceptual understanding of its world. Much of the post-human theories takes this aspect as one of the most relevant 
elements of analysis. See Uexküll, Jakob von. A foray into the worlds of animals and humans: with a theory of 




geological forces coming from the land, the ground, the life (Giancotti 39). 95  Praising and 
recounting his father’s appreciation for the French painter Corot and his empathic exploration of 
the landscapes and its myths, Zanzotto relates the act of poetry to a founding giving of the human, 
an openness to the world that reminds of the Agambianian appeal of the positive animality, an 
attitude to the disconcealment of the world, inherently present in the human sphere.96 Experiencing 
clatters and turmoil, “il segreto tremito dell’ambiente” in association with the emotional approach 
given by the human in seeing, hearing and tasting the closure, demands a certain predisposition of 
eyes and wording: (Giancotti 57):97 
una certa mia idea-emozione fondante nata dal e nel paesaggio: qualche cos ache non si 
stanca mai di lasciarsi definire, anche attraverso le parole, mentre è in fuga da ogni 
possibile definizone perchè in se le racchiude tutte. Dietro il paesaggio è il titolo del primo 
libro, ma per me questo può essere ancora un programma. (58)   
 
A poetics for who? What kind of subject could still retain an authority of the language and preserve 
the significances of a life experience? How would the poetic langue have the strength and the 
space to yet define our relationship between natural and human worlds, and ultimately our grasp 
on the epistemological and ontological ground of life in a community? What values are there to be 
found? It is in showing the combustive interplay of “notificazioni” e “trascendenza” that Zanzotto 
faces the problematic platform of the traumatic experience of World War II on ‘his Venetian’ 
landscapes in his first collections Dietro il paesaggio.98 Both the role of building a collective 
                                                        
95 See Zanzotto, A. (1962) “Un paese nella visione di Cima.” Luoghi e paesaggi. Ed. by Matteo Giancotti (Milano: 
Bompiani, 2013). 
 
96 See Agamben, G. The open. Trans. Kevin Attell (Stanford: Standfor UP, 2004).  
 
97  See Zanzotto, A. (1994) “Verso-dentro il paesaggio.” Luoghi e paesaggi. Ed. by Matteo Giancotti (Milano: 
Bompiani, 2013. The following in-text quotation is also part of the 1994 essay. 
 
98 “Un pensiero che si appagasse di esistere per sè, fuori dalla difficoltà della parola e della comunicazione, cadrebbe, 
non appena apparso, nell’incoscienza, come dire che per sè non può più esistere. [...] La denominazione degli oggetti 
non viene dopo il riconoscimento, ma è il riconoscimento stesso. [...] Per il fanciullo l’oggetto è conosciuto solo 
quando è nominato, il nome è l’essenza dell’oggetto risiede in esso allo stesso titolo che il suo colore e la sua forma.” 
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memory and the powerlessness of language before the tragedy illustrate the poet’s scrutiny of a 
possible disavowal. In order to name, that is to comprehend, the desolation of Pieve di Soligo, the 
Trevigian valleys and the Heimat of his childhood, Zanzotto perceives (yet, portrays at some level 
of image, rhetoric figures and meta-literary diagram) the necessary occlusion of the human figure, 
its presence for it is the agency which has caused the clash to death. To use the poet’s words: “il 
trionfo del non-senso e di un’idiozia feroce al di là di ogni ragionevole motivazione storica” (PPS 
1191).  
What we have delineated as the erotic kinship like an explorative process of harmony and 
absence, “sradicamento” and “notificazione” falls short in the programmatic poetics of the 
aftermath. It seems impoverished, extinguished, turning to simple opaque dust. The effects on the 
natural landscapes - which often resembles the consequences to a broader Italian cultural heritage, 
or is a reminder of it - foreshadow a rupture of signification and reference of/to the human language 
turning text into matter. In more distinct and clear voices, the sphere of the human in Zanzotto is 
at times omitted, treated as an intrusion of the order of things, a denial, a waste. If in Dietro il 
paesaggio the human body is viewed as a wound, a passage through which the suffering of Nature 
is linguistically composed, Vocativo exposes such violence in terms of the ironical corporeal ghost. 
In a famous 1981 interview, Zanzotto solemnly affirms: 
Nei primi libri, io avevo addirittura cancellato la presenza umana, per una forma di 
“fastidio” causato dagli eventi storici; volevo solo parlare di paesaggi, ritornare ad una 
natura in cui làuomo non avesse operato. Era un riflesso psicologico alle devastazioni della 
guerra. Non avrei potuto guardare le colline che mi erano familiari come qualcosa di bello 
e di dolce, sapendo che là erano stati massacrati ragazzi innocenti. (PPS 1277)  
 
Nevertheless, Zanzotto hardly erase the human ‘character’; instead, it is trans-formed in the fluidic 
and hybridism of the lyric subject, the empiric subject, the condemnation of History to which it 
                                                        
(qtd in Galimberti, U. Il corpo. (Milano: Universale Economica Saggi Feltrinelli, 2002, p. 176); Merleau Ponty, M. 
(1945) Fenomenologia della percezione. (Milano: il Saggiatore, 1972, p. 248)  
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aligns a protective eulogy of the hyper-literary realm of poetics. For it’s essential to keep alive a 
possibility to be with the Nature to dialogue in Leopardian terms with the struggle of living, the 
insensible and insensitive nothingness of history that is the net of inauthenticity in which the 
language is also trapped. Recently, one of the most acute literary critic and Zanzottian scholars – 
who had nurtured a friendship with the poet of Soligo - Francesco Carbognin has defined his early 
poetic trajectory “un principio resistenza […] un forma du eccesso verbale.” Hence, he claims that 
“a connotare la finzione costituita dal paesaggio Lirico contribuiscono le continue e scorporizzanti 
metamorfosi dell’Io” (29). A clear example of it is the poem Ormai “il mio male lontano, la sete 
distinta/ come un’altra vita nel petto” (qtd in Carbognin, 28).  
The principle of fictionality – that is the resemblance of Eden in the arcadia of the valleys 
and also a projection of memories given the physical distance to his origin (the poems are mostly 
written while in exile) has been viewed as the stylistic strategy through which Zanzotto claims the 
inadequacy of the human ‘referent’ and its place within the tragic fluid of History. Indeed, the 
problem of language and the constitutive ineptitude of the subject is established on the field of the 
inauthentic.99  
According to Stefano dal Bianco “La dicibilità dell’autentico sta (leopardianamente) nella 
letterarietà del discorso [...] allo stesso modo in cui il paesaggio non è quello che viene 
normalmente percepito bensì quello che vi si suppone latente, inscritto sul rovescio (dietro, 
                                                        
99 See Stefano Dal Bianco’s take in the Meridiani introduction (PPS): “Il problema del rapporto del Soggetto al 
linguaggio si pone subito sin dalla prima opera storia. Dietro il paesaggio (1951): ove l’esibita e costante inscrizione 
dell’Io nel dettato dichiara non tanto il ripiegamento del Soggetto sulla propria interiorità, secondo una posizione 
espressiva che si potrebbe richiamare alla tradizione romantica-decadente, quanto l’inquisizione del Soggetto su quella 
che può essere l’autenticità (la verita) della propria parola, il suo grado di dicibilità come conferma e prova 
dell’esistenza stessa del Soggetto. In Dietro il paesaggio, l’Io riveste insomma, sia pur implicitamente, il ruolo di 
termine d’un rapporto il cui termine concorrente è rappresentato dal linguaggio. [...] E la scena che si spalanca 
sull’accertamento dell’autenticità di questa parola, è la scena della letterarietà, o addirittura dell’iper-letterarietà. La 
dicibilità dell’autentico sta (leopardianamente) nella letterarietà del discorso [...] allo stesso modo in cui il paesaggio 
non è quello che viene normalmente percepito bensì quello che vi si suppone latente, inscritto sul rovescio (dietro, 
appunto): paesaggio della memoria e della favola, paesaggio di figure nascoste e di prodigi” (XI). 
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appunto): paesaggio della memoria e della favola, paesaggio di figure nascoste e di prodigi” (PPS 
XI). Despite the significance of ‘conventional’ intertextuality, the strenuous tentative of excessive 
coloring past landscapes discloses also a semantic reduction touching the corporeal features of the 
trauma. In other words, when poetry attempts to escape and refuge in the dimension of verbal 
excess and fictional atmosphere of imagination, the strongest is Zanzotto’s use of a physical and 
telluric imagery. The destruction of the Heimat is revealed in new form of subjectivity, almost 
vegetable, animal, geological and atmospheric nature of that “landscape” once admired.  
In the transfer from authenticity to poetry of the excess, I argue that Zanzotto is attempting 
to define and to yield a space of the eco-tragedy and propose a trans-corporeal mode of existence. 
Recalling Stacy Alaimo’s interpretation of the hermeneutical porosity of the body-paradigm that 
helps dissect “how nature, the environment, and the material world itself signify, act upon, or 
otherwise affect human bodies, knowledges, and practices,” I view Zanzotto’s disintegration of 
the landscape (and an artificial mnemonic reconstruction of it) mirroring the breakdown of the 
human subject, and its “biologal” body becoming transient (2010, 7-8).100 The same effect occurs 
on the signifiers and the layers of the natural world, itself a trans-corporeal being. As a result, this 
                                                        
100 In The Posthuman Glossary edited by Rosi Braidotti and Maria Hlavayola (Bloomsbury Academic, 2018), which 
shows a comprehensive detailed range of materials to fuel the current post-human debate and trace attractive paths of 
analysis, Stacy Alaimo has reworded and redefined this extremely critical notion. I refer to the entry from the edited 
version and I thank you Prof. Monica Seger from the William and Mary College for sharing her thoughts on current 
environmental studies: “Trans-corporeality means that all creatures, as embodied beings, are intermeshed with the 
dynamic, material world, which crosses through them, transforms them, and is transformed by them. While 
transcorporeality as an ontology does not exclude any living creature, it does begin with the human, in order--
paradoxically perhaps--to disrupt Western human exceptionalism. The figure/ground relation between the human and 
the environment dissolves as the outline of the human is traversed by substantial material interchanges. Mapping those 
interchanges across all species and at all scales is the prelude to trans-corporeal ethics and politics. Trans-corporeality 
contests the master subject of Western humanist individualism, who imagines himself as transcendent, disembodied, 
and removed from the world he surveys. The trans-corporeal subject is generated through and entangled with 
biological, technological, economic, social, political and other systems, processes, and events, at vastly different 
scales. Trans-corporeality finds itself within capitalism, but resists the allure of shiny objects, considering instead, the 
effects they have, from manufacture to disposal, while reckoning with the strange agencies that interconnect substance, 
flesh and place. It does not contemplate discrete objects from a safe distance, but instead, thinks as the very stuff of 
the ever-emergent world.”  
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trans-corporeality functions as the motif in which the world reveals itself and its tragedy. This 
approach will show how Zanzotto’s poetics, at least partially, determines a redefinition of ‘natural’ 
paradigms of expressing subjectivity. Thus, Dietro il paesaggio (and by extension Vocativo) 
constitutes a critical apprehension of disillusionment that the war had generated and attempts at a 
peculiar reaction that invests a sensorial but also geological social and literary response. Despite a 
certain degree of hermeticism that undoubtedly exists in Dietro il paesaggio in some ways a 
voluntary choice of bonding with previous poetics, this reading is in alignment with the recent 
scholarship: Lorenzini’s Corpo e poesia nel Novecento (2009), Dire il silenzio (2014), and 
Annovi’s Altri corpi (2008) that have relocated a critical interest in the prevalence of the body or 
the corporeal in poetic frames. In Zanzotto’s early war poetry, the presence of a porous, material, 
self-struggling with its social and existential grounds is central, and it will form a key aspect of the 
New-Avant Guarde experimentations (mature poetic collections such as La Beltà and Pasque.) 
The beauty of the Trevigian valleys comes into question as the ‘poet’s metaphorical corpse is 
engrained in a gelid and hostile environment in which it watches, feels, and describes its memory 
of himself as well as making fallen soldiers’ corpses speak. 
 
Zanzotto and body-botole 
What kind of langue, sounds, images, metaphors, ideas are involved in the recollection and 
reconstruction of the original ambience of life in which a human subject can thrive? What kind of 
subject, in terms of poetic lyrics, is expected to be born out of the totalizing war? Is there a 
correspondence between the fragmentation of identities and the natural milieu of battlefield or 
instead it survives a ditch of inexplicable difference? Ultimately, what type of subjectivity-
objectivity could trace back the original forms of language behind the simplified connotative 
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aspect and the domain of the symbolic? The poetic transfiguration of the lyric subject into the 
corporeal ghost in relation with the natural trauma already occurred in the controversial hermetic 
movement of the 20s and 30s. The existential plasticity of the I represents a linguistic challenge 
and a core ontos within the themes of Giuseppe Ungaretti, for instance. Following Lorenzini’s 
analysis, Porto Sepolto, Veglia and the entire collection of Allegria published in 1942 bear witness 
of a devastated identity and a dismay of values that the war (the first) had only brought to the 
surface.  A helpless reduced form of the human, “corpo-carsico,” “un detrito,” “residuo” is in 
collision with an autobiography that privileges instantaneous photographs. In doing so, any 
experience of the natural or the symbolic world is only “un impietrato soffrire senza nome,” that 
aims at questioning the place of wording and the fucntion of silence: “il bisogno di una nudità 
classicamente perimetrata, in grado di dare alla parola la consistenza della cosa per tradurre in 
immagini e in suono “la necessità di farsi intimo agli elementi.” Ecco la parola-corpo, la parola-
pietra” (Lorenzini 50).  
Even for Zanzotto, the climate of war, the foolish rationalization of the extermination 
camps along with the prospect of the atomic disaster had posed fundamental question on the 
function of the human, literature and expressivity: “[...] L’uomo si trova a partire dal 1945 nella 
possibilità di annientare se stesso biologicamente e con se stesso magari anche tutti le altre forme 
di vita che esistono sul pianeta: la coscienza di tali realtà altera la precedente maniera di impostare 
ogni visione del mondo”(Carbognin 21). 101  An evident example that illustrates the human-
                                                        
101 See Carbognin, F. L’altro spazio. Scienza, paesaggio, corpo nella poesia di Andrea Zanzotto. (Varese: Nuova 
Editrice Magenta, 2007. Here, the Bolognese scholar reports one of the most famous interview piece of Zanzotto: “la 
bomba atomica segna una netta spaccatura tra un ‘prima’ e un ‘poi’ di natura storica; il mondo come viene sentito 
dopo il riarmo atomico, la storia e la storiografia che si possono scrivere in era atomica, non hanno più nulla in comune 
con tutto quanto si è pensato e scritto prima” (16); also in Zanzotto, A. Fantasie di avvicinamento. (Milano: 
Mondadori, 1996, p. 227) 
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nonhuman relationship caused by the moment of war on the edge of an incomplete sense of 
incarnation, a sort of inconclusive litany is “Balsamo, Bufera”:   
In questa notte che è preda del vento  
ho presagio della luna  
e della mia  
città nuda e troppo bianca 
su cui la luna sta 
fonte del vuoto;  
ho dolore dei fiumi  
qui traboccati dal deserto;  
......................... 
dei vivi che il balsamo lunare 
ha fatto oscuri e freddi bambini   
con angosce di cera;  
ho dolore di tanta  
vastità circondata  
da ombre remote di tuoni  
............................. 
una terra di sudori 
una luna profonda 
nel seno minerale degli abissi. 
O fortunosa luna  
non si sveglieranno mai   
più per te i lampi sul mio passato  
e la tua bufera, che prossima 
ti dice e che sostiene  
il mio sguardo e la mia  
morte vagabonda,  
ha un verde di sauro. (PPS 53)  
 
Written in 1946-47 when the poet had emigrated in Switzerland for job necessity, the poem 
presents a significant clash: on one hand, concrete beauty veils the Heimat of his valleys in order 
to perpetuate a fake arcadia of signs, memories, and geological physiognomy; on the other, the 
absent-subjectivity crumbles, sustained only by the consolatory power of the moon while 
threatened by the storm (read as the war). It foregrounds a pivotal contradiction, an oxymoron 
because Zanzotto consciously frames the artificiality of his language in the resemblance of the 
natural ‘art-form’ world.  
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According to the scholar Matteo Giancotti in his critical analysis on the function of the 
landscapes in the traumatic recollections of the Resistance, whether first-hand or indirect 
portrayals of warzones, the main characteristic lies in the symbiotic relation of natural and human 
world, in which “il paesaggio diviene inscindibile dall’azione, acquista una valenza dinamica” in 
regaining the physical and imaginative ownership of that “terra ancestrale” or “ambito atavico” 
(2017, 135). Furthermore, the literary life of the partisan would establish a mapping process of 
signifiers and imageries as a result of “un’esperienza straniante della Guerra partigiana,” a 
traumatic understanding of the historical scar and the perceptual distance: “’trauma nel trauma 
della guerra civile, che comporta prima o poi per ogni partigiano lo choc di sentirsi braccato nei 
propri luoghi” (134-35). Specifically, this literary tendency shows the moral component inherently 
present in the descriptions of the proper landscapes, the personal valleys, mountains, streets. From 
a consolatory face of childhood memories, it becomes the space of freedom and fight generating 
an anthropological change in an osmosis of nature, boy, landscapes as we notice in Luigi 
Meneghello’s words from Piccoli maestri:  
Fu in quelle settimane, credo, che ci entrò così profondamente nell’animo il paesaggio 
dell’Altipiano. In principio, di esso si avvertira piuttosto ciò che è difforme, inanimato, 
inerte: ma restandoci dentro, e acquistando via via un certo grado di fiducia e di vigore, 
anche l’ambiente naturale cambiava. A mano a mano, le parti vive, energetiche, armoniche 
del paesaggio prendevano il sopravvento sulle altre [...] Lassu’, per la prima volta in vita 
nostra, ci siamo sentiti veramente liberi, e quell paesaggio s’è associata per sempre con la 
nostra idea della libertà. (qtd in Giancotti 2017, 138) 
 
The experience, and the expression, of freedom conflates semantically to the closure of Heimat 
becoming humanized. Similarly, in Beppe Fenoglio’s overly known capstone Il Partigiano 
Johnny, the Langhe valleys coincides with the willpower of the main character in the effort to 
recuperate “una normale dimensione umana” (142). Giancotti claims also that in the partisan war 
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the human subject is almost blended in the actual manifestation of the landscape (“terra che 
nasconde e che salva”) becoming imperceptible (138).  
Also Zanzotto had experience in the civil war early on in the winter of 1943-44 by joining 
the Piave Brigate under the command of his friend, Antonio Adami. He will continue to participate 
in the fight against Nazifascism especially around the Venetian hills, near Pieve. To a certain 
extent, the blending of human and landscapes in Zanzotto’s Dietro il paesaggio departs from these 
experiences following the idea of moral freedom embedded in the humanized images of the 
valleys. At the same time, the human cannot retain his space of agency but rather only pain, 
violence, ineptitude for which “il mio sguardo e la mia /morte vagabonda, /ha un verde di sauro.”  
  There is no more tension between reality and ideality, between death and the principle of 
freedom, between consciousness and action, idyllic past and uncertain future as occur in many 
memoirs of the Resistance. In “Balsamo, bufera” both the biological and the literary subject is a 
living dead, the dual image of a dreamer and a corpse (unreachable at this stage). The critic Annovi 
interprets this Zanzottian (in)form of subjectivity as “corpo-reliquia [...] nel senso etimologico di 
resto, frammento, scheggia, corpo come residuo bellico, ciò che resta dopo il conflitto e che 
lentamente si immerge e sprofonda – seppellendosi – nel paesaggio – fino a divenire scrittura 
illeggibile” (Altri corpi 61).  
However, what kind of bodies are speaking behind this landscape? Who really is the voice 
of Zanzotto’s poems? Can we really define it as such? The question is not simple, especially if we 
consider the peculiar, often opaque and deceiving, form of literary medium in this instance: poetry. 
Zanzotto does not seem to do justice to any human figures. The rejection of their presence gives 
ground to the preservation of a Natural eulogy, which turns in its immobile façade.  At the same 
time, the absence of any specific subjectivity is gradually visible through unceasing 
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metamorphoses into telluric and biological matter. In intervals, the Arcadia of the valleys fades 
away, freezes, begins to disintegrate. Any reference to a hypothetical ownership of the personal, 
any possessive adjective “mio,” results in the emptiness of the message that mirrors the inability 
to capture the experience of what Giancotti defines “trauma nel trauma” borrowing it from 
Meneghello (2017, 135). Therefore, the conventional artificium of language discloses not only the 
conventional power dynamics of the scientific thought (the rationalized totalitarianism of 
Nazifascism along with the terrific possibility of the nuclear war) but also the impossibility for the 
human to be an effective agent in the History (Carbognin 20-21). For these reasons, it is appropriate 
to regard Zanzotto’s travesty in revealing almost a form of bodily anonymity of war in the last 
corporeal refuge of the uncontaminated memoir of the Venetian valleys.  
If we return for a moment to Ungaretti’s Veglia (that outlines the dramatization of 
subjectivities coming out of the Great war) the language of the ‘I’ still is prioritized and held as 
the spiritual domain of signification, despite its being “parola carsica” (Mi tengo a quest’albero 
mutilato / Abbandonato in questa dolina / ... Stamani mi sono disteso / ... / Ho tirato su / Le mie 
quattr’ossa ... / mi sono accoccolato ... / Mi sono chinato / Un’intera nottata / Buttato vicino / A un 
compagno / Massacrato...) (Lorenzini 52-53). Dietro il paesaggio denotes the Ungarettian’s 
residual memory going even further in its form of already questioning the ‘grammar’ of the subject 
and its chance to generate meaningful discourses (both lyric and biological without differences). 
Zanzotto seems to supersede the Ungarettian’s subjectivity in the awareness of a complete 
ficitonality that still, however, permits an aura of feeble authenticity. Moreover, Dietro il 
paesaggio endows the need of a reevaluation of our linguistic and phenomenological appraisal of 
the natural world at its minimum stage. What is emblematic in the instance of “Balsamo, bufera” 
is, in fact, already visible in the title of the collection: an alluring, consolatory and artificial 
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landscape in contrast with the agency of the human action through war that reminds of Montale’s 
postwar poetics of Occasioni, flashing moments of peace.  
Too often critics have simplified the word “dietro” as the latent formality “di figure 
nascoste e di prodigi” without centering the analysis of the corporeal osmosis between the physical 
and lyrical “I” in correlation with the physicality of the landscape. 102Undoubtedly, the eco-tragedy 
that the poet sees before his eyes in Pieve produces a sentiment of nostalgia and neurosis for the 
inability to retain certain spaces – that we have noticed in the novels of partisan eco-literature. 
Similarly, it is too evident that the inquisition of the subject’s agency and the complaint for the 
impossibility to return back in history (‘andare indietro’). There is also a spatial connotation. The 
subject cannot see his back, unable to grasp visually his wholeness, reduced to a simple metaphor.     
Therefore, the naturalization of the human body-subject pertains to the fabric and the abyss 
of places, memories and ruins, “fragile Italie,” “precari monumenti,” “porte,” “botole” [that 
resonate in “Nel mio paese” and “Nella valle”] (PPS 79-107). Here, seasons are interwoven in the 
physical demolition of the subject but also the possibility of its abnormal resurrection (“Nella valle 
scricchiolano porte/ e botole, nella valle / mi hanno preparato il caro pasto/  hanno rifatto il mio 
letto / di cruda invidia e di vischio” – it is unclear if those who perform these actions are Zanzotto’s 
fellow countrymen or the dead partisans) (PPS 107-108; 1399-1424). Located on the extreme edge 
of the collection, the poem “Nella valle” exemplifies “una katabasi nelle viscere del paesaggio,” 
                                                        
102 In the notes of the Meridiani edition, Stefano del Bianco affirms that: “In DP è in atto uan degradazione dell’idea 
e della funzione del linguaggio, che viene ridotto ad assumere senso solo in relazione con il paesaggio, senza altra 
possibilità di esistenza. Ma entrando nel paesaggio la parola, e con essa il soggetto che ne è portatore, è costretta a 
passare dietro. Ecco perchè in DP è sempre avvertibile una spinta a forare l’apparenza, a superare la barriera 
allontanante delle immagini: l’astrazione emblematica rimanda all’indicibile verità sottostante, cosi come 
nell’imperletterarietà si riversa il portato esistenziale” (PPS 1400); On the liberation of/from nature and the correlation 
between Zanzotto’s early poetry and metaphorization of the Real, see the essay by Fernando Bandini “Zanzotto: dalla 
‘Heimat’ al mondo” LIII- XCIV.  
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an Infernal journey not to the abyss but filled with “iperborei” in the coalescence of “I” and the 
land-space (PPS 1423) 
The troubling intertwinig of human and non-human material essence begins already in “Via 
di Miseri” written in 1941:  “Acerba primavera stringe i miei denti / mi sanguina da ingiuste 
piaghe, / le mie ciglia di sepolto pensano / l'inutilmente larga strada” (PPS 48; 1405). The poetic 
text turns into matter, flesh of words and images, not only linguistic trope, but most significantly 
biological, geographical and historical aura of beings-in-the-valleys (buried or abandoned). The 
real matter of the valleys is, yes, symbolic, but also the matter of the subject, and they are the actual 
narrative force that calls the viewer to reconsider his corporeal (dis)engagement with the Real.  
 Whereas Alaimo’s take on the trans-corporeal constitutes a productive angle for tackling 
socio-economic and environmental factors in shaping the living, in Zanzotto it operates as the 
residual appraisal of a world in the catastrophes and aftermath of war. It is fair to say that the 
concept of the trans-corporeal is turned in the negative side of the coin. Dietro il paesaggio hinges 
an existential dialogue within the two forms of the corporeal: the body-automata of the scientific-
sulfuric laws and a feeble and blurred body-voice that, perhaps, penetrates the valleys. Thus, the 
body performs this apprehension: it belongs to the world of death and to that of life, as a trace, a 
margin. Through this light we should approach the reading of other fragments that witness the 
marginalization of any subjectivity while it reinforces the necessary drive of representing a lived 
body present in the Lebenswelt:  
io sono spazio frequentato  
dal tuo sole deserto (“Distanza” PPS 6-7)  
 
già il sole penetra per le 
cieche gallerie dalle finestre 
sugge e scinde gli ultimi  
legami della mia sostanza (“Atollo” PPS 34-37)  
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la febbre ha vuotato 
le mie ossa d’uccello  
un sonno sublime distrusse il mio volto  
un’ala ha fatto grande nido  
piumoso nido della mia fronte ... (“Quanta notte” PPS 40-44)  
 
Le voci della vera  
età chiara ti fanno  
ma gli occhi restano spenti  
su questa terra che di te s’estenua  
e dal tuo volto vinto da morte  
il mio conosco. (“Primavera di Santa Augusta” PPS 42) 
 
Poetry is, firstly, material despite its hermetic aura. As Lorenzini notes: “Il testo non interrompe 
mai il rapporto ombelicale che lo collega a una traccia biologica, a una sostanza magmatica”(70). 
The word “corpo” arises in few, but vital moments, throughout the first collection, and it incarnates 
the ultimate apocalyptic sense of being surrounded by death, grief, and darkness. Dietro il 
paesaggio is presented to the readers as a seasonal journey of an idyllic past in which the landscape 
stands up as both a refuge and a refugee. The verbalization of the Alps, the valleys, the rivers, and 
the natural ambience is an attempt at the anthropomorphic, partially achieved. At the same time, 
what speaks is the relentless imagery of the veil of fiction being pierced, allowing for the 
visualization of scars. The poet’s sense of corporeality is by no means a physical one or, even less, 
a measurable object. It is not an anatomical or physiological tool but a pre-reflexive, pre-scientific 
barbaric ground – that is, according to Merleau-Ponty, an impersonal and ethical space through 
which we inhabit the world and the world inhabits us. In other words, Zanzotto tries to make sense 
of how it is possible a perception of eco-warzones, by exploring the modalities prior to the 
identification of self and nature, subject and object: an anonymous visibility that reveals the 
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dimension of flesh, to use again a word by Merleau-Ponty, which is ultimately our “brute and 
savage Being” as an immersive act in to the world (qt. in Carman, 123).103  
Poems such as Distanza, Atollo, Primavera di Santa Augusta, Quanta notte bear witness 
of this commitment. There is a wider acknowledgment of the negative effects of human action on 
natural beings consistent to an urge to revisit the powerful rationality behind an individual 
subjectivity. Such reflection may be the seeds of studies in the Anthropocene ante litteram. In a 
2003 interview, Zanzotto claims that the pervasive nature of sciences and the idea of nuclear 
destruction gives proof of the hidden message of eco-tragedy explored in his early poetry. “La 
vera, grande, unica verità della cultura del dopoguerra [era] la scienza, in quanto aveva iniziato a 
procedere per forza propria” (Carbognin-Mott 446).104  
Indeed, behind and beneath the landscape, in the idealized houses and natural bodies, 
dwells a fragmented human carrying the wounds of war, the impossibility of Reason in the radical, 
phenomenological stance of no-life. Zanzotto’s langue (unlike other European literary fictions) 
does not emulate a panism, a vitalistic and joyful burst. Instead, it is built on the abrasive, caustic, 
hermetic, but also visceral, orphic. It tends to perforate, pierce, physically bucare – the alter 
Nature. Here, the image of Fault Line (faglia), in which the subject is constrained, trapped (that 
projects an inevitability of life, an existential angst), returns. It is not separated by what is Real, 
but devoured by it, as if to preserve the living. As Carbognin explains the theme of “faglia” 
dominates most of Zanzotto’s thoughts and reflections (2007, 31). Like a graphe, a scar between 
the Real and the subject, “la faglia” represents and ontological status from which an escape is 
                                                        
103 Carman, T. “The body in Husserl and Merleau-Ponty.” Philosophical Topics, vol. 27, no. 2, Fall 1999: “The 
sensibility of things, the perceptibility both of the perceptual environment and of ourselves as perceivers – the visibility 
of vision, the tangibility of touch, the exposure of anything to which the world itself can be exposed in experience, 
including the bodily sense or experience of motor intentionality (123); see also Merleau-Ponty, M. Nature: course 
notes from the Collège de France. (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2003). 
 
104 See Carbognini, F. & Mott, G. “Intervista ad Andrea Zanzotto.” Poetiche, n.s 3, 2004, p. 446. 
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unforeseeable.105  To this extent, an exemplum of the first elegiac theme, “Elegia Pasquale,” 
composed during the Armistice in 1943-44, represents the entrenched sulfuric atmosphere of 
nuclear war:  
................................................... 
E se è vero che oppresso mi composero       
a questo tempo vuoto  
per l’esaltazione del domani,  
ho tanto desiderato 
questa ghirlanda di vento e di sale 
queste pendici che lenirono  
il mio corpo ferita di cristallo;  
ho consumato purissimo pane  
…………………………….. 
Crocifissa ai raggi ultimi è l’ombra 
 le bocche non sono che sangue 
i cuori non sono che neve 
le mani sono immagini 
inferme della sera 
che miti vittime cela nel seno. (PPS 49) 
 
Illusions and false hopes, the themes of Pasque resonate acutely in Zanzotto’s later literary 
production. Around the ecological frame of ruins and corpses, the poet transfigures the death of 
his fellow humans and partisans in the death of natural beauty, felt and expressed through the 
border of the skin. Following Annovi, I interpret the famous expression from the well know poem 
“Ormai” (composed in 1946), “cingersi intorno al paesaggio,” not only as a protective shield but 
the existential move to reconnect the buried bodies in communion (Altri corpi 63). To borrow a 
very effective image by Stefano dal Bianco, “si fa del paesaggio un indumento” (PSS 1404). 
Radicalizing this concept, we can affirm that “Ormai” embodies the strict interdependence of the 
                                                        
105 (Zanzotto, A. “Per Jahier [1966].” In Fantasie di avvicinamento. Milano: Mondadori, 1996: “Una faglia che va al 
di sotto d tutte le situazioni storiche in cui essa viene a rivelarsi […] un mancamento totale, quella dimensione ‘altra’ 
che accompagna guerra e non guerra, storia e non storia, ma che nella strage (sempre “inutile” in qualche modo) 
meglio si evidenzia: il luogo in cui ognuno muore, e muore solo, pur mentre patisce l’immensità del male comune, il 
punto in cui si cade fuori di qualsiasi possibilità di ricupero, di qualsiasi “con,” al di là di ogni apoteosi sacrificale e 
perfino al di là di ogni prospettiva dialettica, di ogni campo etico, nella distorsione dell’uomo singolo e poi del mondo 
a nonsenso”(166). 
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nature of our human body and the nature of historical, geographical and biological world. As a 
revealing moment of the artificial fabula of a valley of memories, this poem deeply shows the 
necessary appeal to a physical touch, an incarnation of a transient, demolished and feeble body-
subject (after war) to the untamed, disintegrated and ruined nature of deaths. 
 
Oh, a body-word 
Vocativo constitutes the second phase of corporealization of the Natural world and a strong 
reference to the war years, composed 1949 to 1956. If Dietro il paesaggio tells of a weak body-
subject, a story of unclear Leibs – thinking of Husserl – invested and mirrored in the landscapes 
of memory and images, Vocativo brings about a full radicalization of the dilemma natural and 
human world: the author’s bodily visions and memories become complete organic matter. In terms 
of style and metrics, Vocativo marks a new phase, a break from norms toward innovation, giving 
space to assonances and alliterations rather than rhymes, moving from clear sounds to abruptness. 
As the style, so does the main referent change shedding light on a complete detachment of the 
speaker from the spoken, of the ‘I’ from the world. Vocativo exposes such violence, which was a 
wound so to speak in Dietro il paesaggio, in terms of an ironical corporeal ghost – “un fantasma 
psichico” to use Zanzotto’s words. The identity of the empiric existential ‘I’ is completely in 
jeopardy, undermined by the fictionality of linguistic strings. Any attachment to the external world, 
even in dreams, becomes a signifier of an elsewhere, an otherness, like an arbitrary trace on the 
world. Arbitrary is, indeed, the world itself in his determination of truth, value, absolutes and 
canons. Its code of simple epistemological norms varies in latitude and in time evoking a 
relativization of the giving of the word in context, in situation.  
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Henceforth, what could poetry illustrate if not the bottomless verbalization of the living, 
an imprisonment of the I? Vocativo inscribes the readers – and the writing -  in a new ontological 
stand, “si presenta come un esperimento “tra parentesi”: come se la nuova modalità dell’essere 
gettato nel linguaggio che l’io Lirico vi è costretto a subire” (Carbognin 50). For it wants to speak, 
the lyric subject recognizes its fictional essence, properly and useless vocative so as it is not-
formed, not-constituted, not-linear. Immediately after a Bucolic eulogy, Zanzotto gives us “Piccola 
Elegia,” a visualized dramatization of the insignificant wording as an informed and inconclusive 
bodily subjectivity:  
Giovane e infelice 
qui torna l’anima mia,  
più valido e fosco l’amore. 
.............................................. 
Ma perpetuo il torrente nel fondo si divora. 
 io sto solo e non parlo dell’amore. 
io membra incerte 
occhi sfribati 
dall’aspro moto delle cose, avvinti 
come residue vive contraddizioni 
al moto stesso della sera. 
Ah giovane ancora ed infelice io sono 
e nulla posso 
e nulla posso dare. (PPS 135) 
 
A fragile existence is sustained on the agony of a non-coincidence between language and world. 
What is human is reduced to a simple anatomic, natural sound and sign – “residue vive 
contraddizioni,” unable to operate as agency in the world. Zanzotto reveals this inauthenticity in 
other passages too. It has all the connotation of an Heideggerian ontic standpoint – a body object 
among other objects: “mano, lingua, respiro, /dal cielo è questo il mio conoscervi, (“Dal cielo” 
PPS 56-57) Di me, sensi e membra saranno / una melodia disposta dal sole. (“Nuovi autunni” PPS 
23-24) / Improbabile esistere di ora / in ora allinea me e le siepi / all’ultimo tremore / della diletta 
luna. (“Colloquio” PPS 11-14). 
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But the highest level of corporeal fracture occurs with “Esistere Pschicamente.” It 
represents the total reduction of all empiric happenings to abstract psyche within imaginative 
fictions–  “Da questa artificiosa terra-carne/ esili acuminati sensi/ e sussulti silenzi,/ da questa bava 
di vicende/ - soli che urtarono fili di ciglia/ ariste appena sfrangiate pei colli - / da questo lungo 
attimo/ inghiottito da nevi, inghiottito dal vento,/ da tutto questo che non fu/ primavera non luglio 
non autunno/ ma solo egro spiraglio/ ma solo psiche” (“Esistere Psichicamente” PPS 174). 
According to Lorenzini and Dal Bianco this fragment expresses the expulsion of the subject from 
itself, its exile as a disembodied voice (80-81) Next to the process of scientific and economic 
annihilation of the human voice, a counter-force also persists to recollect what was lost, the 
retrieval of an engagement! The crisis of the lyric ‘I’ reflects a crisis in the institution of a 
historically grounded subject like Bandini notes (PPS LV). 
In this last section, I propose two moments of existential discontinuity that reaffirm a trans-
corporeal sustenance of the text itself beneath the fictional veil: “Campèa” and “Compagni corsi 
avanti.” Significantly, these are the only direct references to war zones -  Resistance and nuclear 
war. “Campèa” represents an ultimate desperate memory of coexistence with the environment, the 
city near Pieve, and its habitants prior to the upcoming nuclear destruction -  a reference to the 
1952 nuclear test of Bikini:  
I.Nella fredda Campèa, dove i crinali 
vibrano alle nubi 
a piombo sulle spoglie 
sulle ombre del degenerante agosto, 
........................................  
Qui forse io fui, con la mano sorressi 
la mia fronte, al rifugio degli uccelli 
somigliante di miele e di vischio        
al bosco superbo delle affusolate lune 
sospirai. Forse qui sorressi 
la tua fronte di sangue e di pietra  
............................... 
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Quando paralizzata  
la mano regge la fronte e la fulva  
verticale bestemmia 
cieli di perlati atolli incinera. (PPS 152) 
 
In remembering the devastation of bombing over the once pure and innocent landscapes of 
Campea, Zanzotto puts forward a doubtful human presence, limited to a ghostly hand holding up 
a forefront. As to imitate a reflective moment, this scene also generates an unsettling feeling of 
cosmic nothingness - inability to agency and resiliency - in the readers. To a certain extent, we fin 
similarities in another key passage of poetics of/on the war: “Compagni corsi avanti” (‘they’ went 
forward while the poet is left behind to endow a past) in a more submissive and regretful tone 
displaying the survivorship’s dilemma:  
... Ah compagno, chi ti darà soccorso  
quando agosto deflagri e ti consumi?  
Esule il cuore, dentro il regno vuoto  
brancolo, e tardi, e monte io muto a monte.  
Dove, con altro sguardo, nel remoto  
gorgo, nel fango celi la tua fronte?  
Fieni in faville sui cammini e, vive  
ancora, d'altri di memori luci.  
... Oh stringiti alla terra, a terra premi  
tu la tua fantasia. Strugge la mite  
notte Hitler, di fosforo, e congiunta  
in alito di belva sugli estremi 
 muschi dardeggia Diana le impietrite  
verità della mia mente defunta. (PPS 149) 
 
Despite different styles and referents – on one hand, a descriptive outlook of a destroyed landscape 
and the other, lost partisan friendships in the form of empty interrogation – they both express a 
strong condemnation of the anatomization of life produced by the sciences of war and long-lasting 
hyper-rational thought. Turning the page into a sulfuric memory, the destruction of a previous 
loved landscape – from corporeal love to corpse – Zanzotto reveals the collapse of the human and 
the need to reevaluate the role of corporeality in our being-in-the-world. Perhaps, the only 
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possibility to retain a lived body – “un corpo vissuto or meglio vivente” – is through a 
transfiguration of the memorialized lost body. It becomes a coexistence of natural and cultural 
aspects “valleys and partisans’ history” - into a new matter: a body-text, a subject becoming a 
physical sound – symbolically and empirically - of the poet’s body, the partisan’s body, and first 
and foremost Soligo’s body.  
This reading of Zanzotto’s eco-tragedy as a poetics of the trans-corporeal, hinged at the 
intersection of text, matter, science, and body. The aim is always to recover any linguistic and 
ethical community of beings. The poet of Soligo with the concept of corpo-psiche clearly bears 
witness to that urgency of resistance shared by so many in the postwar period. His poetic reflection 
on langue, signification and corporeal engagement, defines lines and discourses on human and 
post-human issues that Italian culture will eventually face in terms of the society of masses and 
the destruction of environmental milieu. Therefore, I wonder if Zanzotto’s early poetry might be 
viewed as one of the first postwar attempt to recalibrate two fundamental questions: what could 
bodily imageries enable in our understanding of personal and collective tragedies? Is the 
‘memorialized’ trans-corporeal stance – the landscapes of the Italian peninsula (in the microcosm 
of Pieve) trapped in the ‘grammar’ of life that only refers to evading symbols - in a negation of 
life the remnant of subjectivity in the aftermath of the second war conflict?  
 
Pasolini and the incorporeal life of/in Casarsa 
A similar trajectory of negation and appropriation of the living through a corporeal 
understanding of warzones and the consequence identity-suffering touches paradigmatically upon 
Pier Paolo Pasolini’s primordial poetic experience in Casarsa. Often overlooked in the vast literary 
and cinematic production of the most prolific intellectual of the second postwar time, the full 
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collection of poems Poesia a Casarsa (edited and unedited housed mostly in the Materiali di 
Casarsa in the Friulian libraries) displays a network of instances, linguistic experimentation, meta-
reflections of the sacred in which often images of the corporeal – personal and natural – emerge 
as signs, symbols of a conflictual adherence to life. Written during the sojourns and vacation in 
the Friulian and familial countryside starting the early 1940s Poesie a Casarsa – dedicated to his 
father prisoner of war in Kenia and a fiercen oedipal image of condemnation as we see in “Poeta 
delle Ceneri”106 - contains a polyphonic reflection of the relationship between human and natural 
world sometimes hidden in a voluble sentiment of admiration and aversion. “Poeta delle Ceneri” 
is one of many experiments that Pasolini enacts in the form of self-reflection, self-analysis. Hence, 
a brief glimpse may help us contextualize the genesis of the ‘natural’ and ‘incorporeal’ poems of 
a damaged subjectivity that we will soon examine: 
Nel ’42 in una città dove il mio paese è così se stesso 
da sembrare un paese di sogno, con la grande poesia dell’impoeticità, 
formicolante di gente contadina e piccole industrie, 
molto benessere, 
buon vino, buona tavola, 
gente educata e grossolana, un po’ volgare ma sensibile, 
in quella città ho pubblicato il primo libriccino di versi, 
col titolo, per allora, conformista di «Poesie a Casarsa», 
dedicato, per conformismo, a mio padre, 
che l’ha ricevuto nel Kenia, 
– era là prigioniero, vittima ignara e senza critica 
della guerra fascista. 
Gli ha fatto un immenso piacere, lo so, riceverlo: 
eravamo grandi nemici, 
ma la nostra inimicizia faceva parte del destino, era fuori di noi. 
E segno di quel nostro odio, segno ineluttabile, 
segno per un’indagine scientifica che non sbaglia, 
che non può sbagliare, 
quel libro dedicato a lui 
era scritto in dialetto friulano! 
Il dialetto di mia madre! 
                                                        
106 First appeared in 1980 in the literary magazine “Nuovi Argomenti,” vol. July-December, 1980 edited by Enzo 
Siciliano. It is considered a composition from the mid-sixties of the 20th century when Pasolini was revisiting most of 
his original contact and relationship with his family and the world of memories coming out of his childhood in Casarsa. 
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Il dialetto di un mondo (TP II, 1261-1262) 
 
A decisive, rather complexed, feature in Pasolini’s first encounter with a poetics of the self, situates 
a dialectic, often bitter, conversation between personal-erotic body-subject (that a peasant archaic 
world embodies) and a communal-tragic body-nature (the advent of History, the war over the 
valleys in what could be seen as another eco-tragedy to borrow an expression we used for 
Zanzotto). The theme of a contrastive relation is foreshadowed ceaselessly with the paternalistic 
image of a Fascist authority (also, the authority of the past): in the poet’s personal body coexists 
oppositional forces, sentiments of recognition and motivations, desires between an education as 
“piccolo borghese” and a sign of differance of his time. Thus, an internal tension/dissidence of a 
fragmented, dissociated and often partial human body with the social, economic and political world 
will pervade, both literally and symbolically in a multifaceted form, Pasolini’s entire cultural 
production, especially if we take into account essays, works, projects and articles from the during 
the postwar (1950s and beyond, especially in terms of sexual, not-normative body scheme).107  
The preservation of intimate and expressive human body form as both private nucleus of 
reality and sentiment but also public force of political engagement (as for instance the fight of 
youth generation on the appearance) invests his political discourses against the trenches of the 
capitalism and consumerism in the early sixties, the cinematic exploration of a potentialities of life 
in an elsewhere (the subaltern, the African, the ancient Greek mythologies of animal-human, 
within the dimension of what Giovanna Trento explains as Pan-meridionalism) to slide in to every 
                                                        
107 On this topic, see two essential and recent contributes to the scholarship on Pasolini’s cultural analysis of the human 
body as a transdisciplinary trope: Bazzocchi, Marco Antonio. Corpi che parlano. Il nudo nella letteratura italiana del 
nocevento. (Milano: Mondadori, 2005); Annovi, G. M. Pier Paolo Pasolini. Performing Autorship. (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2017) 
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page of his novels attempts until the unfinished Bachtinian body-power of Petrolio and Salò, 120 
giornate di Sodoma as radicalizing visuality and crisis. 108  
That of the human body – specifically the popular body as some critics have pointed out  -  
is not either a minor representation or a trait in Pasolini’s life if we consider his internal, 
psychoanalytical struggle to experience, project and reveal his homoerotic libido since his 
troubling childhood friendships and his pedagogical role in the fields and valleys near Casarsa 
during the bombings, raids, and unstable political conditions of North Italy in 1941-45. 109 
Similarly, the stronghold of a traditional Catholic education like any other “famiglie piccolo 
borghesi” will deeply influence his perceptions by means of generating an impulse to repress and 
also liberate himself and the immutable world around him. It is not incidental that one of the most 
well-known poem that exemplifies an internal Petrarch’s defiance, L’usignolo della Chiesa 
Cattolica (1943), would become an emblematic invective towards the religion of the ‘Body’. 
However, if L’usignolo della Chiesa Cattolica – admired and wanted by Gianfranco 
Contini for the poetic competition in Lugano in 1946 “Bando del premio Libera Stampa” – will 
result in an encompassing critique and a first indictment of the physical repression of vitalism and 
                                                        
108 See Trento, Giovanna. “Il canto popolare secondo Pasolini.” Rivista Internazionale di Studi Pasoliniani. Ed. 
Fabrizio Serra. Vol. 7, 2013, pp. 65-78; See also Santato, Guido. “L’abisso tra corpo e storia. Pasolini fra mito, storia 
e dopostoria.” Rivista di Studi Pasoliniani. Ed. By Fabrizio Serra, Vo. 1, 2007, pp. 15-36: “Per Pasolini dopo la fine 
degli anni Sessanta il neocapitalismo e il consumismo hanno operato un’espropriazione del corpo nei giovani: è 
scomparso così l’«ultimo luogo in cui abitava la realtà, cioè il corpo, ossia il corpo popolare».2 È venuta meno quella 
«corporalità popolare» che era stata la protagonista dei suoi film e che Pasolini aveva celebrato in particolare nella 
Trilogia della vita (Il Decameron, I racconti di Canterbury, Il Fiore delle Mille e una notte), dalla quale «abiura». La 
Trilogia coincide con il periodo erotico e festoso del cinema pasoliniano: il regista si abbandona alla rappresentazione 
della corporalità popolare quale era prima dell’età moderna e quale aveva trovato espressione nelle tre raccolte di 
novelle, ambientate in contesti geografici ed etnicoculturali profondamente diversi tra loro” (32). It is also worth 
recalling Pasolini’s critical definition of consumerism: “Il consumismo consiste infatti in un vero e proprio cataclisma 
antropologico: e io vivo, esistenzialmente, tale cataclisma che, almeno per ora, è pura degradazione: lo vivo nei miei 
giorni, nelle forme della mia esistenza, nel mio corpo […]. È da questa esperienza, esistenziale, diretta, concreta, 
drammatica, corporea, che nascono in conclusione tutti i miei discorsi ideologici.” (qtd. in Santato 32). 
 
109 On the pedagogical and theatrical experiences during the war in Versuta e Casarsa, see Nico Nandini who has 
edited the “Cronologia” in the edition “Meridiani” (LXXVI-IX); also Fabio Pierangeli “Pasolini Maestro. Dal diario 
di una giornata a Casarsa” http://www.inlimine.it/ojs/index.php/in_limine/article/viewFile/121/185.  
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the cataclysm of power over the body hinting also at a historical revenge citing Marx, an ample 
interrogation on the discursive juncture of body and nature occurs in the surrounding and previous 
poems of/for Casarsa. Furthermore, as I will attempt to outline, the significant quest of regaining 
domain of the popular body weaves in the ownership of Friulian landscape and its peaceful 
authenticity, leaning towards the sphere of the sacred where the language turns into a more 
sensorial, sensual and often tragic revelation of death. 
 The encounter with the ‘other’ world in Casarsa foregrounds a Proustian recherché of 
intimacy with the rural, the rustic farming, the cyclical call to the life. Casarsa is also the place of 
the mother’s family – hence the embodiment of the image of motherland, sacred origin of words, 
meanings, ambience of an atavist beauty and humanity. Casarsa will define the sentiment of 
nostalgic present time in which what matters is the ability to survive, to project a world of the past 
into the present. According to Guido Santato, for the young Friulian poet “vivere è rivivere o 
sopravvivere ricordando. [...] Il sentimento del tempo è un sentimento della perdita. [...] Il Friuli 
contadino e cristiano si offre alla contemplazione poetica di Pasolini come un mondo di sogno e 
insieme vivo, come un mito reale”(17). In 1941, while his father is sent to combat in the Oriental 
African campaign to protect the fascist colonies, Pasolini begins his cultural experimentation with 
painting and poetry, concentrating the entirety of his time in the readings of classical European 
poetry and most importantly, translations of the psychoanalytical works by Sigmund Freud. At the 
same time, Pasolini keeps his correspondences with a few close intellectual friends, in particular 
Luciano Serra, Francesco Leonetti and Roberto Roversi (the future collaborators of the cultural 
experience of “Officina”), sharing his neurotic obsession to a symbolist poetry and a language “la 
cui validità posa piu’ che sulle particolari bellezze di ogni singola parola, sui misteriosi legami e 
armonia da cui le parole sono unite tra loro” (TP LXIX-LXX).  
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A result to his troubling communion of Casarsa and the northeastern landscapes of war will 
determine profoundly the future of his literary, political and ethical life. Already visible is an 
attitude towards self-meditation and self-introspectiveness that do take into account his physical 
and sensuous belief in the eros of life, despite the different connotation with Zanzotto’s erotic 
aspect of a landscapes of virginal meanings. Invocation, litanies, personal confessions, libidinal 
forces (often related to the quest of a Narcissus ‘I’ – according to the Contini, a frail subjectivity 
is perceivable “soprattutto [come] rimpianto narcissico […] d’un uomo che leva un pianto sulla 
morte di sè ‘donzel’, di sè ‘lontan frut peciador’, solo vivo nelle fonti e acque del paese ormai 
altrettanto remote (TP XIX) or to employ a key expression by Franco Fortini “il libro atroce di un 
morto vivente” (188).110 are juxtaposed to a multiplicity of portrayals of a peasant life in which 
the young Friulian poet situates a broader reflections of the self, fears of no-lived life in its fullest. 
The ambience background appears in its fashionably pastoral aura but it hints at any stage to the 
nothingness of the living, making the poet an ensemble of ghost imageries through the spectrum 
and the metaphoric borrowing of the vegetable. Not accidentally, Pasolini portrays himself to a 
wandered black violet, a crying rose, an invisible petal of the living, a chanter for the dead.  
Casarsa is a bridge towards a naturalization of life  elements is, indeed, the core 
characterization, a protagonist on a theatrical stage of life “riscoperta nella sua piu’ riposte bellezza 
campestre, mentre la sua umanità viene assimilate a un’affascinante storia barbarica riattualizzata 
nei fenomeni della vita presente; vivificate dai miti popolari e da altri miti inventati dallo syesso 
poeta” (LXIX). The Friulian valley incorporates a spiritual ambience of archaism and authenticity 
that reflects in to an innocent propagation of a language of the elsewhere. Hence, the oral tradition 
that Pasolini aims at preserving – even though he didn’t speak the dialect -  represents a conscious 
                                                        
110 See Fortini, Franco. I poeti del Novecento. (Bari: Laterza, 1977). 
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choice, an effort to guarantee a more ‘natural’, and ‘ancient’ minor languages from which fresh 
significations might emerge. It also engages in a transgressive mode to tie himself, his language 
and his imageries to a genuine and generative coming to life of the word (XVII). 
Like an oriental stage of myths and ideal-types of images of “pasque,” “campane,” 
“fanciulli,” “viole,” in which Pasolini enacts a weaken eulogy, a nostalgia past of natural-human 
harmony, Casarsa seems to belong in the category of a refuge from a world (as Dietro il paesaggio 
was for Zanzotto at a first glimpse), from the war, from the sin (in particular, here the poet refers 
to the struggle of libido in an incessant self-effacement). A vital exemplum lies in the poem 
“Tornant al pàis”:111 
I. Giovinetta, cosa fai sbiancata press il fuoco, come una pianticina che sfuma nel 
tramonto? «io accendo vecchi sterpi, e il fumo vola oscuro, a dire che nel mio mondo il 
vivere è sicuro». Ma a quel fuoco che profuma mi manca il respiro, e vorrei essere il vento 
che muore nel paese.  
II. Il mio viaggio è finito. Dolce odore di polenta e tristi gridi di buoi. Il mio viaggio è 
finito. «Tu vieni qui fra noi, ma noi si vive, si vive quieti e morti, come un’acqua che passa 
sconosciuta tra le siepi.» 
III. Festoso nel mio paese rintocca il mezzogiorno. Ma sui prati che silenzio porta la 
campana! Sempre la stessa tu sei, campana, e con sgomento ritorno alla tua voce. «Il tempo 
non si muove: guarda il riso dei padri, come nei rami la pioggia, negli occhi dei fanciulli». 
(TP 18-19) 
 
However, the fabulous journey of the natural discloses, since the beginning, the poet’s an inherent 
and conflictual sentiment of belonging and inability to retain that world. Early on in the poem “O 
me donzel” we encounter a first depiction of a sinful, generative, and dissonant chant:  
O me giovinetto! Nasco nell’odore che la pioggia sospira dai prati di erba viva...Nasco 
nello specchio della roggia. In quello specchio Casarsa – come i prati di rugiada – trema di 
tempo antico. Là sotto io vivo di pietà, lontano fanciullo peccatore, in un riso sconsolato. 
O me giovinetto, serena la sera tinge l’ombra sui vecchi muri: in cielo la luce acceca. (TP 
13)  
 
                                                        
111 For a broader accessibility to the reading, here I choose to utilize the ‘translated’ version to Italian of the Friulian 
dialect as it appears in the “Meridiani” edition following also the page numbering.  
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A similar wrechting tone is presently used in many “chansons” dedicated to the seasonal changes 
that Casarsa undergoes projecting both a quiet, immutable domain and a sentiment of falsehood 
and disdain: “La primavera dorme lieve [...] nell’acqua del suo seno guardo il mio viso selvaggio 
di ragazzo specchiato su viole morte da mille annate. Ma dorme... Il suo veleno è il tiepido respiro 
dell’orizzonte [...].” As Stefano Banditi has noted that the poet appears to be the only human form 
in the description of the natural and funeral world “dentro quei mattini e quei crepuscoli, nella 
cupola azzurra che fa eco a quei suoni di campane [a morto]. Nessuna presenza umana, che non 
siano le fuggevoli apparizioni di anime defunte” (TP XIX).112 A “personal” chronotope of the first 
section is characterized undoubtedly by the image of a violent Narcissus, like an unwelcomed 
body-image of beauty and carnal love, yet also representative of a forced and anguished projection 
of death, no-life. In a series of reminders as well as titles associated to the Greek lover (especially 
in “Dansa di Narcis” II), the young poet’s physical body is transformed becoming even more 
transient and commutated within the sphere of the natural: 
io sono viola e un ontano, lo scuro e il pallido della carne.  
Spio col mio occhio allegro l’ontano del mio petto amaro e dei miei ricci che splendono 
pigri nel sole della riva.  
Io sono una viola e un ontano, il nero e il rosa della carne. E guardo la viola che splende 
greve e tenera nel chiaro della mia cera di velluto sotto l’ombra di un gelso.  
Io sono una vuola e un ontano, il secco e il morbido nella carne. (TP 67)113  
 
In the same sections, “Suite Furlana” (1944-49), we have a pivotal and too evidently situated 
reference to the passion of Christ “La not di Maj,” to the religious that begins and concludes his 
                                                        
112 In the poems “Ciants di un muart” TP (47-51) and “A Rosari” (TP 52) clear instances of a return of the walking 
dead are visible providing key exampla of the recurrent dialectic between human and nonhuman dimensions.  
 
113 See also “Dansa di Narcìs”: io sono nero di amore, nè fanciullo nè usignolo, tutto intero come un fiore, desidero 
senza desiderio. Mi sono alzato tra le viole, mentre albeggiava, cantando un canto dimenticato nella notte uguale. (TP 
66-67) 
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appeal to the afterlife by incarnation, by becoming flesh. Clear is the association of plights that 
occurs on both the level of symbolism and on the literal: 
I. Nel tuo occhio consumato dentro una rete di rughe sanguinose, io non vedo un Passato. 
II. Ma solo anni oscuri e notti dimenticate e passioni sepolte in un tempo senza i giorni.  
III. Il tuo corpo è rimasto a scaldarsi nel portico, là, in qualche giorno beato, pieno di 
gemme morte. [...]  
IV. Vita senza destino, portata via col corpo: da figlio diventato padre, tra il folocare e la 
zolla. (TP 54-56) 
 
The thematic dispositif of bodily suffering – personal and by extension a collective force – recurs 
as a thread in the fabric of the collections. Considering the edition of “La meglio gioventu’” 
published in 1954 in which we come across broader and coherent selections of poems written 
during the years of the war and right after (1941-1953), we can notice how Pasolini speaks of 
“barlume di luce,” “danze,” “feste,” “amore” in which vitalist and nihilistic association of 
meanings takes place, or better to say becomes a contentious space to survive, such as “la roggia 
celeste specchia la Carnia assolata” from “Cians di un Muàrt” (TP 47). Death is overly present and 
related to the erosion of the body, just matter or sexual drive like a language spoken by Pascolian 
“fanciullini” who joyful run freely between poplars in the rustic natural atmosphere of an 
immutable nature. Casarsa seems to be on the backdrop of Pasolini’s visceral struggle of 
unmatched loving projection when instead it becomes the privileged interlocutor as if human. The 
section “Lieder” constitutes a group of songs enthused to the romantic German poetic tradition. 
Here, Pasolini chooses to portray a magical microcosm of fusion of human and natural harmony 
as so in deep contrast with the climate and atmosphere of the collection, yet more bonded to a lyric 
impetuous of a nostalgic absence, loneliness:  
Oso alzare gli occhi sulle cime secche degli alberi: non vedo il Signore, ma il suo lume che 
brilla sempre immenso.  
Di tutte le cose che so ne sento nel cuore solo una: sono giovane, vivo, abbandonato, col 
corpo che si consuma.  
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Resto un momento sull’erba della riva, tra gli alberi nudi, poi cammino, e vado soto le 
nuvole, e vivo con la mia gioventù. (TP 83)    
 
Entitled “misteri” the abovementioned poem illustrates of the poet’s mobility in a welcoming 
nature, turned to a divine space of enjoyment. Tracing the harmonic ornaments that nature provides 
as a relief, we encounter the segment “Li colombis,” sign of Christian resurrection, that transforms 
Pasolini’s consumed body giving back the faculty of speech: “nella sua gola nasce un’ombra di 
parole, immerse come fragile tra le foglie dei prati. E le grida, le parole, ai suoi compagni tra i 
pioppi: le colombe sul sentiero volano per baciargliele” (TP 85). 
 But the most powerful echo of Casarsa as a myth of the past, a refugee, but also a significant 
sign of the dramatic existence/no-existence felt by Pasolini in the early stage of the war “rughe di 
una terra senza principio e senza fine,” is arguably highlighted in one the pomes located in the 
Appendix (1950-53) written after the expulsion for alleged sex crimes of the poet from Casarsa 
that also caused the loss of a teacher (see “il luzour,” TP 243). Perhaps, both a temporal and a 
physical distance allows for a more disillusioned chant and a critique of that land of authenticity 
and archaic life once claimed as a safeguard against the nothingness of life. In “Cianson” Pasolini 
also is reminiscent of that sentiment of time-space bonded to the popular body-subjects of rustic 
figures and libidinous feelings that deceptively had he believed to a possible naturalization of 
carnal love, that is a recognition of his persona, his innocence in a recherché of a maternal world: 
Lasciato nella memoria a logorarti, e nella lontananza a splendere, io mi ricordo di te, senza 
pena, senza speranza. [...]  
Io ho creduto in te, sicuro di poter credere nella vita del Mondo (io che sempre ragazzo, 
non posso nella mia solitaria gioia gioire di ciò che non è in me) fuori di me, fermo, rapito, 
davanti ai tuoi campi e borghi che ancora non conosco, e dei tuoi uomini mescolati al sole, 
tenero nel capirti, duro nell’amarti, in chiari e nebbie che sempre mi nascondevano il tuo 
vero, beato, lontano esistere. Schiavo dei primi giorni, delle prime sere del mio destino di 
ragazzo senza nè Cristo nè Mondo, ti amavo e diventato cattivo. Ma tu che cosa hai fatto, 
terra cristiana, per spegnere il fuoco che ha appiccato alla mia carne quando credevo un 
gioco l’amarti? [...] Tu senza pietà hai tagliato il loglio dal tuo grano: un innocente e puro 
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amore che ti destava. Non puoi perdonare, tu Friuli cristiano, a uno che la tua lingua schiava 
liberava in un cuore caldo di peccato.  
Canzone, vola laggiù dove tutto è fermo. Non dire nulla: non ho più lacrime nel ricordarmi 
di quelle vive campagne quando un dolore più vivo me le asciuga. Sei l’ultimo sospiro di 
una lingua caduta di nuovo in cuori dimenticati. (TP 98-100) 
 
In Pasolini’s moral and eco-tragic invective, Casarsa cannot epitomize any longer the pristine 
landscape of an Eden, a Friulian (and Italian) appreciation for the authentic grasp of living of a 
Nietzscheian and Dionisiac reminiscence. Despite having abandoned his wholeness, the poet’s 
language and his damaged body-subject in the re-appropriation of the land, in the chant of 
repression – religious and political – cripples the arcadia, artificial ensemble of pictures, peasants, 
dispositions towards a circular and mythical Lebenswelt. In “Cianson,” Casarsa discloses itself as 
being a fragment of the veils of what Zanzotto defines as “dietro,” like an other-to-life. This might 
be a valid interpretation of the words “Canzone, vola laggiu’ dove tutto è fermo.” Pasolini pushes 
even further by recanting his transgression in wanting to retain an oral tradition, the genuineness 
of an unclassified langue. To a certain extent, the poet enables an abjuration. 
This impetuous, vibrant and grief-stricken appeal to the past also foreshadows an eco-
ontological struggle that undermines Pasolini’s entire subjectivity and firm visceral élan vital. 
Through a false ecological promise of love, “Io ho creduto in te, sicuro di poter credere nella vita 
del Mondo [...] fuori di me, fermo, rapito, davanti ai tuoi campi e borghi che ancora non conosco, 
e dei tuoi uomini mescolati al sole, tenero nel capirti,” it is outlined the deepest estrangement, 
literally the ex-propriation and ex-position of the poet’s physical being. To say it with Nancy, 
Pasolini’s tragic body indicates the eternal projection of bodies on to the world, an incessant open 
space unfilled, unclosed, inorganic.114 On a similar trajectory as Merleau-Ponty’s idea of flesh, as 
                                                        
114 See Nancy, Jean Luc. Corpus. Trans. Richard A. Rand (Fordham University Press, 2008): “Bodies aren't some 
kind of fullness or filled space (…): they are open space, (…), a space that could also be called a place.(…) Bodies 
are places of existence. The body makes room for existence. More precisely, it makes room for the fact that the essence 
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pre-conceived terrain of barbaric nature before subjectivity and objectivity are born, formed, and 
pronounced, “Cianson” reiterates and relives the poet’s totality of engagement with his milieu, his 
Umwelt, and his demise, an expiation. In it is a negative écart, the impossibility of assimilation of 
beings – natural and human - Pasolini launches his ultimate loudest plea “Sei l’ultimo sospiro di 
una lingua caduta di nuovo in cuori dimenticati.”  
The traumatic and unwelcomed body is the main character of an unmatched desire also in 
the sensorial representation of distancing. “Un grappolo d’uva” situated in the section “Il Gloria” 
(1950-53), exemplifies a conscious Cartesian dream-like experience while it recounts how 
fundamentally woven had been the poet’s body-subject with the vibrant and vivid flow of the 
natural being: “Mi sono sognato di mangiare l’uva, un grano alla volta, da un grappolo verdolino 
e fradicio. Tutto il destino di unecar uomo, le disgrazie, in quella fresca uva appena colta e vecchia 
come il mondo. Nel sogno, sono io che la mangio, con questa bocca che ride, poverina, disperata, 
perchè ingannata dal buio sogno, deve masticare ridendo quell’uva impestata” (TP 240). This 
passage functions as a pretext to reconsider an intersistial correlation between the roads, fields, the 
Po valleys and the urgency and the pathos of a living and trembling being: “Il tagliamento, con lo 
stradone asfaltato, e le pianure verdognole, con le boschine appassite e il giallo dei campi di 
granoturco, fra il mare e la montagna: tutto ardeva nella mia carne di bambino.” “Il Tagliamento” 
is also a core reference to homoeroticism that appears often on the backdrop of Pasolini’s early 
poetic production. Hardly difficult is to consider an alternative trope if we rethink of Pasolini’s 
sexual confession to his friend with regards to Bruno: “Ho voglia di essere al Tagliamento, a 
lanciare i miei gesti uno dopo l’altro nella lucene cavità del paesaggio. Il Tagliamento qui è 
                                                        
of existence is to be without any essence. (…) The body is the being of existence. […] As being existence, the body 
is the being‐exposed of the being. […] A body is being exposed. And to be exposed, it has to be extended.” (15-124)   
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larghissimo. Un torrente enorme, sassoso, candido come uno scheletro [key imagery of death and 
rebirth]. Ci sono arrivato ieri in bicicletta, giovane indigeno, con un piu’ giovane indigeno di nome 
Bruno...” (TP LXXV). Nonetheless, “Un grappolo d’uva” foregrounds a necessity to see the 
human in its sensual-telluric form, immanent and changing being.  
 
Personal and collective ‘Italian’-bodies 
Thus far, the analysis seems to have flown predominantly on the duality of admiration and 
repression of the Casarsa’s landscapes centering on the violent cry of an unrecognized Narcissus-
poet. However, it would be unjust to reduce our examination without critically consider the 
historical burden of the war pressing the young and mercurial personality of the poet. Specifically, 
it is necessary to evaluate the psychological recoil of having his brother Guido fighting in the 
Resistance into the Venetian valleys of Belluno and eventually murdered by friendly fire (unclear 
are the circumstances). The image of Guido represents a core aspect of Pasolini’s contrastive 
involvement with the refuge Casarsa bringing to light the harshness of war over anything that is 
life, whether in human form or in the natural beauty. Unlikely is an elucidation of the role played 
by the Venetian natural world in to the germination of a consumed, feeble body-subject of Pasolini 
without the configuration of a fraternal, visceral and corporeal relationship with Guido. Through 
the verbalization of the brother’s death, History penetrates the so-called “nido regressivo” of a 
purity of life perforating a veil of the incorporeal world of pretexts (TP LXXI). 
In the section “Dai còrus in muàrt di Guido” in the fourth Appendix of “Poesie disperse ed 
inedite,” Pasolini dedicates at least three fundamental poems, litanies, appeals to the corporeal 
bravery of his brother in contrast with his own survivorship’s remorse. Between the trips to 
Bologna, his intermittent studies with his mentors Francesco Arcangeli and Roberto Longhi, while 
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neurotically engaging in literary discoveries, Pasolini initiates his path of cultural resiliency against 
the Fascist regime, its moral and physical oblivion. In some ways, he had already contributed to 
contrast the authoritative cultural and propagandistic Fascist powers through its activism in small 
magazines (the experience of the GUF) and clandestine activities (Setaccio). Yet, while Guido 
decided to fight in the Resistance forces after the Armistice, the young brother elects Casarsa as 
his virginal space of change by establishing a pedagogical terrain.  
We know that Pasolini and his family received the letter of Guido’s passing weeks after 
the ending of the conflict in Casarsa where the family house was severely damaged. Along with 
other brief poetic reflective output on the war (past and current) - that will be merged in the sections 
“Il Testamento Coran” and “I Locus” - Guido’s death outlines a deep intrusion of the historical 
outsider in to Pasolini’s intimate struggle. The private and public spheres coalesce in the grieving, 
existential grief fueled by a feeling of self-accusation (the poet was the first to convince the brother 
to adhere to Communism that eventually caused a set of misgivings) and a broader indictment on 
the sacred aura of life. In reading the commemoration of Guido’s life, we notice at once a 
perpetuation of the topic of death, the nihilism of life that pervaded the shadowing binary kinship 
between the poet and the spatial dimension of Casarsa. But, it also projects a theme of public 
salvation through a corporeal flyover of the Italian peninsula as a re-appropriation of life.    
(XXIV) Maledire il destino, conoscerlo in tutta la tua vita, ricercarlo in ogni tuo estro 
passato, conforta un poco. Conforta quelli che erano tua madre e tuo fratello, abbandonarsi 
a quel grido. Il destino suo, e tuo, e del mondo, risplende con il sole nei monti di Belluno 
e di Idira, risplende con il sole nei campi del Friuli, dell’Emilia, risplende con il sole nel 
tuo capo, dentro i tuoi occhi di bambino quando un’altra vita, che sembrava infinita, 
splendeva nel mondo. (TP 326) 
 
The dialogue with Guido is not just one of grieving. In fact, it also permits to excavate the 
struggling corporeality of life, strictly connected with a religious, Christian dimension evoking the 
famous poem “L’usignolo.” The fragment “A me fradi” is subdivided in four elements mirroring 
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an immanent embodiment to carnal life, an appeal to the corporeality of the living. The human 
body – inevitably Guido’s -  performs as the protagonist of the trauma as well as the last funeral 
bond to life in a dialectic Christ-on-earth symbolism:  
Incarnazione - Abbiamo disfatto i secoli incarnandoci nel mondo, trovandoci con un corpo 
che è infinito e unico. Si è chiusa l’ombra dietro le nostre spalle, dal nulla diventati uomini 
in un tempo immenso. Carne siamo fatti per sempre. Nostra madre era vergine.  
Passione - Tutto attorno al tuo corpo prende forma il nulla; là dove finisce il corpo lì 
comincia il cielo. Comincia un cielo triste mai visto mai pensato, lì tu non ci sei, e ti tocca 
i capelli.  
Morte- Cristo ha rifiutato quella dolce morte di ogni giorno; e la sua Croce terribile è stata 
dimenticarsi. 
Resurrezione - Mio fratello morto tiene una parte di me con lui in quel triste infinito che 
mi angoscia ogni giorno. Un soffio mi divide da lui, e un oscuro mistero [...] Sento il suo 
respiro nei miei capelli, e il nulla, una luce infinita è tutt’uno con il suo occhio. (TP 329-
332) 
 
It appears significantly evident that Guido’s death inaugurates Pasolini’s éngagé spirituality in 
civil poetry in stronger terms. In contrast dialectic to the primitive and isolated landscapes of 
rituals, circular times and beauty epitomized by the lands, fields and imageries from Casarsa and 
Versuta, Pasolini feels the necessary step to begin an elaboration of corporeal civism that will 
never abandon his cultural and literary productions (from the first novels of Ragazzi di vita to 
Petrolio passing by the polymorphic experiential lines of cinematic forms).  
The widespread awareness to the theme of ‘personal’ and ‘collective’ corporeal death in a 
by means of oxymoron forms – as scholars have noticed in many poetic productions – is painted 
through crepuscular gestures combined with a cosmic pessimism on the destiny of Italy in one of 
the most emblematic poem: “L’Appennino.” 115  Pasolini walks on the footsteps of Foscolo’s 
                                                        
115 See Lorenzini, N. Corpo e poesia nel Novecento italiano. (Bologna: Mondadori, 2009): “Tutta la scrittura di 
Pasolini si regge del resto sulla dissociazione, sul conflitto non ricomposto del soggetto in urto con la vita e della vita 
in urto con la morte: al punto che la dicotomia, l’ossimoro, diventano, secondo un riscontro comune a tutti gli 
interpreti, le parole chiave per accostarsi alla dualità passione-ideologia che scandisce il suo operare. Il contrasto 
riguarda non solo i dissidi tra irrazionalità e ragione, natura e cultura, coscienza e istinto, marxismo e cattolicesimo, 
storia e preistoria [...] ma anche, e con la stessa urgenza, la contrapposizione soggettivismo e realismo, vitalismo e 
morte.” (67); the poem “L’Appennino” is published in the literary magazine Paragone Letteratura no. 36 in 1952. 
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sepulchral poetry but the intent is decisively different. If Foscolo’s I sepolcri aimed at regaining 
the power of actions, to be incited and ignited to historically act, the young poet now resident in 
the second Casarsa – Roma – launches an invective of ontological disillusionment, an epic tragedy 
before the fatalistic nonsense of life.116 Even a reminder of decadent D’Annunzian panism and the 
litany of a secluded Narcissus if we consider La città del silenzio as Stefano Giovannuzzi has 
recently noted.117 On the other hand, Lorenzini has attempted to visualize an interesting poetization 
of the corporeal by transfiguring both Italy as an eco-historical trope and the landscapes that 
vertically penetrates its womb. What Stefano Agosti has defined as “il programma mortale di 
Pasolini” in an endless pendulum of incarnated vitalism and excess of expressionism while framed 
in the tragic destiny of being-human-in-the-world for death, emerges in the form of overly dense 
corporeal subjectivity transfigured in the Italian peninsula “bava di vicende,” “terra incarnata,” 
“disperata,” “aria tumefatta,” “nuda” (Lorenzini 68). Furthermore, the correlation between “nuda” 
and sacred by looking at the central portrayal of the poem: the sculpture of Ilaria da Carretto by 
Jacopo della Quercia located in the Cathedral of Lucca. Like a sacrificial and funeral exposition 
of an irreparable duality between subject and world, language and real, immanence and 
transcendence, Ilaria’s corpse embodies the corpse of an ancestral life of Italy. Pasolini confronts 
readers (including himself) in a battle of a lost Eden, turned upside down while a flyover of the 
“umile” and “cavernosa” peninsula suggests an eco-tragedy. 
There is as much symbolism in using the plasticity of the sculpture of Ilaria as an interest 
in corporealizing the ashes (both of Gramscian ideas of equality, empowernment and national 
culture and the focus on the “popolo” which features as a unique protagonist in the second poem 
                                                        
116  Of a similar note is the short interpretation by Alessandro Banda published in Doppiozero. See 
https://www.doppiozero.com/materiali/le-ceneri-di-gramsci-di-p-p-pasolini 
 
117 See Giovannuzzi, Stefano. “L’Appennino. Pasolini lettore di D’Annunzio.” Versants 62, no. 2, 2015, pp. 19-31  
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“Canto popolare”) of postwar optimistic veins of communal body politic. By choosing to 
poetically intervene and face Italian geo-cultural history – in a sense of verticality – Pasolini is 
launching the last outcry of his personal (hence, also public) invective of visceral contrast between 
passion and ideology, sensation and human reasoning - in reference to “bianco Meridione” Pasolini 
claims the joyfulness of an archaism “quaggiu’/ tutto è preumano, e umanamente goisice/contro il 
riso del volgare fu/ ed è inutile ogni parola/ di redenzione” (TP 781-782). 
In alignment with Antonio Porta’s recognition of the importance of bodily imageries of 
excess and death in the early Pasolini and Lorenzini’s interpretation of “L’Appennino,” it seems 
evident that the (un)natural landscapes mirrors a new devastated inhuman corporeality such as 
Ilaria’s eyes visually suggest: “sono le ‘palpebre’ di ‘marmo rassegnato’  di Ilaria del Carretto a 
ritmare i rintocchi di uno scarnificarsi dei luoghi, dei tempi, di un disumanizzarsi della storia, di 
un desertificarsi del paesaggio, cavernoso, lunare” (Lorenzini 71).118 Moreover, the becoming 
marble of Italy-Ilaria also signals an invective against the trenches of Time, and the flaws of 
History in turning to static, immutable memory of any human consciousness. On the other hand, 
Pasolini attempts to recapture a different conceptualization of Time, hence of the human subject 
in a fruitful interplay between the natural (the vegetable and the animal world of meanings) with 
that of the human. In “L’umile Italia” which should have been the original title of the collections, 
the now Roman poet’s body-subject resembles the flying of the “umilissima voce dell’Italia” 
coming from peaceful swifts “È nel tempo che non torna, e torna/ sempre sopra il mondo che non 
ha/ rimpianti, a sprofondare la gorna/ solatia, l’acre aia, l’adorna/ campagna, quasi in perdute 
                                                        
118 See Lorenzini, N. Corpo e poesia nel Novecento Italiano (Bologna: Mondadori, 2009): “Vi è uno spiazzante volo 
di ricognizione su una geografia italica (L’umile Italia era il primitivo titolo proposto per il libro) che esibisce una 
natura calcinata, deprivata di vita. Nella forma chiusa delle terzine dantesche seguite dal verso finale, come nei 
Poemetti del Pascoli, vengono a disposrsi le ossessioni del Pasolini deluso dalla storia, alla ricerca di un Eden perduto. 
Ed è la morte del corpo a tentare la decifrazione dell’enigma di una vita non conciliata” (71). 
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età[…] La natura vi dà e la natura/ vi esprime nel cuore che stordite” (TP 801-802). Through a 
similar tone a few moments earlier, swifts had allowed for one last reminiscence of authentic 
pastoral life for the poet’s chanting of the natural escape. The second part of the poem ends with 
an appeal to the animality sense of living in a oxymoric, contradictory ensemble nature-culture, 
light-dark, animal-human categorization of life:  
Più sacro dov’è più animale 
il mondo: ma senza tradire 
la poeticità, l’originaria 
forza, a noi tocca esaurire 
il suo mistero in bene e in male 
umano. Questa è l’Italia, e  
non è questa l’Italia: insieme 
la preistoria e la storia che  
in essa sono convivano, se  
la luce è frutto di un buio seme. (TP 804) 
 
However, in the jungle of “anime scure,/ come la pelle e gli occhi, che / la moderna vita nutre a 
dure / necessità e bassezze,” in a sentiment of loneliness and resignation Pasolini reecounters 
Guido’s brotherly face and body, “un compagno,” “oscuro partigiano” who “si muove tra la 
ressa/con me guarda/nei visi questa gente, con me il misero/corpo trascina tra petti che 
coccarde/colamno di vile orgoglio./ Poi su me posa lo sguardo (TP 802-798).119 In that pure 
exchange of gazes that unveils a gesture of intimate understanding, Pasolini resides his ultimate 
hopes of ontological and political ‘resurrection’ of anew popular body-politic. 
 While Poesie a Casarsa still enhances glimpses of hopefulness in terms of corporeal fabula 
of an authentic relationship between the human and the natural ambience (viewed in the entirety 
of a framing milieu of existential conditions), the dissociation of personal and public body-spaces 
intervene decisively in Pasolini’s civic poetry in the early fifties. A thread of significant themes, 
                                                        
119 The second fragment of this quotation refers to the poem “Comizio” which anticipates “L’Ultima Italia” despite 
the coeval composition.  
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particularly centered in the dimension of death, sexuality, peasant life and the sacred (in constant 
contradiction between a primordial sense of spiritual belonging and the religion of the body par 
excellence) frames an emblematic discourse of social and political critiques of Italy’s society of 
postwar and its ideologies around the concept of the body. In the examined passages, the focus has 
been aimed at correlating warzones, values, subjectivity and poetry in which Pasolini attempts a 
regaining of a freely un-formed corporeality, alive and mobile, a substratum of signifies of an 
internal harmony; at the same time, the inability to achieve and retain as a wholeness the humanity 
of the body and its life, turning into pure objects of consumerism had also transformed the natural 
Italian ambience in a deformed body-corpse. This downward interplay into the corporeal inhuman 
will determine most of the experimental forms of poetics arising in the Italian milieu in the early 
sixties with the Neo-Avant-Garde (Antonio Porta, Edoardo Sanguinetti, Elio Pagliarini to name a 
few but also Zanzotto, especially through Vocativo and La Beltà) will be also an exponent of this 
transformation of the poetic subjectivity. Within a new socio-political and philosophical context 
of dynamics between poetry, subject and power the trope of the human body will continue to 
inform and provide a nucleus of interrogation and categories to tackle down the society of 
consumerism and the industry (as for instance in Paolo Volponi’s prose), of the spectacle, of the 

















To tentatively conclude a project that is presented as an opening to the centrality of the 
human body, I will emphasize its departure point: the ambiguity of corps sujet and corps objet 
functions as an ever-changing membrane of texts and worlds, but also reflect societies and power 
dynamics in postwar Italian cultural narratives. Speaking of (our) body represents firstly an 
endeavor and a challenge to reassess – as the phenomenological movement attempted to do and 
partly achieved – the entire sphere of our sensoriality (eyes, ears, tastes, odors, and more 
importantly, touch) in a newly fashioned rapport with processes of writing. This implies a 
recalibration of how literatures (in a wider sense) inform the ways in which personal traumas 
mirror the collective perception, reshape histories/memories and endow mobile expressive forms. 
Furthermore, a relationship between writing and bodies necessarily institutes discourses of ex-
peau-sition opening up questions of de-appropriation and de-territorialization of subjectivity.  
Throughout this dissertation I have explored three predominant literary ‘exceptional’ 
spaces, namely Holocaust studies, Liberation novels, and eco-poetry of the Resistance. The choice 
follows cultural patterns that retain “un corpo vivente” as the main chronotope of socio-historical 
and existential critique of Italy’s second postwar climate. Since the body presents itself 
ontologically as a ‘pitiless friend,’ this investigation aims at outlining its shadow both in personal 
and communal portrayals of trauma. In fact, bodies are unique ‘objects’ to examine, as Alan Corbin 
reminds us, due to the fact they inherently refer to oneself but also carry material histories and, in 
their motion, they embody human finitude. The tragic, violent and critical experience of the second 
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postwar yielded spaces of reassessment of how bodies function in the making sense of intimate 
knowledge, our understanding of social and political interactions and our intertwined groundwork 
through ecological consciousness. This is the rationale underneath the project, yet also its risk: to 
center around a multifaceted socio-political and existential crisis in contemporary Italian studies. 
The variety of literary and well noted cinematic depictions of Italy’s identity struggles together 
with a downfall of humanist cultures – already compromised at the turn of the 20th century – 
constitutes an opportunity for literatures of the embodied subject even though it might fall short if 
not properly framed in specific geopolitical spaces of conflict.  
As underlined in the Introduction, the approach used for this study also requires to consider 
two main ‘worlds of signification:’ the natural and the cultural. Instead of representing an obstacle 
in the analysis of them, this vexed debate only enhances seeing the body as a bridging interface of 
social connectors. Different portrayals and uses of bodies as characters and primary features of 
literatures permit the excavation of a variety of themes and critiques of societal domains. Bodies 
could be used, manipulated, seen, touched, and hybridized in literary frames like flexible 
spaces/no-spaces.  
In the chapters I demonstrated that this chronotope does not frame simply the personal, 
introspective, immutable, protective aspects of the self’s identity. Nor it is proposed as the utter 
leveling of an overly regulated natural immanence. On the other hand, it foregrounds an interfacing 
possibility of communal spaces, primordial authenticity of languages and socio-political critiques 
of Italy’s (past and future) self-identities. To recall an example, we should think of Liana Millu’s 
female body-characters as ethical stands embracing otherness. Another communal space of 
corporeal transformation is Zanzotto’s eco-tragedy in Dietro il paesaggio where natural language 
becomes the discursive fuel for the permanent existence of the human.  
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Certainly, through this study I have intervened in broader discussions on the body and 
dialogued critically with the current state of contemporary Italian cultural scholarship. What 
differentiates this work from others in the field are two prominent features: a phenomenological 
imprimatur (which has also been challenged) and a tentative mapping of literatures for the body 
as a human collective residue of warzones. Indeed, in the Introduction I have outlined an 
interdisciplinary framework by looking at both philosophies of the embodiment and cultural 
studies. They inform every step and stage of my textual analyses while giving a fresh look to 
material postwar cultures.  
  Despite an incredible amount of pivotal texts, autobiographies, non-fictional accounts, 
historical evaluations and political debate that fueled interest in the second dopoguerra, we have 
only recently sought an acknowledgement of the coral role of bodily elements (gender and racial 
aspects predominant). Karl Schoonover’s analysis on violence and corporeality has foreshadowed 
an important understanding of the social and ontological value of reinterpretation of bodies as 
political and aesthetical catalysts for change in Neorealist cinema. In the literary field, the works 
of the “scuola Bolognese” (Niva Lorenzini, Marco Antonio Bazzocchi and Gian Maria Annovi) 
focus close attention on similar themes, especially in Avant- and Neo-Avant-Garde poetry and 
sexuality studies. Similarly, the ambiguity of speaking subjects and reified objects of power 
dynamics informs literary and linguistic frames that change the rules of the game: the narrator 
coincides with the object being narrated in the attempt to (re)embrace a dignity of life through 
corporeal, visceral, physical and telluric reattachment to it.   
This dissertation has purposely focused on the ambiguity of body and subject, literature 
and external world, to offer a stimulating perspective on postwar literary and poetic narratives. 
Although dissimilar in their inspiration and strategies, the authors I chose participate in an alert 
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collective of what a body can do within literary borders and how it will resonate with a 
contemporary audience. The case of survivorship in Chapter One revealed personal struggles of 
coming to terms with an unspoken testimony and an unimaginable debasement to life-corpse. For 
Primo Levi – both in poetry and prose – and Liana Millu, relying on the corporeal signified a 
perceptual and ontological anchor, an interface of meanings in Italy’s (Europe) racial and gender 
abyss.  
The analysis of Naples as a body-scape centered on plebeian physiognomy in a fluctuating 
social and political intra-society. If on the one hand, a sense of Fascist nostalgia persists once more, 
on the other hand, Domenico Rea fought to retain the ‘ugly, yet authentic’ shapes of ancient 
Southern bodies, cast between passions and carnival gestures. In this contrast, I have viewed 
Naples as a corporeal locus in which Italian society (along with its traditions) serve as a platform 
for immunitas/contamination systems of relation. As manifested in poetry, similar spaces of 
defense are also paradigmatic in building an eco-corporeal expression of tragedy in which the main 
object-body becomes the landscape and its memory. This is the case for the Trevigian and Friulian 
valleys that exemplify a material language in/for the bodies of others.  
Many original and critical writings – from fiction to cinema, personal travelogue and 
postcolonial accounts – have recently fleshed out many essential features of the human body from 
gender/race to ecological/waste, emotional to industrial reification. Two clear examples are 
migration film studies and Anthropocene studies. To a certain extent, they refer both to an 
exceptional space as Agamben would say and to the state of being of society’s members other than 
a body becoming a hybrid configuration of human and nonhuman substances, elements, features. 
The second postwar climate provides other pivotal areas of social, visual and economic distress 
for which the methodology of this study can be fruitful. For instance, the artistic movement of 
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informale (Alberto Burri) and the performative arts represent attempts to revise our eco-tragic 
agency while industrial literatures in the 60s and 70s (Paolo Volponi as an outstanding, yet 
understudied, interpreter as well as Vittorio Sereni) shape discourses of animal/human/thingness 
encounters in response to the advancement of capitalist societies. Renewed attention to 
philosophical debates, influences of theories of embodied subjects in the interwar and the second 
postwar climate could also boost dialogue across literary and cinematic studies. These avenues, in 
my view, could enhance criticism on literatures of the human body and provide a larger 
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